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The last two years have been difficult in the history of our 
country and indeed for the world at large. Our beloved country 
and our people have been tested severely by the COVID-19 
pandemic, which has had and will continue to have a dire 
impact on the lives of so many South Africans. The economic 
and human cost would have been inconceivable a short few 
years ago. Almost 100 000 citizens have succumbed, millions 
of jobs have been lost, while thousands of SMMEs have closed 
down. Across the board, economic enterprises and industry 
have struggled to keep their heads above water in the context 
of a contracting economy. We have been set back substantially. 

But we cannot shy away from the fact that the pandemic 
has starkly exposed the dark underbelly of our social order,  
those ugly features that put our people in a situation of indignity 
and humiliation. We cannot but be mindful of the lack of 
meaningful work, the lack or poor quality of basic state services 
in many municipalities, services such as hospitals, schools, access 
to clean water, electricity, sanitation, and housing. Indeed, we are 
mindful of the destitution and hunger that many South Africans 
continue to suffer from. 

All these attributes are a dark reflection of our national 
state of want, which would expectedly lead to widespread 
crime, violence, and social unrest. Which of course, South 
Africa witnessed in July 2021. The “July riots” is emblematic of 
fundamental human needs that any functioning democratic 
society ought to provide. Indeed, it is a shameful situation, and 
we, if we are honest, must make the admission that the pandemic 
did not create these conditions, but rather accelerated them. 

While recovery efforts are underway in Kwa-Zulu Natal and 
Gauteng, provinces where the July 2021 unrest occurred in 
the main, the impact of the unrest will further impact growth 
and employment in the country in the medium term. Even 

more importantly, should the violence and unrest re-emerge, 
we have little doubt it would greatly undermine all efforts to 
stabilise the country. 

As government, we need to recognise that we have two years 
left of the 6th Administration. We need to urgently identify the 
priorities of the remaining time, to deal with all aspects of the 
triple challenges of, poverty, unemployment, and inequality, 
faced by so many in our country, exacerbated, but not created 
by the pandemic. Recognising that we are in the state of 
urgency, we need to make quick and noticeable strides to the 
lives of many South Africans.

As the apex office of government, The Presidency needs to be 
a humane, caring machinery that has a deep appreciation of 
the plight of the nation and understands its own catalytic role 
in society and the objective of social and economic change. The 
Presidency needs to be able to quickly adapt and be responsive 
to a quickly evolving environment. It needs to be a lean and 
consistently responsive institution.

The Presidency’s Annual Performance Plan for 2022/23 has 
thus been developed and takes into account the strategic 
imperatives expressed in the National Strategic Plan (NASP) 
2022/23, which is the new planning instrument of government, 
aligned to government’s revised Medium-Term Strategic 
Framework (MTSF) 2019-2024, and the Cabinet Makgotla 
(October 2021 and January 2022) commitments. 

Cabinet has agreed that in the coming year the focus will be  
on stabilisation and recovery, this, in order to reverse the 
impact of the pandemic and the July 2021 unrest, and its  
effects on economic growth and job creation, and further 
economic decline. 
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The Presidency will fast-track economic reforms to support 
economic recovery and reconstruction- including the putting 
in of plans to leverage infrastructure investment to accelerate 
economic recovery, localisation, and job creation. While the 
COVID-19 pandemic remains a concern, anti-pandemic 
responses will be factored into government’s infrastructure- 
driven economic recovery plans.

Cabinet has thus prioritised the following Top Ten acceleration 
interventions to deliver results towards tangible outcomes in 
2022/23:

• Job creation
• Ease of doing business
• Public procurement
• Digitalisation
• Food Security
• Water and sanitation
• Title deeds
• Vaccinations
• Corruption prosecutions
• Combatting Violent crime.

As part of the effort to fast track these objectives, the President 
in his State of the Nation Address on 10 February 2022 called 
for the establishment of a comprehensive social compact in the 
country, so that government, business, labour, and other social 
partners will all throw their weight behind the plan to grow our 
economy, create jobs and combat hunger. It is envisaged that 
the social compact will build on the foundation of government’s 
Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan (ERRP), which 
has aimed to build an economy that is able to realise its true 
potential. The goal is to impact all of society, but especially the 
unemployed, by creating a sustainable, resilient, and inclusive 
economy through targeted growth and development in priority 
areas of the economy. 

SMMEs are critical for job creation and the infrastructure 
programme will therefore create conditions for SMMEs to 
thrive. As The Presidency, we will have to provide leadership 
towards a trajectory of prosperity. The Presidency will have 
to take the lead in creating conditions to re-build investor 
confidence, generating an enabling environment for SMMES 
to be sustainable and resilient, and defeating the prevailing 
hopelessness and desperation among our people.

The National Anti-Corruption Strategy was approved by 
government in October 2020, as a comprehensive and 
integrated society-wide response to corruption. The President 
is finalising the process for the appointment of the members 

of a National Anti-Corruption Advisory Council. The council 
will serve as a multi-sectoral body to oversee the initial 
implementation of the strategy, as well as the establishment 
of an independent statutory anti-corruption body that will 
report to Parliament. The fight against corruption will take on 
a new intensity and will deal with the recommendations made 
in various commission reports, including, the State Capture 
Commission reports.

Working within The Presidency is indeed a privilege. However, 
it carries a tremendous responsibility. As the President and 
Deputy President’s foot soldiers, The Presidency has the duty 
to affect the delivery of government’s promise to all South 
Africans, and, as the managers of government, to strive not to 
fail our Principals in doing this. 

The Presidency, together with all the entities that form 
part of the strategic centre of government, in their role as 
leaders of the rest of government and the state, will need to 
effectively mobilise its full capacity, to provide quality support 
to the Principals in the executive decision-making process. The 
Presidency machinery must therefore collaborate effectively in 
how it operates, re-configure its organisational structures, and 
strengthen its coordination and oversight functions in order to 
give effective and quality leadership. 

I endorse this Annual Performance Plan of The Presidency 
for the financial year 2022/23 as the roadmap for what The 
Presidency needs to achieve in the financial year.

INTRODUCTION BY THE MINISTER
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This year’s Annual Performance Plan is the first one prepared 
under my stewardship and guidance since I took up office as the 
Director-General in The Presidency on 1 April 2021. It has been 
developed following a rigorous re-examination of previously 
deployed strategies. Thus, the APP is now in a position to better 
inform and re-frame the priorities that we set for ourselves for 
the remaining two years of the 6th Administration and agree on 
an implementable work programme for the period. 

The review sought to assess whether we are yielding the 
desired outcomes in addressing the challenges posed by  
the pandemic, poverty, inequality, unemployment, and the  
ailing economy.

The reflection was built around a fundamental understanding 
that as The Presidency, we need to serve as a strong centre  
of strategic leadership and coordination of government 
to ensure the effective implementation of government’s 
programme as outlined in the Medium Term Strategic 
Framework (MTSF) 2019-2024. The overall thrust of revised 
MTSF 2019-2024 includes: 

• Manage the pandemic,
• Drive economic recovery,
• Provide employment support and relief, and 
• Enhance state capacity to deliver.

While the MTSF process has proved to be an excellent 
planning tool for government, a gap exists in the current 
planning system of government. There is fragmentation in the 
process of translating the five-year perspective of the MTSF 
into implementable plans within the extant annual planning 
and funding cycle. Therefore, a need has been identified to 
create a distinct instrument that would identify the priorities of 
government for the immediate year ahead.

For this reason, government has decided upon the National 
Annual Strategic Plan (NASP) as a new, short-term planning 
tool that will be piloted in the 2022/23 financial year.  
The NASP 2022/23 is based on the priorities agreed 
upon at the January 2022 Cabinet Lekgotla. The NASP is 
therefore government’s new mechanism to translate the 
MTSF goals into implementable goals for the current year. All 
government departments are now expected to consider the 
NASP commitments in the preparation of their respective 
departmental Annual Performance Plans 2022/23. 

Therefore, The Presidency is faced with the huge task of 
ensuring that it provides leadership and coordination to the 
whole of government. Indeed, it has to have line-of-sight over 
all government plans and to ensure that departmental plans 
reflect the MTSF goals. Given the severe negative impact of 
the pandemic, NASP is expected to prioritise the needs of the 
poor in our society so that no one is left behind.

Thus, the focus of The Presidency for 2022/23 will be on 
establishing a NEDLAC-driven social compact to grow 
the economy, create jobs, and combat hunger. The specific 
priorities to accelerate economic recovery and create jobs 
were outlined by the Cabinet Lekgotla of January 2022 and by 
President Ramaphosa in the State of the Nation Address on 11 
February 2022. The President highlighted: 

• Leveraging untapped or new opportunities in certain 
growth sectors of the economy such as in the energy 
generation sector, as part of economic recovery; 

• Intensifying the fight against corruption by implementing the 
State Capture report recommendations and SIU reports 
etc. (against the backdrop of state capture and widespread 
corruption in the state); 

FOREWORD BY THE
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• Improving the business environment for companies of all 
sizes, with a special focus on informal, survivalist, and micro-
enterprises by amongst others reducing red tape – an 
initiative that will be driven directly from The Presidency.

While there has been encouraging signs of positive growth in 
the economy, much still needs to be done not only to return 
to pre-COVID-19 levels but also to put the economy back on 
a higher growth trajectory and beyond. The economic crisis 
has indeed upended the lives of many South Africans. The 
Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan (ERRP), which 
was introduced in Parliament in October 2020, is our lodestar 
in reviving the economy and creating jobs. Since the inception 
of the ERRP, government and social partners have made 
considerable progress in the implementation of significant 
economic reforms. We will continue to play the oversight role 
in the implementation of the plan. 

We are resolved to accelerate the structural reforms to 
address those elements that are an impediment to economic 
growth and investment. In this regard, Operation Vulindlela 
will continue to focus on priority reforms aimed at addressing 
structural constraints on economic growth, such as shortages 
of electricity, water, spectrum, skills, bottlenecks and delays in 
the port and freight rail system. The dedicated Vulindlela Unit 
was established in the last financial year to monitor progress, 
escalate issues where necessary, and provide support to 
responsible departments to accelerate delivery of reforms.

Given the extraordinary socio-economic place we find 
ourselves in as a country, it is evident that the success of 
government plans will hinge on a new social compact to pull 
together all sectors of South African society.

A big challenge facing the country is the high rate of 
unemployment. Therefore, the President has tasked  
The Presidency, to finalise a comprehensive social compact  
aimed at galvanising the rest of society towards this  
important challenge. The focus of the social compact would 
be a bold expansion of public support for employment and 
social protection that will reach approximately 11 million 
unemployed persons.

Furthermore, The Presidency has been tasked to focus on 
spearheading efforts to address unnecessary bureaucratic 
delays.  This is a response to the call on government to address 
the ‘red tape’. Thus, a Red Tape Reduction Team has been 
set up in The Presidency to identify and address, in the year 
ahead, priority reforms that will improve opportunities and the 
business environment for companies of all sizes. This tasking 

includes looking at mechanisms to further improve the record 
of government departments to achieve government’s goal of 
paying suppliers within 30 days of billing. Government is also 
reviewing the Business Act, 1991 (Act 71 of 1991), alongside 
a broader review of legislation that affects Small, Medium and 
Small-Enterprises (SMMEs) in order to reduce the regulatory 
burden on informal businesses.

Corruption has dented the image of government. There is 
thus the need to introduce confidence-building interventions, 
in order to re-establish trust with our citizenry and business.  
Our people want a government that is responsive, honest, 
ethical, and free of corruption.

Guided by the National Anti-Corruption Strategy (NACS), 
government continues to take decisive steps to expose and 
punish corrupt activities in both the public and private sectors, 
reform our institutions to make them stronger and more 
transparent, and restore a professional and effective public 
service. In the course of the year the President will therefore 
table a comprehensive plan of action to Parliament in response 
to the commissions’ recommendations made in the three 
State Capture Inquiry reports as well as the report into the 
investigations into corruption in the issuing of COVID-19 
Personal Protective Equipment contracts as well as other 
investigations and commissions. In the 2022/23 financial year, 
The Presidency will also continue to lead efforts to  overcome 
the COVID-19 pandemic. Government, under the stewardship 
of the Deputy President, has been driving the vaccination 
programme in the country in the past year. 

The COVID-19 Vaccines Inter-Ministerial Committee (IMC), 
chaired by the Deputy President, was established to support 
quick decision-making, foster coordination and the contribution 
of various departments and intervene in unlocking any  
challenges during the implementation of the country’s 
vaccination rollout programme. The IMC is supported by a 
National Technical Task Team (NTTT) of Directors-General 
(DGs), comprising four work-streams organised around 
specific tasks.

Recently a review was conducted to take stock of the work 
done to date on vaccination. The review has found that good 
progress has been made in relation to the manufacture of 
COVID-19 vaccines in South Africa. The review also made 
recommendation to enhance communication and demand 
generation activities in order to improve the uptake of  
the vaccines as well as make recommendations on the  
question of mandatory vaccination and the local manufacturing 
of the vaccines.

FOREWORD BY THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL
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The Presidency will oversee the massive rollout of infrastructure, 
facilitate the substantial increase in local production capacity 
and output, keep a watching brief over employment stimulus 
to create jobs and support livelihoods, and ensure the rapid 
expansion of the country’s energy generation capacity. 

I look forward to working with all stakeholders and partners 
to deliver on this ambitious plan for this year. I therefore table 
this Annual Performance Plan for The Presidency for 2022/23.

FOREWORD BY THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL
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The financial year 2022/23 marks the mid-point in the 
implementation of The Presidency’s Strategic Plan for the  
years 2020-2025 cycle, which was approved and tabled in 
Parliament in March 2020. The Presidency’s Strategic Plan  
2020-2025 focuses the organisation on achieving five 
outcomes, aligned to the seven priorities of government as 
outlined in government’s revised five-year Medium Term 
Strategic Framework (MTSF) 2014-2019.

This Annual Performance Plan was developed following 
a rigorous review and reflection of our performance and 
identifying key steps to ensure we deliver on our priorities in 
the immediate term, fully aligned to government’s revised MTSF 
2014-2019 published in October 2021, and government’s 
National Annual Strategic Plan.

In the past two years, the world has had to respond and 
intervene in the fight against a deadly pandemic and its  
negative socio-economic impact. The country, with the rest 
of the world, was called upon to rapidly adapt to the “new 
normal”. The Presidency as an institution, in its turn, has had to 
deal with the implications of the pandemic. And in July 2021, 
The Presidency was confronted with the unrest that occurred 
in Gauteng and KwaZulu-Natal. 

There were shifts in resources and priorities for the organisation, 
and as a result, The Presidency had to explore more efficient 
and effective ways of delivering on its mandate. This included 
embracing the move to perform key tasks online, the greater 
use of digital platforms and working remotely. 

In this regard The Presidency had to fast track the  
implementation of its ongoing ICT modernisation project 
to support the operations of the organisation under these 
new circumstances. This included the introduction of digitised 

ICT solutions and cutting-edge technologies to support  
The Presidency’s work programme without disruption by  
the pandemic.

Given that The Presidency wishes to remain a high-
performance institution, it has partnered with well-regarded 
institutions to conduct productivity assessments to ensure that 
the productivity of its staff and the organisation’s performance 
levels are measured, and productivity improvements are 
promoted within the current working arrangements.

In the coming year, The Presidency will move into a second 
phase of its ICT modernisation project. This will entail the 
finalisation of the automation of critical business processes, the 
upgrading of key ICT infrastructure, the upgrade of meeting 
spaces to enable digital collaboration and the improvement of 
information security to prevent and combat cyber-crime.

Over the past two years, The Presidency much thought 
to examining whether it is fit-for-purpose, i.e., whether it 
is appropriately structured to support the President and 
the Deputy President in leading and supervising the rest of 
government towards the path of economic rebuild and 
recovery. An immediate focus was overseeing the review and 
reconfiguration of The Presidency’s service delivery model, 
as well as its organisational and functional structure. The first 
phase of this project was finalised in the 2021/22 financial year. 

In the first phase of this project, The Presidency conducted a 
critical analysis of the functions of its branches and those of 
its ‘sister departments’ at the strategic centre with a view to 
determining whether it was optimally configured to deliver 
on its mandate. A so-called “as-is” analysis was done and 
benchmarked before initial proposals and options were put 
forward for a re-imagined delivery model for the organisation. 

OVERVIEW BY THE
ACCOUNTING OFFICER
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In this regard, in the 2022/23 financial year, The Presidency will 
prioritise consultation on the proposed service delivery model 
and the organisational structure for the organisation with the 
view to finalise firm proposals.

As part of efforts to strengthen the alignment of the legislative 
programme of government-to-government imperatives and  
the monitoring of its effective implementation, as well as 
ensuring the fulfilment of parliamentary responsibilities by 
members of the Executive, The Presidency developed a 
Legislative and Executive Accountability Framework, that will 
be extensively workshopped prior to its finalisation in the 
coming financial year. 

The Presidency is working on plans to improve the support 
rendered to the Principals in the executive decision-making 
process in their roles of leading the rest of government and 
the state. The Presidency will strengthen the decision-making 
value chain across The Presidency and its ‘sister departments’ 
and ensure that there is more alignment and coordination of 
work and policy between the entities at the strategic centre, 
to enhance the implementation of government commitments 
and decisions that result in tangible developmental outcomes 
for society. 

The Presidency will also continue to prioritise measures 
to improve its supply chain systems and physical security 
environment and will earnestly work towards the attainment 
of a clean audit outcome.

Unfortunately, over the past two years, The Presidency has 
sadly lost valued staff members due to COVID-19-and related 
illnesses. I wish to extend our condolences to their families on 
behalf of The Presidency. 

I wish to thank our new Director-General, Ms. Phindile Baleni, 
for her wisdom and guidance in the development of this Annual 
Performance Plan. 

I would also like to thank Top Management, Senior Management, 
and indeed, the entire staff of The Presidency for remaining 
focused on the tasks at hand. Indeed, their commitment will 
ensure that we will achieve the commitments outlined in this 
Annual Performance Plan.

As the delegated Accounting Officer of The Presidency,  
I therefore table this Annual Performance Plan of The Presidency 
for the year 2022/23.

OVERVIEW BY THE ACCOUNTING OFFICER
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• Was developed by the management of The Presidency, under the guidance of the delegated Executive Authority, 
 Phindile Baleni (Ms);
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• Accurately reflects the performance targets, which The Presidency will endeavour to achieve given the resources made available 

in the 2022/23 financial year.

Recommended by:

Glen Zulu (Ms)
Chief Financial Officer

Nombongo Zwelibanzi (Ms)
Head Official responsible for Planning

Approved by:

Lusanda Mxenge (Ms)
Chief Operations Officer (Acting)
(Delegated Accounting Officer)

Phindile Baleni (Ms)
Director-General and Secretary of Cabinet 

(Delegated Executive Authority)
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PART A: OUR MANDATE

The Presidency, as the strategic centre of government, is 
mandated to: 

1. Support the President and Deputy President in leading 
and galvanising the whole of government and society to 
implement the electoral programme; 

2. Serve as a centre for strategic coordination in government 
in implementing the government’s Programme of Action so 
as to ensure that all energies and efforts are properly aligned. 
In its government-wide implementation coordination and 
integration role, The Presidency plays an interventionist role 
to identify policy and institutional failures and orchestrate 
necessary measures to course-correct.

3. Monitor that the government’s programme is implemented 
and evaluate whether it is achieving its intended objectives.

The Minister in The Presidency plays an oversight role over the:

• Department of Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation 
(DPME)

• Government Communication and Information Systems 
(GCIS), which includes the following entities BrandSA, 
Media Development and Diversity Agency (MDDA).

• Statistics South Africa (StatsSA).
• State Security Agency (SSA).

The following are the specific constitutional and legislative 
mandates, as well as policy directives that define the parameters 
within which The Presidency operates and from which the 
institution derives its mandate:

1.1 CONSTITUTIONAL MANDATE

Section 83 of the Constitution states that the President:

a) is the Head of State and head of the national executive; 
b) must uphold, defend, and respect the Constitution as the 

supreme law of the Republic; and
c) promotes the unity of the nation and that which will 

advance the Republic.

Section 84 of the Constitution outlines in more detail the 
powers and functions of the President:

The President has the powers entrusted by the Constitution 
and legislation, including those necessary to perform the 
functions of Head of State and head of the national executive. 
The President is responsible for : 

a) assenting to and signing Bills;
b) referring a Bill back to the National Assembly for 

reconsideration of the Bill’s constitutionality;
c) referring a Bill to the Constitutional Court for a decision on 

the Bill’s constitutionality;
d) summoning the National Assembly, the National Council 

of Provinces or Parliament to an extraordinary sitting to 
conduct special business;

e) making any appointments that the Constitution or legislation 
requires the President to make, other than as head of the 
national executive;

f) appointing commissions of inquiry;
g) calling a national referendum in terms of an Act of 

Parliament;
h) receiving and recognising foreign diplomatic and consular 

representatives;
i) appointing ambassadors, plenipotentiaries, and diplomatic 

and consular representatives;
j) pardoning or reprieving offenders and remitting any fines, 

penalties, or forfeitures; and
k) conferring honours.

Section 85 of the Constitution sets out the responsibilities 
of the President as head of the national executive. It states 
that the executive authority of the Republic is vested in the 
President and that the President exercises this executive 
authority, together with the other members of the Cabinet, by- 

a) implementing national legislation except where the 
Constitution or an Act of Parliament provides otherwise; 

b) developing and implementing national policy;
c) co-ordinating the functions of state departments and 

administrations;
d) preparing and initiating legislation; and
e) performing any other executive function provided for in 

the Constitution or in national legislation. 

In accordance with Section 91 of the Constitution, the Cabinet 
consists of the President, as head of the Cabinet, a Deputy 
President, and Ministers. The President appoints the Deputy 
President and Ministers, assigns their powers and functions, and 
may dismiss them.

The President must select the Deputy President and must 
appoint a member of the Cabinet to be the leader of 
government business in the National Assembly. At the moment, 
the practice is that the Deputy President is appointed as the 
leader of government business. Furthermore, the Deputy 
President must assist the President in the execution of the 
functions of government.
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Section 92 of the Constitution sets out the accountability 
and responsibilities of the Cabinet. It states that the Deputy 
President and Ministers are responsible for the powers and 
functions of the executive assigned to them by the President. 
Members of the Cabinet are accountable collectively and 
individually to Parliament for the exercise of their powers and 
the performance of their functions. 

There are other provisions in the Constitution that have 
implications for the functions of the President, and the 
capabilities required to support him/her, such as Section 97 
(Transfer of functions) and Section 100 (National supervision 
of provincial administration). 

1.2 LEGISLATIVE MANDATE

The legislation that further outlines the powers and functions 
of the President are:

a) Independent Commission for the Remuneration of Public 
Office-Bearers Act, 1997 (Act 92 of 1997).

b) The Remuneration of Public Office Bearers Act, 1998 
(Act 20 of 1998, as amended) provides a framework 
for determining the salaries, benefits, and allowances of 
public office bearers. The secretariat to the Independent 
Commission is located within The Presidency.

c) Executive Members Ethics Act, 1998 (Act 82 of 1998), 
including the Executive Ethics Code.

On the 5th August 2021, the President announced the decision 
to have the State Security Agency (SSA) reporting to The 
Presidency. Subsequent to this decision, the President on  
14 January 2022 designated political responsibility over the  
State Security Agency, in terms of Section 209(2) of the 
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996, to the 
Minister in The Presidency. 

The Minister in The Presidency has since been delegated/
assigned all powers/duties/functions/responsibilities of  
Minister/Executive Authority over SSA in terms of all SSA 
specific legislation. 
 
Henceforth, to give effect to the assignment and transfer of 
this role, the Minister in The Presidency also administers the 
following legislation:

1. Intelligence Services Act, 2002 (Act 65 of 2002),
2. National Strategic Intelligence Act, 1994 (Act 39 of 1994),
3. Intelligence Oversight Act, 1994 (Act 40 of 1994),

4. General Intelligence Laws Amendment Act, 2013 and 
relevant Regulations promulgated under some of these 
legislations;

5. Security Services Special Account Act, 1969 (Act 81 of 
1969),

6. Regulation of Interception of Communication and Provision 
of Communication-related Information Act, 2002 (Act 
No.70 of 2002) ;

7. Financial Intelligence Centre Act 2001, (Act No.38 of 2001),

Furthermore, there are acts administered by other members 
of the Cabinet that however have a direct bearing on the work 
of The Presidency, such as:

a. The Intergovernmental Relations Framework Act, 2005  
(Act 13 of 2005) – the “IGR Act”, which establishes 
a framework for the national government, provincial 
governments, and local governments to promote and 
facilitate intergovernmental relations and to provide for 
mechanisms and procedures to facilitate the settlement 
of intergovernmental disputes. The “IGR Act” further seeks  
to promote cooperative governance as espoused by 
Chapter 3 of the Constitution of South Africa and informed 
the formation of the Presidential Coordinating Council 
(PCC), the Cabinet Cluster System, the Forum of South 
African Directors-General (FOSAD) and the formation  
of Inter-Ministerial Committees (IMCs) that are also 
specifically aimed at enhancing coordination and integration 
across government.

b. The legislation that governs the formation and work of 
the Statutory Bodies, [e.g., Infrastructure Development 
Act which establishes the Presidential Infrastructure 
Coordinating Commission (PICC), the Broad Based Black 
Economic Empowerment (BBBEE) Act as amended which 
establishes the BBBEE Advisory Council.

1.3 POLICY MANDATE

The National Development Plan, Vision 2030 (NDP)

The National Development Plan (NDP) Vision 2030, adopted 
by Cabinet in 2012, continues to be the country’s long-term 
development plan, which cuts across all sectors of society, 
identifies the critical trade-offs and challenges to be addressed 
by the country over the period to 2030. 

It sets out the key South African priorities, which is to eradicate 
poverty by 2030 and to substantially reduce unemployment 
and inequality. The NDP aims to integrate planning and ensure 
greater policy coherence in government, thus building a 
common vision of what South Africa could look like in 2030. 
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The NDP was reviewed, by the National Planning Commission 
in 2020 to determine the progress made in implementing the 
plan‘s critical targets since its inception in 2012; to consider 
and learn from its successes and some of the failures being 
experienced; assesses gaps in delivery, and recommend course 
correction to get back to the trajectory outlined by the NDP. 

The review indeed revealed that despite significant progress 
being made since the NDP’s adoption, many developmental 
challenges still remained, that need to be addressed in the 
remaining 10 years taking us to 2030. 

Revised Medium-Term Strategic Framework 2019-2024

The MTSF 2019-2024 is an implementation plan for the NDP 
Vision 2030 and the electoral mandate of the 6th Administration 
of government. Cabinet adopted the MTSF 2019-2024 in 
October 2019 and it was released with the 2020 State of the 
Nation Address (SONA). 

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the July 2021 unrest, 
these two major interruptions impacted on the implementation 
of the MTSF 2019-2024, and related plans and budgets had to 
be reprioritised towards relief and socio-economic recovery 
efforts, including identifying priorities for the last two years of 
the 6th Administration – 2022/23 and 2023/24.

The revised MTSF 2019-2024, published in October 2021, 
therefore emphasises in the main the following key pillars 
which the revised MTSF 2019-2024 is anchored on:

1. Managing the pandemic;
• Interventions that save lives and support the health 

sector; 
• Rollout of the National COVID-19 vaccination 

programme;
• Support food security within households.

2. Drive economic recovery;
• Implement ERRP priorities,
• Network industries reforms, especially energy, water, 

transport, telecoms,
• Localisation, empowerment, inclusion, and job creation, 
• Skills strategy to support economic recovery and 

Master Plans.
3. Employment support and relief;

• Given unemployment levels, public employment 
programmes should continue to support household 
incomes while the economy recovers.

4. Enhance state capacity to deliver ;
• Supporting implementation capacity and capability for 

reforms,
• Reforms and restructuring of key SOEs,
• Combatting corruption and fraud,
• Managing the public sector wage bill.

The Presidency provides specific support and also leads in the 
following commitments, outlined in the revised MTSF 2019-
2024:

INTERVENTIONS INDICATORS BASELINE TARGET
LEAD AND 

CONTRIBUTING 
DEPARTMENTS

Facilitate implementation of 
the National Anti-Corruption 
Strategy 2020-2030 

NACS institutional 
arrangements established 

NACS approved in October 
2020 

Establish the National Anti-
Corruption Advisory Council 
(NACAC) by March 2021 
and Permanent Independent 
Anti-Corruption body by 
March 2023 

Lead: Presidency Contributing: 
DPME & DPSA

Performance management 
of ministers and deputy 
ministers 

Annual performance score 
card reports for ministers and 
deputy ministers submitted to 
the President 

Performance agreements 
signed in 2020 

Annual performance score 
card reports for ministers and 
deputy ministers submitted to 
the President 

Lead: Presidency, Contributing: 
DPME 

Management of the political-
administrative interface 
through the establishment 
of the Head of Public 
Administration and amend 
the relevant legislation 

Establishment of the Head of 
Public Administration 

Policy framework approved 
in 2020 

Head of Public Administration 
established by 2021 

Lead: Presidency, Contributing: 
DPSA, DPME 

Repurpose SOEs, strengthen 
governance systems and 
ensure board stability 

Number of SOEs repurposed Previous interventions by the 
NT, DPE and Presidency 

Annual scorecard on the 
repurposing of SOEs by the 
end of 2021 

Lead: DPE Contributing: 
Presidency (SOE Council) 
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INTERVENTIONS INDICATORS BASELINE TARGET
LEAD AND 

CONTRIBUTING 
DEPARTMENTS

Digitalisation of government 
services 

An audit of departments 
implementing the National 
e-Government Strategy 
conducted in May 2020 

National e-Government 
Strategy and Roadmap 
implemented by 2022 towards 
digitalisation of government 
services and delivery on SA 
Connect targets 

Lead: DCDT 
Contributing: DPSA, 
Presidency 
Provinces 

Improve coordination 
between national, provincial, 
and local government to 
improve service delivery 

Finalisation of institutional 
arrangements for the District 
Development Model 

District Development Model 
piloted in 2 districts and 1 
metro in 2019/20 

Institutional arrangements 
for the District Development 
Model finalised by March 
2022 

Lead: DCOG Contributing: 
Presidency, DPME and 
Provincial depts.

Support the creation of jobs 
through the Job Summit 
Commitments, Operation 
Phakisa, the Economic 
Reconstruction and Recovery 
Plan and other public sector 
employment programmes

Number of employment 
opportunities facilitated 
through the Mass Employment 
Stimulus Programme 

New indicator 800 000 employment 
opportunities created by 
March 2021/22

Lead: DEL Contributing: 
Presidency, DPWI 
Provinces 

Implement Presidential 
comprehensive youth 
employment intervention 
(inclusive of the National 
Pathway Management 
Network)

Number of youth NEET 
absorbed in employment 

New indicator 1 million youth jobs created 
by 2024 

Lead: DEL Contributing: 
Presidency 
Provinces 

The National Annual Strategic Plan (NASP) 2022/23 

The National Annual Strategic Plan (NASP) has been introduced 
as a new planning instrument in the country’s planning system, 
which will be piloted in the 2022/23 financial year. 

The development of a National Annual Strategic Plan was 
proposed at the FOSAD Lekgotla in July 2021 and was later 
adopted at the Cabinet Lekgotla in September 2021. 

The purpose of the National Annual Strategic Plan (NASP) 
is to improve the implementation of the MTSF, because a 
gap identified in the planning system was the absence of an 
annual government-wide plan, which identifies the priorities of 
government for the year ahead. 

Taking into account 2024 commitments, the NASP prioritises 
specifically the stabilisation and recovery for better delivery and 
results by 2024 planning phases adopted by government and 
reverse the impact of the pandemic, and economic decline 
caused by the July 2021 unrest.

The NASP has therefore prioritised the acceleration of 
programmes and interventions that will deliver tangible results 
in the two years to 2024. The NASP 2022/23 has identified  
50 such annual priorities and interventions from the revised 
MTSF 2019-2024, to ensure closer monitoring.

However, from this list of 50 annual priorities, the NASP 
has also selected the top ten critical priorities, which will be 

monitored to ensure desired results are achieved. These 10 
areas will therefore receive a high level of oversight to track 
and ensure that they are firstly adequately resourced and that 
they perform, as well as unblocking any challenges to delivery. 

The ten areas selected was largely premised on the projects 
that have a high contributory factor to the stabilisation and 
recovery pathway. The Top 10 critical areas identified are:

1. Job creation.
2. Ease of doing business to stimulate private sector 

investment and grow productive sectors of the economy 
as part of recovery and addressing the jobs crisis in  
South Africa. 

3. Using Preferential procurement - utilising public 
procurement to empower enterprises owned by black 
people, women, and persons with disabilities as well as 
SMMEs and cooperatives. 

4. Modernisation and digitalisation of the public service  
and the economy, in general, will contribute to economic 
recovery.

5. Interventions to immediately address household food 
insecurity and hunger.

6. The full rollout of the vaccination programme as a critical 
intervention to save lives, stabilise public health and enable 
stabilisation, recovery, and rebuilding of the economy.

7. Addressing water and sanitation backlogs in schools  
and communities.

8. Addressing the title deeds backlog.
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9. Interventions to reduce violent crimes, including Gender-
Based Violence. 

10. Dealing with corruption and bringing perpetrators to book.

1.4 RELEVANT COURT JUDGMENTS 

The Presidency monitors all court judgments that have a 
bearing on the work of the Executive. 

A recent court judgement that has a significant impact on the 
operations or service delivery obligations of The Presidency 
relevant to this APP is the Constitutional Court judgment, 
in the case of the Minister of Finance versus Afribusiness NPC, 
which was handed down by the Constitutional Court on 16 
February 2022. In this case, the Constitutional Court handed 
down judgment in an application for leave to appeal against 
the judgment and the order of the Supreme Court of Appeal 
(SCA). The applicant in this matter was the Minister of Finance 
(Minister) and the respondent was Afribusiness NPC. The 
application concerns the validity of the 2017 Preferential 
Procurement Regulations (2017 Regulations) promulgated 
on 20 January 2017, in terms of section 5 of Preferential 
Procurement Policy Framework Act, 2000 (Procurement Act).

After considering the Procurement Act and section 217 of 
the Constitution, the Supreme Court of Appeal held that 
the Minister had failed to act within the scope of his powers 
under the Procurement Act. The Supreme Court of Appeal 
held that the preliminary disqualification was impermissible 
as it was not consonant with the approach envisaged by 
section 217(1) of the Constitution. Consequently, it held that 
the Minister’s promulgation of regulations 3(b), 4 and 9 was 
unlawful. The Procurement Regulations were declared invalid 
for inconsistency with the Procurement Act and section 217 of 
the Constitution. The declaration of invalidity was suspended 
for 12 months.

The National Treasury is concerned that the Constitutional 
Court in its judgment did not address specific issue of the 
status of the SCA’s order of suspension. The main concern 
is that the Minister indicated his intention to approach the 
Constitutional Court to get confirmation on whether the 
invalidity of the Procurement Regulation has been and continue 
to be suspended. 

The new National Annual Strategic Plan (NASP) 2022/23 of 
government set targets for the percentage of the preferential 
procurement spend by gender, age, and disability, and these are 
currently outlined as 40% for women, 30% for youth, and 7% 
for persons with disabilities. 

Each department is therefore required, as per guidance 
provided by the Department of Planning, Monitoring and 
Evaluation (DPME), to align its Annual Performance Plan for 
2022/23 to these set targets and ensure that it sets aside 
40% for women-owned enterprises, 30% for youth-owned 
enterprises, and 7% for enterprises owned by persons with 
disabilities in relation to departmental procurement spend.

The APP of The Presidency for the financial year 2022/23 
had initially included these targets accordingly, in line with 
the guidance provided by DPME. However, in line with the 
Constitutional Court judgement and the uncertainty of the 
suspension of the SCA order, these targets will need to be 
temporarily suspended.
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PART B: STRATEGIC FOCUS 

1. The Presidency’s Strategic Framework is as follows: 

AIM
To serve as the centre for strategic coordination, leadership, and supervision 
of government in implementing the government programme, as guided by 
the constitution and the electoral mandate.

VISION
Excellence in governance and in providing leadership to the state  
and society.

MISSION
As the apex of government in South Africa, The Presidency strives to fully 
realise the strategic agenda of government and to lead:
• Efforts to support economic transformation and job creation;
• Efforts to improve access to education, skills and health;
• Efforts to consolidate the social wage through reliable and quality basic 

services;
• Efforts to enhance spatial integration and local government service 

delivery;
• Efforts to mobilise society, and build social cohesion and safe 

communities;
• Efforts to build a capable, ethical, and developmental state; and 
• Efforts to advance South Africa’s national interests and to build a better 

Africa and better world.

VALUES
Dedication Living this value means that The Presidency will seek to: 

• Demonstrate commitment; 
• Do what is needed to get the work done; and, 
• Be selfless, resolute, purposeful and steadfast. 

Discipline Living this value means that The Presidency will seek to: 
• Exercise self-control and work with decorum; 
• Display punctuality, reliability, dependability, and a 

commitment to meet deadlines; 
• Work with courtesy and respect; and, 
• Seek to make all stakeholders feel valued. 

Ethical 
Leadership/
Integrity

Living this value means that The Presidency will seek to: 
• Value openness, honesty, consistency and fairness; 
• Act in good faith in all day-to-day activities and display 

humility; 
• Have a commitment to ethics, and focus on justice and 

fairness; and, 
• Exercise care not to disclose confidential information. 

Accountability Living this value means that The Presidency will seek to: 
• Take responsibility and act in a transparent manner; 

and, 
• Create communication channels for stakeholder 

engagement.
Diligence Living this value means that The Presidency will seek to: 

• Demonstrate commitment; 
• Do what is needed to get the work done; and, 
• Be selfless, resolute, purposeful, and steadfast.

Service 
Excellence 

Living this value means that The Presidency will seek to: 
• Be results-oriented and cost effective in its work; 
• Understand customer needs, respond timeously, 

efficiently, and effectively to customer queries and 
requests; and,

• Strive for quality and high performance. 
Innovation Living this value means that The Presidency will seek to:

• Be creative and provide new ideas.

VALUES
Responsiveness Living this value means that The Presidency will seek to:

• Take initiative in providing solution;
• Adopt to change realities; and,
• Be creative and provide new ideas. 

Professionalism Living this value means that The Presidency will seek to:
• Exhibit competency in discharging duties and 

responsibilities; and,
• Demonstrate ethical values and honesty. 

In turn, the five strategic outcomes inform the alignment to 
the delivery programme structure of The Presidency, and 
the development of output targets, output indicators and 
performance metrics outlined in the Annual Performance Plan.

OUTCOMES

1) Social cohesion, national unity and social transformation 
promoted through effective leadership and coordination  
of efforts. 

2) Enhanced governance, state capacity and service delivery 
through effective leadership and coordination of efforts.

3) Facilitated Investment, trade promotion, economic 
growth and job creation through effective leadership and 
coordination of efforts.

4) Advanced South Africa’s global and continental relations 
through effective leadership and coordination of efforts.

5) Functional, effective, and integrated Presidency’s 
administrative systems towards an organisation enabled to 
achieve its outcomes.

2. SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS
 
2.1 EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT

This section reflects on the areas of strategic focus for the 
remaining two years of the 6th Administration – outlining the 
identified medium- and long-term policy environment that 
informs the development of this Annual Performance Plan. 
This section will therefore assess the strategic issues requiring 
the attention of The Presidency in the implementation of 
Government’s Programme of Action and outline the specific 
role to be played by The Presidency as the strategic centre.

This plan will pay particular attention to the emerging macro-
strategic priorities and interventions to inform the development 
of The Presidency’s Annual Performance plan for the financial 
year 2022/23. 

This section will also reflect on the institution’s capacity to 
deliver on its mandate.
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ECONOMIC RECONSTRUCTION AND RECOVERY

Presidency’s role and improvements in fast tracking economic 
reforms to support economic recovery and reconstruction- 
including plans to leverage infrastructure investment to accelerate 
economic recovery, localisation, and job creation

The problems in the South African economy are deep and 
structural. With a view to addressing these challenges we are 
accelerating the implementation of far-reaching structural 
reforms to modernise and transform network industries,  
unlock investment, reduce costs, and increase competitiveness 
and growth.
 
The Presidency continues to play an oversight role through 
the Economic Recovery and Reconstruction Plan. South 
Africa’s Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan sets out 
the immediate actions to enable an economic recovery and 
rebuilding of the economy, especially following the impact of 
the global pandemic on the economy. The plan brings together 
the work of government departments and social partners in 
the implementation of the ERRP.

To fast-track the delivery of economic reforms, Operation 
Vulindlela (OV) has been established as a joint initiative of 
The Presidency and National Treasury, reporting to the 
President and the Ministry of Finance. Operation Vulindlela 
will drive progress on the recovery agenda from the centre 
of government, working closely with the Economic Cluster of 
Cabinet, to ensure that the priority interventions outlined in the 
ERRP are implemented rapidly and effectively and that those 
responsible for their implementation are held accountable. 

Institutional arrangements to implement ERRP also include:

A Presidential Working Committee to be chaired by the 
President will meet every two months to receive reports from 
each social partner on the extent to which it has implemented 
its commitments.

An Economic Recovery Leadership Team will meet prior 
to each meeting of the Presidential Working Committee to 
coordinate inputs and identify areas where action could be 
taken to unblock implementation issues. This structure will 
comprise no more than seven persons from each constituency 
and will be chaired by the Minister of Employment and Labour.

Working Groups will be convened on a more regular basis 
to complete the work set out in the Action Plan and to 
provide reports to the Economic Recovery Leadership Team, 

and progress reports on the Action Plan will be coordinated  
by NEDLAC.

A dedicated Vulindlela unit (which draws on additional 
expertise from public and private sectors as required) has been 
established at the National Treasury that monitors progress, 
engages with reform implementers, escalates challenges, and 
provides support to fast-track implementation. 

Progress reports will be tabled to the Cabinet Clusters, Cabinet, 
National Economic Recovery Council and President, who will 
receive monthly briefings from the OV unit on progress with 
implementing the reforms.

On an ad-hoc basis, the OV unit will also engage with regarding 
implementation challenges with particular reforms.

Renewed social compact in respect of the implementation of the 
Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan

The Presidency will be focusing on driving the new social 
compact to grow our economy, create jobs and combat poverty. 
The new social compact will accelerate the implementation 
of structural reforms and other measures to support high 
rates of economic growth and help firms to grow, overcoming 
political and bureaucratic resistance; a bold expansion of public 
support for employment and social protection that will reach 
approximately 11 million unemployed; as well as a new set of 
interventions aimed at supporting firms of all sizes, but with 
a special focus on informal, survivalist and micro-enterprise 
activity, in order to grow employment. 

Support the emergence of new growth areas in the economy 
Operation Vulindlela

To fast-track the delivery of critical economic reforms in 
accordance with the ERRP, Operation Vulindlela is being 
implemented as a joint initiative of The Presidency and  
National Treasury.

Operation Vulindlela has identified five (5) prioritised 
outcomes that will inform its focus for the remainder of the  
6th Administration, namely: 

• A supply of electricity that is stable.
• Sustainable water supply to meet demand.
• A Visa regime that attracts much needed skills for the 

economy and attracts tourism.
• Competitive and efficient freight transport.
• Reduced cost and increased quality of digital communications.
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The role of Operation Vulindlela is to identify and resolve 
challenges in the implementation of reforms in the sectors 
outlined above.

As government, we are coordinated and updated on 
developments and challenges in the water sector through 
the Inter-Ministerial Committee of Water and Sanitation that 
is chaired by the Deputy President. This Committee brings 
together key players within government to provide leadership 
and technical assistance in our efforts to resolve all challenges 
in the reliable provision of water and sanitation services. 

Presidential Employment Stimulus- Employment and Job creation

As part of Government’s broader economic recovery agenda, 
the President introduced the Presidential Employment Stimulus 
and the Presidential Youth Employment Intervention which  
seeks to directly confront the challenges of high unemployment 
rates, especially for young people exacerbated by the pandemic. 
The stimulus aims to protect livelihoods in vulnerable 
sectors, invest in public goods and services and create social 
employment opportunities using direct public investment.

In April 2020 the President committed R100 billion for job 
protection and creation, as an immediate response to jobs lost 
in the economy.

The Project Management Office (PMO) drives implementation 
of strategic initiatives from the Private Office of the President, 
through developing and incubating programmes and providing 
delivery support to implementing departments to advance  
the priorities. Its primary focus is on employment and  
economic reforms. 

Key priorities for 2022/23 is to create livelihoods programmes, 
and catalytic interventionist programme, including interventions 
to support young people under the Presidential Youth 
Employment Intervention 

Infrastructure, investment, and delivery

The focus area of infrastructure investment is to set strategic 
vision and plan for the delivery of high priority economic and 
social infrastructure, applying SIDS methodology to identify, 
appraise and evaluate infrastructure investment projects, 
position South Africa as a key African investment destination 
and leverage quality foreign and domestic direct investment. 
This includes focusing on the big 5 frontiers, accelerate 
implementation of priority projects that are of economic 
significance and social importance, review, and reform of 
existing as well as implementation of new and innovative legal, 

technical, and financial mechanisms to enable expedited, cost 
effective, spatially just infrastructure and property development, 
as well as infrastructure project preparation, packaging and 
management financial instruments and investment tools. 

The National Infrastructure Plan was gazetted for public 
consultation in August 2021 following Cabinet’s approval,  
public consultation with key stakeholders conducted and 
approved by Cabinet in March 2022. 

The Presidency will continue to lead the Annual Investment 
drive towards raising R1.2tn in five years.  This being the 4th  
year of the five-year target, the drive has managed to raise 
95% of the targeted R1.2tn, including expected investment 
commitments of over R200bn to be made at the 4th Investment 
Conference held in March 2022.

The draft Country Investment Strategy is due for submission 
to Cabinet to obtain approval to gazette for public consultation 
and the technical expert reference group was established to 
co-develop the draft Strategy. 

The SIDS methodology on the other hand has been 
institutionalised for the preparation, appraisal and approval of 
project and programmes business cases. Project Pipeline was 
unveiled at the 2nd Installment of the SIDSSA in October 2021. 
Over 100 projects were presented to funders and financiers 
through the Pipeline Series. 

Key priorities outlined for 2022/23 were development of the 
NIP 2050 second phase that focuses on municipal infrastructure 
and social infrastructure, provide Strategic Integrated Projects 
implementation oversight, replenishing of current project 
pipeline to unveil at 3rd Installment of the SIDSSA, as part of 
the finalisation of the Country Investment Strategy. 

Localisation and African integration

The Presidency continues to play a role in the Localisation 
and African integration to support the NEDLAC Localisation 
Working Group to ensure that it functions efficiently and it 
is achieving its commitments, to monitor the implementation 
of the localisation programme, including the designations 
component, identify and champion catalytic projects of high 
impact, identify and prioritise international agreements currently 
in place that have a huge potential to accelerate localisation, as 
well as playing an oversight role on the spatial distribution and 
industrialisation, particularly with regard to designated groups 
and in townships and rural areas.
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Some of the achievements in this regard is the economic 
rebuilding package that has been set up to assist firms that 
were impacted by the recent unrest. As a collective the IDC, 
the DTIC and NEF have put forward a total funding package 
of R3.75 billion in support of various business recovery 
interventions with fiscal support in the form of the COVID-19 
Loan Government Scheme which ended in July 2021. The 
scheme support amounted to R18.39 billion (as at 19 June 
2021), slightly up by R390 million relative to the first quarter 
of 2021 and various master plans have been progressing, with 
some master plans having been completed and in various 
stages of implementation.

The Presidency will focus on addressing the Red Tape Reduction 
businesses particularly SMMEs, facilitating the finalisation of 
master plans, and identifying priority investment projects.

Climate change and the Just Transition 

The framework for a Just Transition has been adopted by 
Cabinet and revised the National Determination Contribution 
of 420-350 Mt CO2-eq which is compatible with the Paris 
Agreement goals. 

The challenges experiences are the inconsistent and 
contradictory messaging which create a high level of uncertainty, 
changes in the policy environment have not shifted sufficiently 
towards supporting a green economy as well as the high level 
of uncertainty for the renewable sector. 

With the conclusion of the Political Declaration in November 
2021 on the Just Energy Transition Partnership, we will be 
working to conclude a detailed agreement with international 
partners to support a just transition in the electricity, 
automotive and green hydrogen sectors, and to complete just 
transition plans in other sectors of our economy. 

Red Tape Reduction programme

Government has a long-standing commitment to reducing 
obstacles to investment and business formation and growth. 
The Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan reiterates 
this through its objective of reducing the cost of doing business 
through regulatory changes that seek to optimise the regulatory 
environment or otherwise often framed as “cutting red 
tape”, referring to the removal of unnecessary or excessively 
complicated regulations and inefficient administrative processes 
which not only create frustration but also increase compliance 
costs, especially for smaller businesses and organisations.

A dedicated team will be set up in The Presidency with the   
responsibility to coordinate cross cutting  red tapes obstacles 
to economic growth across government. The team will identify 
priority reforms for the year ahead, including mechanisms 
to ensure government departments pay suppliers within 
the required 30 days. The team will also work with other 
departments and agencies to unblock specific obstacles 
to investment and business growth. It will support current 
initiatives to simplify processes relating to property registration, 
cross-border trade and construction permits.

The Department of Trade, Industry and Competition established 
an initiative in 2018 to improve South Africa’s ranking on the 
World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business (EODB) Index. Since the 
suspension of the EODB Index, this initiative has been renamed 
as the Investment Climate Reform Programme.

Even though various efforts to reduce red tape exist, and 
the Department of Small Business Development’s Red Tape 
Reduction (RTR) initiative, there remains a need however for a 
national, co-ordinated approach to RTR on two levels:

1. Policy and regulation
2.	 Implementation	and	resolution	of	specific	cases

The Red Tape Reduction Team will deal with policy and regulation 
matters that fall within the ambit of national government. 
The office will also resolve implementation challenges that 
arise at national level, such as issues in relation to work visas. 
The team will also have a mechanism to co-ordinate the 
resolution of provincial and local functions, in partnership with 
the Presidential Coordinating Council (the interface with the 
Presidential Coordinating Council is discussed in later sections).

Leading Government efforts to fast-track Land Reform and the 
coordination of Government programmes to accelerate Land 
Reform and agricultural support

The IMC on Land Reform and Agriculture is mandated to 
provide political oversight in the implementation of Cabinet 
decisions on land and agrarian reform and related anti-poverty 
interventions; enhance institutional coordination to fast-
track land reform as well as measures aimed at supporting 
accelerated land reform. To support this process, government 
is prioritising the resolution of administrative hurdles and 
challenges that are contributing to the slow pace of our land 
reform progress.
 
In the year ahead, the IMC will continue to focus on efforts 
towards accelerating land reform through a variety of 
instruments such as the Land Reform Agency which includes 
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the finalisation of the governance frameworks for the Agency, 
as well as the finalisation of the Agriculture and Agro-
processing Master Plan and the Cannabis Master Plan, and their 
implementation in 2022/2023 onwards.
 
The work programme of the IMC will also include the 
finalisation of the transfer of 14 000 hectares of state land 
to the Housing Development Agency by the Department of 
Public Works and Infrastructure, and the expansion of the 
provision of input vouchers to farmers which forms part of the 
farmer’s support programmes.
 
A significant SONA commitment made by the President in 
February 2022 is the recognition of the hemp and cannabis 
sector’s potential to create more than 130 000 new jobs. The 
agriculture sector has significant potential for job creation in 
crop production.
 
Masterplans in the sugar and poultry industries are contributing 
significantly to increased investment, improved production,  
and transformation.

Other significant focus areas and targeted interventions for the 
IMC include:

• The facilitation of the implementation of the Rural 
Development Strategy to address socio-economic needs 
of rural and farming communities .

• Ensuring Post-Settlement and Agricultural Development 
support.

• Ensuring Post Land Settlement support and conflict 
intervention.

• Finalising the review and implementation of the Rural Safety 
Strategy Review.

• Ensuring security of tenure for rural and communal land 
occupants.

• Expediting title deed registration and handover to farmers 
on identified parcels of State-Owned Land.

The critical issues listed above will also be attended to by the 
Inter-Ministerial Task Team on matters raised by Traditional 
Leaders, chaired by the Deputy President, in view of the 
central role those traditional leaders play in the lives of  
rural communities.

Leading the National Human Resource Development Council  
and fostering collaboration between government and social 
partners towards addressing the shortage of skills in critical 
sectors of the economy

The Human Resource Development Council will focus on the 
finalisation, implementation, and monitoring of social compacts 
to develop skills required for the 21st century. These skills 
required are relevant in the South African context in ensuring 
that no one is left behind on implementing measures to rebuild 
and grow the economy. 

The Human Resource Development Council established ten 
Technical Task Teams based on the Five-Point Implementation 
Plan and focused on the following: foundational Learning, 
Technical Vocational Education and Training, Worker Education, 
Production of Academics and Stronger Partnerships between 
Industry and Higher Education and Training Institutions, 
Production of Professionals, Entrepreneurship and Education, 
Skills System Review, and Artisan Development as well as the 
Maritime Sector Skills. Broadly, the Technical Task Teams plays a 
catalytic role towards the achievements of the country’s human 
resource development objectives.
 
The Human Resource Development Strategy is recalibrated 
to be skills-based, innovation-led and entrepreneurial-focused, 
serving as an anchor for the Economic Reconstruction and 
Recovery Plan by reviving the economy devastated by the 
COVID-19 pandemic through investment in employment 
creation initiatives, building relevant skills and training for the 
economy, industries, and jobs for the future. 

The Presidential Commission on the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution made recommendations that are focused on 
investing in human capital development and future industries. 
Similarly, the National Youth Policy also echoes the fact that 
4IR should be seen as a cross-cutting pillar across sectors 
and institutions. In this regard, the HRDC has an important 
facilitating role to play, working with social partners, to ensure 
that there is a high absorption capacity of young people  
and women, and set-asides in sectors such as agriculture  
and agro-processing, mining, tourism, oceans economy and 
service industries. 

Revitalisation of Rural and Township Economies and Inter-
Ministerial Committee on Service Delivery

The Rural and Township Economies Programme, driven through 
the District Development Model identified a specialised 
vehicle to supports qualifying SMME’s in townships and rural 
areas, in the Social Enterprise Development Model. Through 
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this specialised model SMMEs are supported to become 
competitive manufacturers and suppliers of building materials 
used for state projects such as the building of schools, hospitals, 
roads, and industrial projects. 

A key focus for 2022/23 will be the implementation of the 
social enterprise model in the construction of rural roads using 
paving and other materials, as well as upscaling the Welisizwe 
Rural Bridges Programme to deliver 95 bridges a year from the 
current 14.
 
Implementation of the innovative social infrastructure delivery 
mechanism to address issues in the delivery of school 
infrastructure in terms of speed, financing, and funding, as well 
as quality of delivery, mass employment and maintenance.

GOVERNANCE, STATE CAPACITY AND 
SERVICE DELIVERY

Improving the institutionalisation of DDM and service delivery 
interventions/ priorities for the coming year

The DDM is mandated by Constitution, adopted by Cabinet, 
endorsed by PCC, and welcomed by various Stakeholders. The 
model is aimed at synergising planning, budgeting, oversight, 
resulting to one Plan, one Budget and a single view. The President 
is the National Champion, the Department of Cooperative 
Governance is the implementer, Ministers/Deputy Ministers 
are the District Champions and Premiers have assigned MECs 
to various Districts/Metros. 

The Presidential Steering Committee on DDM comprising  
of other centre-of-government departments has recently  
been established. 

The progress highlighted is that the baseline documents 
are in place and funding was made available to assist in the 
institutionalisation of the DDM with COGTA appointing DBSA 
as project manager. The President launched three pilots and 
established the DDM Forums; DCOG nominated a District 
in the six other provinces for the President to profile; and the 
NCCC tested the DDM with the response to COVID-19 
pandemic and GBV&F. 

The challenges that were highlighted noted that the centre 
of government departments was not finding each other and 
the main centre of government departments should play 
a stronger role in embedding and guiding the DDM; the 
COVID-19 response had given DDM traction and found that 
there were no consistent and common messaging. The roles 
of sector departments were also critical in terms of spatialising 

development planning and targeting investment, and roles of 
each department can be further clarified, through engagement, 
and then embedded in the DDM Implementation Framework. 

The proposed deliverables for The Presidency for 2022/23 are 
to work with the Presidential Steering committee to develop 
a set of strategic indicators against which to measure district 
performance and a establish a single digital view during this 
administration; incorporation of quarterly progress reporting 
on District Performance through dashboards and barometer 
systems to FOSAD and Cabinet, district based Bi-annual 
Performance Assessments to Premier’s Coordinating Councils 
and finally to the Presidential Coordinating Council; annual 
assessments of Performance of District Champions (Political 
and Technical) on key deliverables. 

Implementation of Rapid Response interventions on Service 
Delivery and troubleshooting in service delivery hotspots

In line with the objective of government delivering on its 
constitutional and legislative mandates within a system of 
cooperative governance, The Presidency has been facilitating 
interventions in municipalities which have been identified as 
hotspots as they are found to have governance deficits and 
service delivery failures. 

The Presidency-led interventions are focused on fostering 
integrated service delivery by fast-tracking programmes to 
resolve prevailing service delivery challenges. Through the 
implementation of inter-departmental interventions across the 
three spheres of government, the approach lays the foundation 
for the municipality to develop and implement its District 
Development Model’s One Plan. 

In line with concerns raised during Parliamentary Replies 
sessions, The Presidency has intervened at the Maluti-a-Phofung 
Local Municipality, Moqhaka Local Municipality, Emfuleni Local 
Municipality, Sol Plaatjie Local Municipality and Phokwane  
Local Municipality. 

In the main, these interventions have been anchored on fostering 
inter-governmental coordination, cross-sectional collaboration, 
and enhanced accountability. In the spirit of integrated planning 
by the whole of government through the District Development 
Model, a focused action plan was developed to support these 
and a number of other Municipalities. 

The priorities for 2022/23 financial year include aligning the 
prioritisation of investment and infrastructure projects with 
municipalities that have been identified for interventions by 
The Presidency; integrating service delivery interventions in 
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municipalities to ensure efficiencies and leverage the roll-out of 
those interventions to enhance opportunities for localisation 
through enterprise and skills development and where 
applicable; implement models that contribute in revitalising rural 
and township economic activities and create opportunities for 
mass employment; as well as continuing to use this coordinated 
approach to address similar challenges in other municipalities 
with disrupted service delivery. 

DDM is intended to give hope to the communities so that 
they can have faith again on the democratic government. The 
main focus should be on the infrastructure investment to 
concentrate on the interventions around water, sanitation, and 
infrastructure and to also respond to other developmental 
challenges faced by the country. 

The culture of individualism around resources must be 
eradicated and strengthen a concept of resource consolidation. 
If the ideas and resources are optimally utilised, there would 
be that flexibility to redirect resources and prioritise what is 
contained in the one plan of the specific district. 

The Resource Consolidation Framework is important and 
must be prioritised, as it will allow for the pooling of resources 
to focus on the infrastructure projects that have been identified 
as a catalyst within a specific district. It would then be easy 
to identify the resources available at the local municipalities, 
districts, provinces, or some of the national departments that 
are affected by that development to quantify resources that 
are available to get the project delivered. A different approach 
should be taken to approach the spatial planning issues from 
the district perspective.

Implementation of SOEs Reforms and repositioning SOEs  
to play a strategic developmental role in economic recovery  
and reconstruction

The achievement of inclusive growth and social transformation 
requires state-owned enterprises that effectively fulfil their 
social and economic mandates in a sustainable manner. While 
there has been important progress in stabilising key SOEs, 
these efforts will not be sufficient, on their own, to enable 
these entities to make the vital contribution they can make 
to our economic and social progress. That is why government 
envisages a fundamental overhaul of the SOE model to address 
not only the deficiencies of the immediate past but also the 
requirements of national development into the future. 

To support our reform process, the Presidential State-Owned 
Enterprises Council has outlined a clear set of reforms that 

will enable these vital public companies to fulfil their mandate 
for growth and development. Overarching legislation for 
state-owned companies will be tabled in Cabinet this financial 
year and Parliament in the next financial year. A centralised 
SOE model is being implemented this financial year, which 
will ensure a standardised governance, financial management 
and operational performance framework for all SOEs. The 
mandates of all SOEs are being re-evaluated to ensure that they 
are responsive to the country’s needs and the implementation 
of the National Development Plan.

The work programme of the Task Team for the coming year 
will focus on:

• Prioritisation of infrastructure projects to support economic 
growth and better livelihoods.

• Enhancement of the work of the Presidential Climate 
Finance Task Team to lead the mobilisation of funds for the 
country’s just transition.

• Improved law enforcement and additional measures to 
address the theft of scrap metal and cable on electricity 
infrastructure.

• Eskom has established a separate transmission subsidiary 
and is on track to complete its unbundling by December 
2022.

• Several new energy generation projects will be coming 
online over the next few years, including approximately 
1 400 MW currently in the process of being secured by 
various municipalities.

• Implementation of fundamental changes to the structure of 
the country’s electricity sector.

• Improvement of Energy Availability Factor through Eskom’s 
Generation Recovery Plan.

• Stabilisation of load shedding and procurement of additional 
energy capacity.

• Monitoring the implementation of the Just Energy Transition 
programme. 

• Resolving the matter of municipal debt to Eskom and other 
Organs of State debt, thus improving Eskom’s liquidity 
position.

The Eskom Political Task Team chaired by the Deputy President 
will continue to provide political leadership and support to 
ensure that Eskom is able to meet its obligation of providing 
electricity; and that Eskom implements a credible and 
transparent national maintenance programme to ensure that 
power generation plants operate at optimal levels to reduce 
negative impacts of electricity supply disruptions. 
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Performance management of Ministers and Deputy Ministers

The National Development Plan proposes the creation of an 
administrative Head of Public Administration (HOPA) to be 
the Director-General in The Presidency to whom Directors-
General would report to on operational, administrative 
matters, on performance agreements and matters related to 
career incidences. 

The Forum of South African Directors-General (FOSAD) as 
well as FOSAD Clusters are coordinated by The Presidency. 
These are aimed at fostering greater coordination between 
departments in the implementation of government’s 
Programme of Action. 

The DG in The Presidency is Chairperson of FOSAD, and 
thus already performs this responsibility of the HOPA. The 
Presidency now needs formally include this responsibility as the 
Head of Public Administration. A resource person has been 
seconded from DPME tasked to assist with the responsibility 
of managing performance agreements and career incidences 
of Directors-General needs to assist the DG with this 
responsibility. This Unit will also assist the President with the 
performance management of Ministers. 

Accelerate digital transformation of frontline public services

The digital transformation sought to adopt the tools, 
techniques, technology, and approaches of the internet age.  
On a broader level, the initiative has been embarked upon 
given the significant challenges that still remain in the way the 
public sector works, in the way the public sector organises itself, 
and in the way the public sector relates and interfaces with and 
serves the citizens. The initiative is an acknowledgement that 
there are numerous Digital Transformation initiatives scattered 
across the entire public sector. Therefore, the initiative seeks to 
build and leverage existing initiatives.

The initial transformation efforts will be on digital as a way 
of joining up government; driving efficiency and improving 
interactions between government and business and citizens; 
building infrastructure and experience to think beyond 
digital transformation for enhancing service delivery to digital 
transformation for enhancing upstream policy processes; 
making better use of data analytics to strengthen the evidence 
base for policy design and using digital tools to improve public 
participation in the policy process, including as a means to 
leverage insights and ideas from citizens. 

The focus of The Presidency is to support and enable digital 
transformation as well as provide assurance on the use of 
technology and data infrastructures, including data sharing 
across government.

Strengthening of the Legislative Programme and  
Executive Accountability

The President delegated the Minister in The Presidency 
responsible for Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation in August 
2020 to develop a framework to strengthen the management 
and monitoring of Government’s Legislative Programme, as 
well as for the fulfilment of parliamentary responsibilities by 
members of the Executive. 

The Presidency commenced the process to develop that 
framework in 2021 that guides the Legislative Programme 
process and supports the submission/selection process for Bills 
to be included in the Legislative Programme.

A key focus will be the finalisation of the 2022 Legislative 
Programme including the following priority Bills as announced 
by the President in the 2022 SONA:

•  Amendments to the Electricity Regulation Act.
• National Water Resources Infrastructure Agency Act.
• Amendments to the Business Act to reduce the regulatory 

burden on informal businesses.

The Presidency also wishes to strengthen its Executive Decision 
Coordination System to ensure Principals are timeously 
provided with early warning and intelligence information so that 
they are better enabled to provide leadership and supervision 
to the rest of Government in the implementation of the 
Programme of Action of Government. The Executive Decision 
Coordination System therefore needs to be strengthened to 
be able to effectively filter and process strategic matters for the 
agenda of Cabinet, so that there is effective policy coordination, 
integration and coherence fostered in the implementation of 
government policies and programmes.

As part of the Deputy President’s work as the Leader of 
Government Business, there will also be attention paid to 
strengthening the monitoring of Executive accountability in 
relation to Parliamentary oversight and the strengthening of 
constituency work done, through visits to communities as 
oversight on service delivery improvements flowing from 
Parliamentary Questions to the Executive.
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The Intergovernmental Relations Framework Act, 2005 (Act 
13 of 2005) – the “IGR Act”, establishes a framework for 
the national government, provincial governments, and local 
governments to promote and facilitate intergovernmental 
relations and to provide for mechanisms and procedures to 
facilitate the settlement of intergovernmental disputes.

The “IGR Act” further seeks to promote cooperative 
governance as espoused by Chapter 3 of the Constitution of 
South Africa and informed the formation of the President’s 
Coordinating Council (PCC), the Cabinet Cluster System, the 
FOSAD and the formation of Inter-Ministerial Committees 
are also specifically aimed at enhancing coordination and 
integration across government.

Cabinet plays a central role in the process of policy formulation 
and coordination and considers the recommendations 
emanating from Cabinet Committees.

In 2013, The Presidency commissioned an Impact and 
Implementation Evaluation of the Government Coordination 
System. The purpose of the evaluation was to assess the 
performance of coordination systems in government, both 
technical and ministerial, and to see how to strengthen  
their effectiveness.

The study identified a number of weaknesses within the 
Executive Decision Coordination System, which were later 
confirmed by the critical analysis recently conducted, as part 
of the Strategic planning of The Presidency and as part of the 
diagnostic assessment of the Reconfiguration project. 

The Presidency is also in the process of reviewing its Executive 
Decision Coordination System, to ensure that there is greater 
collaboration between all key role players in the process 
supporting the Principals. The Executive Decision Coordination 
System will be strengthened to ensure Principals are timeously 
provided with early warning and intelligence that will assist 
them to effectively provide leadership and supervision to the 
rest of government in the implementation of the Programme 
of Action of government. 

The capacity and capability within The Presidency will be 
strengthened to be able to effectively filter strategic matters 
that need to be prioritised onto the strategic agenda of Cabinet 
and influence the strategic agenda of Cabinet. 

This will also ensure that policy and programme challenges to 
implementation are timeously resolved and unblocked efforts 
of various role players to accelerate delivery of government 

priorities and commitments made by the Principals are 
effectively coordinated.

Inter-Ministerial Committee on Water and Sanitation

Cabinet took a decision on the 26 May 2021, to establish the 
Inter-Ministerial Committee (IMC) on Water and Sanitation 
chaired by the Deputy President. This decision followed the 
recommendation to approve the intervention at the Emfuleni 
Local Municipality in Sedibeng District, Gauteng Province in 
terms of section 63 (2) of the Water Services Act, 1997 (Act 
108 of 1997), as amended, for three years to rehabilitate the 
Vaal River Integrated System and simultaneously capacitate the 
municipality to manage operations. 

Since the challenge of water and sanitation is widespread, and 
affecting a significant number of municipalities countrywide, 
Cabinet has decided that the focus of the IMC should be 
expanded beyond Emfuleni Local Municipality to the rest of 
the country. 

The IMC on Water and Sanitation is responsible for providing 
overall political leadership and oversight on the implementation 
of interventions to support Emfuleni Local Municipality in 
resolving the Vaal River system pollution challenges, including 
coordinating collaborative efforts with Provinces and 
municipalities that contribute to the pollution of the Vaal River 
System; as well as oversee the implementation of turnaround 
interventions in targeted municipalities to address challenges of 
water supply and sanitation. 

In the coming the IMC will prioritise institutional reforms and 
capacity building to ensure future water security, investment in 
water resources and maintenance of existing assets.

It will also prioritise the implementation of the turnaround 
plan to fast-track the process for water use license applications 
and reviewing water boards in as far as their mandates are 
concerned and ensuring that they serve municipalities in terms 
of the District Development Model.

SOCIAL COHESION, NATIONAL UNITY, 
AND SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION

Overcoming the COVID-19 Pandemic

Over the last two years, the response to the negative impacts 
of COVID-19 has been based on the partnerships and 
collaboration with the private sector and non-governmental 
social formations. Both public and private sector components 
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of the health system have collaborated to improve the citizen 
access to our vaccination programme.
 
A key focus outlined in the SONA was for the country to 
increase efforts to develop Africa’s ability to manufacture 
vaccines and also focus on accelerating the COVID-19 Vaccine 
rollout programme. 

In the coming year the Vaccines IMC will thus focus its attention 
on closely monitoring of local manufacturing of COVID-19 
Vaccines and overseeing the upscaling of the country’s existing 
research capacity. 

Improving the implementation of the National Gender-Based 
Violence and Femicide Strategic Plan

Intensifying the fight against gender-based violence and femicide 
through implementation of the National Strategic Plan on 
Gender-Based Violence and Femicide, and other measures 
to promote the empowerment of women continues to be a 
priority for The Presidency in 2022/23.
 
In the 2022/23 financial year a Social Sector Summit will be 
convened as one of the interventions to strengthen social 
compacts towards building a national consensus in the 
implementation of significant mediations of the National 
Strategic Plan.
 
Leading the South African National AIDS Council and the country’s 
integrated response to the challenges of HIV and AIDS

The Deputy President as the chairperson of the South African 
National Aids Council (SANAC), continue to support the 
National Strategic Plan for HIV, TB and STIs goals on providing 
strategic leadership, coordination support and mitigating the 
impact of the HIV and TB epidemics in South Africa. SANAC 
is coordinating the country’s response to HIV, especially on 
achieving the UNAIDS 90-90-90 targets. The targets aim to 
ensure that 90% of all people living with HIV know their status, 
90% of all people diagnosed to receive sustained antiretroviral 
therapy, and 90% of all people receiving antiretroviral therapy 
have viral suppression.

As part of intensifying this work, SANAC will focus on upscaling 
community outreach initiatives towards strengthening the 
country’s response to gender-based violence and femicide, 
through working with sectors such as the Men’s Sector, 
traditional leaders, traditional health practitioners, inter-faith 
community and other key role-players.

SANAC will also strengthen partnerships among the different 
sectors of SANAC (i.e., government, civil society, and the 
private sector) to enhance the country’s response to HIV,  
TB and STIs, more specifically in preventing new infections.

Institutional arrangements to implement the National  
Anti-corruption strategy 

Government made a commitment to take decisive action 
against crime and corruption. Cabinet adopted the National 
Anti-corruption strategy in October 2020. The focus 
establishing the NACS institutional arrangements. 
 
ADVANCING SOUTH AFRICA’S INTERESTS IN THE 
INTERNATIONAL ARENA

South Africa’s foreign policy implementation is guided and 
shaped by our national interest, and the country will continue 
to utilise high-level multilateral and bilateral meetings to 
advance our national interest. 

The role of The Presidency is to advance progressive 
internationalism on the world stage, cementing partnerships 
with our partners in the Global North and the Global South, 
through the multilateral forums either hosted by South Africa, 
or where country engages actively to shape the agenda and 
outcomes. Also, through multilateral or bilateral fora and 
initiatives chaired by the President, and/or Ministers at regional 
and global level. This is also done through bi-lateral and 
multilateral agreements concluded with key partners, e.g., trade 
agreements concluded during the financial year.

The Presidency also supports the President’s role within the 
African Union as COVID-19 champion to establish robust 
and resilient health systems, improve pandemic preparedness, 
and promote general access to primary health. Through the 
President’s co-chairship of ACT-A, the focus is on raising funding 
and champion equitable access to diagnostics, therapeutics, 
and vaccinations. The objective will be to spearhead the 
development and production of tests and vaccines through 
the establishment of the South Africa WHO Hub (vaccine 
manufacturing plant and advocating for a regional and global 
health security architecture, which will lead to the establishment 
of an AU pandemic preparedness authority, and an African 
Epidemic Response Fund.

The Presidency also provides support to the President’s role 
in the African Union and globally to fulfil all chairship and 
leadership roles in key continental and global bodies, e.g., 
SADC peace and security; climate and just transition; the GBV 
Circle of Champions, amongst other areas of focus.
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FUNCTIONAL, EFFECTIVE, AND INTEGRATED 
PRESIDENCY’S ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEMS TOWARDS 
AN ORGANISATION ENABLED TO ACHIEVE  
ITS OUTCOMES

Reconfiguration of The Presidency

Following the unprecedented social and economic challenges, 
which are a result of the coronavirus global pandemic and 
the July 2021 unrest, in the remaining two years to 2024 The 
Presidency requires specialised capability to effectively deliver 
on its mandate.

In the past two years since July 2020, The Presidency has 
embarked on the reconfiguration of its Service Delivery Model 
and a Macro-Organisational Structure so as to appropriately 
re-position the organisation to fulfil its strategic leadership and 
policy coordination role as the apex office in the land. 

As the strategic centre of government, The Presidency has 
the responsibility to support the Political Principals so that 
they are able to provide leadership and supervise the rest  
of government to deliver on the commitments contained in 
the MTSF. 

To this end The Presidency plans to have an organisational 
structure that it ‘fit-for-purpose’; one that is agile enough to 
respond to all the challenges faced by the organisation, and 
by the government at large. The Presidency has to ensure 
that government policies and programmes are effectively 
coordinated and implemented in an integrated way to deliver 
the desired impact on development and the quality of life for 
all citizens. More importantly, the monitoring and evaluation 
of government programmes at Presidency level allows for 
the early detection of policy and programme implementation 
challenges across government. 

To play its leadership role, The Presidency has to have the 
requisite capabilities to intervene, drive and coordinate the 
implementation of key policy reforms and service delivery 
initiatives that improve the overall performance of government.

The Presidency has developed proposals for its future service 
delivery model and configuration of The Presidency. The 
diagnostic phase of the project was finalised in the previous 
year, and it is envisaged that the new service delivery model 
and structure will be finalised in this financial year so as to 
commence with its institutionalisation. 

President Cyril Ramaphosa also announced changes to his 
Cabinet in August 2021 as well as to the configuration of some 
government departments and Ministries - key among those, 
within the placement of the Ministry of State Security, with 
the political responsibility, now being placed in The Presidency.  
The reason for this new move was to ensure that the  
country’s domestic and foreign intelligence services more 
effectively support the head of state, to exercise his responsibility 
to safeguard the security and integrity of the nation.

To strengthen the country’s security services and to prevent 
a recurrence of the July unrest, the President announced  
the appointment of an expert panel to lead a thorough 
and critical review of government’s preparedness and the 
shortcomings in its response. The panel will examine all aspects 
of government’s security response and make recommendations 
on strengthening its capabilities.

The capacity in The Presidency is not adequate to realise 
all the objectives set due to challenges with the inadequate 
Compensation budget. In mitigation, the following will  
be considered:

• The Presidency will continue to utilise human resources 
seconded from other departments, organs of state and 
the private sector. Arrangements are made that they be 
seconded at no salary cost to The Presidency.

• The Presidency has a vacancy rate of 21%- as a result of the 
filling of posts being put in abeyance until the finalisation 
of the reconfiguration project. Decision has been taken to 
fill critical and funded posts. These are mostly posts in the 
scarce skills domain that require high level expertise. Posts 
that have been vacant for longer that 6-12 months and no 
longer needed, will be abolished.

• Due to challenges with the compensation budget, it 
has been agreed that other needed posts will be filled 
on contracts of two years or less- to assist in reducing 
capacity constraints without increasing the burden to the 
compensation budget.

In order to augment capacity constraints and being cognisant 
of budget constraints, HRM will further make use of strategic 
partners- who will be key in providing key support in Policy 
Research Services, Private Office of the President and Office 
of the Deputy President branches.

The Presidency intends continuing with its cross-functional 
work arrangements in key areas rather than looking at filling 
all posts. This type of work arrangement has enabled the 
Department to share human capital across branches and 
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creating a culture of collaborative learning. Though started as 
a way of easing pressure on the compensation budget, it is 
proving useful and is now being looked at as an initiative for 
the longer-term. 

A key priority for the financial year will also to properly  
resource, capacitate and reposition the Policy and Research 
Services Branch to be a strong policy unit at the centre of 
government that enables greater coherence and policy 
alignment across government.

The Project Management Office (PMO) and Infrastructure 
and Investment Office (IIO) have been established in The 
Presidency to provide dedicated capability for delivery in key 
areas. These Units will also need to be properly capacitated to 
fulfil their mandate.

Towards obtaining a clean audit

The Presidency has in 2020/21 obtained an unqualified audit 
outcome with no findings. The Presidency aims to obtain a clean 
audit outcome in the coming year by implementing controls 
for the risks that were identified by the Auditor-General.  
In this respect The Presidency has adopted and commenced 
the implementation of a clean audit strategy in the past financial 
year, which will assist the organisation to achieve this target. 

ICT Modernisation 

The Presidency has developed an ICT strategy that is 
aligned to the mandate of The Presidency. The strategy 
aims to digitalise and modernise business processes in the 
organisation, so as to promote efficiencies and effectiveness 
in the operations. As part of this project, current solutions 
and applications will be reviewed, enhanced, and consolidated,  
so as to reposition the current ICT investments of the 
organisation into cutting-edge technologies. 

A key component of the modernisation project is the 
automation of business processes, full roll-out of the e-Cabinet 
system and the upgrade of key ICT infrastructure.

For example, the current memoranda submission process is 
lengthy and cumbersome, and is part of the business process 
automation project. Another major ICT project which will 
be finalised in the coming year is the development of a data 
centre within The Presidency. The data centre will consolidate 
and track district developmental data and indicator trends. The 
objective is to enable the use of near real-time data analytics 
to enable evidence-based policy and strategic decision-making.

The focus in the year will be on finalising the business 
automation project, the targeted ICT infrastructure upgrades 
and improving ICT security. 

2.2  THE PRESIDENCY PRIORITIES FOR 2022/23

A. Infrastructure investment and delivery 

• Develop the second phase of the NIP 2050 that 
focuses on distributed/municipal infrastructure and 
social infrastructure.

• Provide oversight on the implementation of the 
Strategic Integrated Projects.

• Replenish the current project pipeline to unveil at  
3rd Installment of the SIDSSA.

• Country Investment Strategy consulted.
• Ring fencing of funds for the Infrastructure Fund  

project pipeline.
• Finalisation and implementation of innovative funding 

and financing mechanisms such as Catalytic Fund to 
support bulk infrastructure.

• Establish the Infrastructure South Africa (ISA) as a 
public entity.

B. Employment Stimulus, including the Presidential Youth 
Employment Intervention

• Support employment by creating 500 000 jobs through 
the Basic Education Employment Initiative, the Social 
Employment Fund, environmental programmes, and the 
Presidential Youth Employment Intervention (PYEI).

• Enable livelihoods and self-employment through 
providing support to subsistence farmers, early 
childhood development and the Youth Enterprise 
Support Fund. 

• Enable job creation through Catalytic Interventions 
in programmes such as PYEI/Pathway Management 
network and the Broadband Access Fund. 

C. Red Tape Reduction to enable high-growth start-ups  
and SMMEs

• Address policy and regulation matters that fall within the 
ambit of national government. Resolve implementation 
challenges that arise at national level.

• Co-ordinate with provincial and local government to 
support Red Tape Reduction interventions.
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D. Localisation and African integration

• Support the coordination and completion of industry 
Master Plans that will support investment, growth,  
and localisation.

• Identify priority investment projects.
• Monitor implementation of the Africa Continental Free 

Trade Area with DTIC through AU platforms.

E. Climate change and the Just Transition

• Establish a Presidential Climate Finance Task Team to 
secure funding for a just transition.

• Conclude a detailed agreement for the Just Energy 
Transition Partnership.

• Support the completion of just transition plans in other 
sectors of the economy.

F. Operation Vulindlela

• Accelerate implementation of Operation Vulindlela 
reforms in the energy, water, rail, ports, and 
telecommunications sector, as well as reforms to the 
visa regime.

G. State-Owned Entities (SOE)

• Provide research support on the Policy Framework 
• Lead Eskom stabilisation and roadmap to the entity’s 

turnaround.
• Provide leadership on the implementation of the PSEC 

workplan and monitoring the critical milestones and 
decision needed.

H. Strengthening of the legislative programme and 
 executive authority 

• Planning, Monitoring and Coordination of the Legislative 
Programme and Executive Accountability in Parliament 
(Cabinet Office and Office of the LOGB).

• Integration of Business Processes- analyses, legal 
opinions, and development of a tracking system 
for bills and replies by members of the Executive to 
parliamentary questions.

• Compulsory traininging: SEIAS, Legal Drafting and 
Parliamentary Processes and other requirements.

• Review the implementation of the 2021 Legislative 
Programme, and make recommendations to the Leader 
of Government Business in Parliament regarding the 
development of the Legislative Programme for the 
remainder of the current administration (2022 -2024).

I. Presidency’s role in the digitisation of government

• Evaluating and supporting ICT projects such as 
government to person payments systems and 
digitisation public procurement.

• Financing digital projects.

J. District Development Model

• The Presidency to lead the District Development 
Model (The Presidency to be allocated one District); 
working collaboratively with national, provincial, 
and local government sphere in identifying targeted  
projects and budget in order to develop one coherent 
plan that would be implemented by all role-players. 
The Presidency to support and strengthen the 
implementation of those projects. 

• Integrating interventions across The Presidency, such 
as tapping into Infrastructure South Africa’s data 
capabilities to monitor projects across the country and 
provide a complete and comprehensive view of the 
delivery, performance and effectiveness of water and 
sanitation projects across identified municipalities. 

• Aligning the prioritisation of investment and 
infrastructure projects with municipalities that have 
been identified for intervention by The Presidency. 

• Develop annual assessment of the performance of 
Districts and District Champions on key deliverables.

• Drive policy coherence towards integrated service 
delivery at the municipal level especially in distressed 
and underperforming municipalities. 

K. Gender-Based Violence and Femicide

Global Level 
• Coordinate the implementation of the Generation Equity 

Forum (GEF) commitments at a local level showing 
meaningful impact.

• Leveraging the high-level global strategic partnerships to 
influence global narrative and approach to Gender-Based 
Violence.

National Level
• Ensure that the political commitments at national, regional, 

and global levels are optimally leveraged.

Regional Level- African Union
• Drive a transformative, whole-of-government, whole-of-

society approach to GBVF eradication. 
• Political commitment at national, regional, and global levels 

optimally leveraged.
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• Political will to Ending Violence Against Women and Girls 
(EVAWG) across the region is consolidated and amplified. 

• Strengthening the multi-sectoral strategic collaboration.
• Enhance conceptual clarity on regional approach to 

EVAWG Strengthened understanding of financial flows 
impact of funding in the region.

L. Integrated communications for the strategic centre

• Development of the communication strategy. 
• Establish communications task teams and other coordinating 

mechanisms. 
• Interface with relevant content and technical units across 

government. 
• Anchor the operation of the mechanism between GCIS 

and The Presidency collaboration in supporting the work 
of the Principals.

• Re-alignment of existing human resources within The 
Presidency. 

M. Fight Against Corruption

• Establishment of the Permanent Independent Anti-
Corruption Body to oversee the implementation of the 
National Anti-Corruption Strategy. 

N. Advancing South Africa’s Global and Continental Relations

• Support the President’s role in the African Union and 
globally to fulfil leadership roles in key continental and 
global bodies.

• Support the President and Deputy President in advancing 
the agenda and outcomes of South Africa’s foreign policy.

O. Investment Drive 

• Continue to lead the annual investment drive towards 
raising R1.2tn in five years. This being the 4th year of the 
five-year target; 95% of the target set in 2018 has been 
reached.

P. New Social Compact

• Establish a comprehensive social compact in the country, so 
that government, business, labour, and other social partners 
will all throw their weight behind the plan to grow our 
economy, create jobs, and combat hunger.

Q. Implementation of the Performance Management System

• Improve the implementation of the Performance 
Management System of Ministers and Deputy Ministers.

R. Strengthening of the administrative systems towards an 
organisation enabled to achieve its outcomes

• Obtaining a Clean Audit outcome opinion expressed by 
Auditor-General from management report for the 2022/23 
financial year. 

• Maintain Employment Equity targets achieved against 
national targets for Persons with Disabilities (2% PWD 
employed).

• Maintain Employment Equity targets achieved on 
transformation and diversity (50% women representation 
at SMS level).

• Achieve the payment of valid invoices within 30 days from 
date of receipt.

• Resolution of all disciplinary cases within 90 days from date 
of issuing of charge sheet.

• Finalisation of The Presidency’s ICT Modernisation Project 
aimed at upgrading and automation of governance 
processes and functions within the organisation. 

• Build and institutionalise administrative systems within The 
Presidency to track recommendations made by the SIU 
and ensure that The Presidency has the capability to further 
process feedback/agreements with other Departments, to 
deal with corruption in the public service in line with the 
National Anti-Corruption Strategy.
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PART C: MEASURING OUR PERFORMANCE

PROGRAMME 1: ADMINISTRATION

Purpose: The programme is responsible for the provision of strategic, technical, and operational support to the President and the 
Deputy President to enable them to lead and oversee the implementation of the government programme and electoral mandate, 
and to ensure enhanced service delivery to the people of South Africa.

Sub-Programme

1.	 Private	Office	of	the	President: To provide strategic, executive, and personal support services to the President in the execution 
of his constitutional responsibilities and to lead the work of government.

2.	 Office	of	the	Deputy	President: To provide strategic, executive, and personal support to the Deputy President in the execution 
of his delegated responsibilities towards the attainment of the electoral mandate and The Presidency’s mission.

3. Management: To provide leadership, strategic management, and administrative support within The Presidency in fulfilment of its 
mandate and mission.

2. OUTCOMES, OUTPUT, PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND TARGETS

OUTCOME OUTPUT OUTPUT 
INDICATOR

AUDITED ACTUAL 
PERFORMANCE

ESTIMATED 
PERFOR-
MANCE

MEDIUM TERM TARGETS

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
1.  Social 

cohesion, 
national unity 
and social 
transforma-
tion promoted 
through 
effective lead-
ership and 
coordination 
of efforts

1.1 NACS insti-
tutional ar-
rangements 
established

1.1.1 Permanent 
Independent 
Anti-Cor-
ruption 
body is 
established 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

Permanent 
Independent 
Anti-Cor-
ruption body 
established 
by March 
2023 

- -

1.2.  Review im-
plementation 
of the NSP 
on GBVF 

 

1.2.1 Number 
of reviews 
on the 
implemen-
tation of 
the NSP on 
GBVF with 
recommen-
dations to 
strengthen 
reporting 
and ac-
countability 
conducted 
by March 
2023

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

1x review on 
the imple-
mentation of 
the NSP on 
GBVF with 
recommen-
dations to 
strengthen 
reporting 
and ac-
countability 
conducted 
by March 
2023

1x review on 
the imple-
mentation of 
the NSP on 
GBVF with 
recommen-
dations to 
strengthen 
reporting 
and ac-
countability 
conducted 
by March 
2024

1x review on 
the imple-
mentation of 
the NSP on 
GBVF with 
recommen-
dations to 
strengthen 
reporting 
and ac-
countability 
conducted 
by March 
2025 

1.3  Oversight 
reports on 
the imple-
mentation of 
the NSP on 
GBVF

1.3.1 Number of 
analytical 
briefing 
reports 
produced 
on the 
implemen-
tation of 
the NSP on 
GBVF across 
government 
and society 
by DWYPD 
with over-
sight from 
Presidency 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

12x analyt-
ical briefing 
reports 
produced on 
the imple-
mentation of 
the NSP on 
GBVF across 
government 
and society 
by DWYPD 
with over-
sight from 
Presidency

12x analyt-
ical briefing 
reports 
produced on 
the imple-
mentation of 
the NSP on 
GBVF across 
government 
and society 
by DWYPD 
with over-
sight from 
Presidency

12x analyt-
ical briefing 
reports 
produced on 
the imple-
mentation of 
the NSP on 
GBVF across 
government 
and society 
by DWYPD 
with over-
sight from 
Presidency
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OUTCOME OUTPUT OUTPUT 
INDICATOR

AUDITED ACTUAL 
PERFORMANCE

ESTIMATED 
PERFOR-
MANCE

MEDIUM TERM TARGETS

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
4  Promotion 

of nation 
building and 
social cohe-
sion through 
national days 
and days of 
significance 

1.4.1 Number of 
engage-
ments to 
mobilise 
society, pro-
mote social 
cohesion 
and accel-
erate social 
transforma-
tion

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

4x engage-
ments to 
mobilise 
society, pro-
mote social 
cohesion 
and accel-
erate social 
transforma-
tion

4x engage-
ments mo-
bilise society, 
promote 
social co-
hesion and 
accelerate 
social trans-
formation

4x engage-
ments mo-
bilise society, 
promote 
social co-
hesion and 
accelerate 
social trans-
formation

1.5  The coun-
try’s social 
transforma-
tion agenda 
promoted 
through 
engagements 
implemented 
with partners 
and stake-
holders (e.g., 
SANAC, 
Engagement 
with Social 
Partners, 
HRDC, 
COVID-19 
Vaccines IMC 
and mobilisa-
tion efforts, 
Military 
Veterans)

1.5.1 Number of 
engage-
ments on 
implemen-
tation with 
partners 
and stake-
holders to 
promote 
the coun-
try’s social 
transfor-
mation 
agenda(e.g., 
SANAC, 
Engagement 
with Social 
Partners, 
HRDC, 
COVID-19 
Vaccines 
IMC and 
mobilisation 
efforts, 
Military 
Veterans)

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

12x engage-
ments on 
implemen-
tation with 
partners and 
stakeholders 
to promote 
the country’s 
social trans-
formation 
agenda (e.g., 
SANAC, 
Engagement 
with Social 
Partners, 
HRDC, 
COVID-19 
Vaccines 
IMC and 
mobilisation 
efforts, 
Military 
Veterans)

12x engage-
ments on 
implemen-
tation with 
partners and 
stakeholders 
to promote 
the country’s 
social trans-
formation 
agenda (e.g., 
SANAC, 
Engagement 
with Social 
Partners, 
HRDC, 
COVID-19 
Vaccines 
IMC and 
mobilisation 
efforts, 
Military 
Veterans)

12x engage-
ments on 
implemen-
tation with 
partners and 
stakeholders 
to promote 
the country’s 
social trans-
formation 
agenda (e.g., 
SANAC, 
Engagement 
with Social 
Partners, 
HRDC, 
COVID-19 
Vaccines 
IMC and 
mobilisation 
efforts, 
Military 
Veterans)

2.  Enhanced 
governance, 
state capacity 
and service 
delivery 
through 
effective lead-
ership and 
coordination 
of efforts 

2.1  Improved 
implemen-
tation of the 
Performance 
management 
system of 
ministers 

2.1.1 Number of 
Ministerial 
perfor-
mance 
agreements 
signed 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

28 Min-
isterial 
performance 
agreements 
signed

28 Min-
isterial 
performance 
agreements 
signed

28 Min-
isterial 
performance 
agreements 
signed

2.1.2 Number of 
Ministerial 
Performance 
agreements 
assessed by 
DPME

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

28 Min-
isterial 
Performance 
agreements 
assessed by 
DPME

28 Min-
isterial 
Performance 
agreements 
assessed by 
DPME

28 Min-
isterial 
Performance 
agreements 
assessed by 
DPME

2.1.3 Number of 
perfor-
mance 
agreements 
by Direc-
tors-Gener-
al signed

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

41 per-
formance 
agreements 
by Direc-
tors-General 
signed

41 per-
formance 
agreements 
by Direc-
tors-General 
signed

41 per-
formance 
agreements 
by Direc-
tors-General 
signed
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OUTCOME OUTPUT OUTPUT 
INDICATOR

AUDITED ACTUAL 
PERFORMANCE

ESTIMATED 
PERFOR-
MANCE

MEDIUM TERM TARGETS

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
2.1.4 Number of 

perfor-
mance 
agreements 
by Direc-
tors-Gener-
al assessed

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

41 per-
formance 
agreements 
by Direc-
tors-General 
assessed

41 per-
formance 
agreements 
by Direc-
tors-General 
assessed

41 per-
formance 
agreements 
by Direc-
tors-General 
assessed

2.2  SOE moni-
tored for the 
fulfilment of 
social and 
economic 
mandates in 
a sustainable 
manner

2.2.1 Number of 
perfor-
mance 
Monitoring 
reports on 
the imple-
mentation 
of the PSEC 
work-
plan and 
decisions 
produced

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

2x per-
formance 
monitoring 
reports on 
the imple-
mentation 
of the PSEC 
workplan 
and decision 
produced

2x per-
formance 
monitoring 
reports on 
the imple-
mentation 
of the PSEC 
workplan 
and decision 
produced

2x per-
formance 
monitoring 
reports on 
the imple-
mentation 
of the PSEC 
workplan 
and decision 
produced

2.2.2 Number of 
perfor-
mance 
monitoring 
reports on 
the imple-
mentation 
of decisions 
emanating 
from the 
ESKOM 
Political Task 
Team

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

2x per-
formance 
monitoring 
reports on 
the imple-
mentation 
of decisions 
emanating 
from the 
ESKOM 
Political Task 
Team

2x per-
formance 
monitoring 
reports on 
the imple-
mentation 
of decisions 
emanating 
from the 
ESKOM 
Political Task 
Team

2x per-
formance 
monitoring 
reports on 
the imple-
mentation 
of decisions 
emanating 
from the 
ESKOM 
Political Task 
Team

2.3  Rapid 
response 
interventions 
undertaken

2.3.1 Number of 
facilitated in-
terventions 
in select 
hotspot 
municipal-
ities with 
governance 
challenges 
and service 
delivery 
failures in 
identified 
provinces 
as part of 
inter-gov-
ernmental 
coordination 
and collabo-
ration (e.g., 
IMC on 
Water and 
Sanitation, 
integrated 
service 
delivery 
interven-
tions)

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

3x facilitated 
interventions 
in select 
hotspot 
municipal-
ities with 
governance 
challenges 
and service 
delivery 
failures in 
identified 
provinces 
as part of 
inter-govern-
mental coor-
dination and 
collaboration 
(e.g., IMC on 
Water and 
Sanitation, 
integrated 
service 
delivery in-
terventions)

3x facilitated 
interventions 
in select 
hotspot 
municipal-
ities with 
governance 
challenges 
and service 
delivery 
failures in 
identified 
provinces 
as part of 
inter-govern-
mental coor-
dination and 
collaboration 
(e.g., IMC on 
Water and 
Sanitation, 
integrated 
service 
delivery in-
terventions)

3x facilitated 
interventions 
in select 
hotspot 
municipal-
ities with 
governance 
challenges 
and service 
delivery 
failures in 
identified 
provinces 
as part of 
inter-govern-
mental coor-
dination and 
collaboration 
(e.g., IMC on 
Water and 
Sanitation, 
integrated 
service 
delivery in-
terventions)
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OUTCOME OUTPUT OUTPUT 
INDICATOR

AUDITED ACTUAL 
PERFORMANCE

ESTIMATED 
PERFOR-
MANCE

MEDIUM TERM TARGETS

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
2.4  District 

Develop-
ment Model 
implemented 

2.4.1 Number 
of reports 
on the per-
formance 
of Districts 
against the 
Strategic 
Indicators 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

1x Annual 
report 
on the 
performance 
of Districts 
against the 
strategic 
indicators 

1x Annual 
report 
on the 
performance 
of Districts 
against the 
strategic 
indicators 

1x Annual 
report 
on the 
performance 
of Districts 
against the 
strategic 
indicators

 2.5 Executive 
and par-
liamentary 
accountability 
strengthened 

2.5.1 Number of 
reports on 
strength-
ening 
Executive 
and par-
liamentary 
account-
ability

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

New 
indicator 

- 1x Annual 
report on 
strengthen-
ing Executive 
and parlia-
mentary ac-
countability 

1x Annual 
report on 
strengthen-
ing Executive 
and parlia-
mentary ac-
countability 

3. Facilitated 
Investment, 
trade promo-
tion, economic 
growth and 
job creation 
through 
effective lead-
ership and 
coordination 
of efforts

3.1  Programme 
to reduce 
red tape 
in policies 
programme 
to stimulate 
economic 
growth

3.1.1 Number 
of priority 
reforms 
identified 
for en-
hancing the 
climate for 
business to 
operate

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

5x priority 
reforms 
identified for 
enhancing 
the climate 
for business 
to operate

5x priority 
reforms 
identified for 
enhancing 
the climate 
for business 
to operate

5x priority 
reforms 
identified for 
enhancing 
the climate 
for business 
to operate

3.1.2 The Red 
Tape 
Reduction 
programme 
developed 
and imple-
mented 

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

Red Tape 
Reduction 
programme 
developed 
and imple-
mented 

- -

3.2  Job opportu-
nities facilitat-
ed through 
Presidential 
Employment 
Stimulus and 
the Presi-
dential Youth 
Employment 
Intervention 
and Presi-
dential Youth 
Employment 
Intervention

3.2.1 Number of 
employment 
opportuni-
ties facilitat-
ed, including 
the number 
of youth 
supported 
through the 
Presidential 
Employment 
Stimulus and 
Presiden-
tial Youth 
Employment 
Intervention

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

500 000 
employment 
opportuni-
ties facilitat-
ed, including 
the number 
of youth 
supported 
through the 
Presidential 
Employment 
Stimulus and 
Presiden-
tial Youth 
Employment 
Intervention

500 000 
employment 
opportuni-
ties facilitat-
ed, including 
the number 
of youth 
supported 
through the 
Presidential 
Employment 
Stimulus and 
Presiden-
tial Youth 
Employment 
Intervention

 -

3.3  Implemen-
tation of the 
Economic 
Recovery 
and Recon-
struction Plan 
coordinated

3.3.1 Number of 
ERRP re-
ports on the 
implemen-
tation of the 
country’s 
socio-eco-
nomic trans-
formation 
programme

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

2x ERRP 
reports on 
the imple-
mentation of 
the country’s 
socio-eco-
nomic trans-
formation 
programme 

2x ERRP 
reports on 
the imple-
mentation of 
the country’s 
socio-eco-
nomic trans-
formation 
programme 

2x ERRP 
reports on 
the imple-
mentation of 
the country’s 
socio-eco-
nomic trans-
formation 
programme 
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OUTCOME OUTPUT OUTPUT 
INDICATOR

AUDITED ACTUAL 
PERFORMANCE

ESTIMATED 
PERFOR-
MANCE

MEDIUM TERM TARGETS

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
3.4  Lead the 

Annual 
Investment 
drive to-
wards raising 
R1.2tn in five 
years

3.4.1 Percentage 
of R1.2 
tn raised 
through 
the Annual 
Investment 
drive 

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

40 % of R1.2 
tn raised 
through 
the Annual 
Investment 
drive

80 % of R1.2 
tn raised 
through 
the Annual 
Investment 
drive 

100 % 
of R1.2 
tn raised 
through 
the Annual 
Investment 
drive 

-

3.5  Operation 
Vulindlela 
reform 
programme 
implemented 
in energy, wa-
ter, rail, ports, 
telecom-
munications 
sector

3.5.1 Number of 
quarterly 
reports 
on the 
implemen-
tation of 
Operation 
Vulindlela 
economic 
reform pro-
gramme

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
Indicator

Update of 
Operation 
Vulindlela 
reform 
programme

4x Quarterly 
reports on 
the imple-
mentation of 
Operation 
Vulindlela 
reform pro-
gramme

4x Quarterly 
reports on 
the imple-
mentation of 
Operation 
Vulindlela 
reform pro-
gramme

4x Quarterly 
reports on 
the imple-
mentation of 
Operation 
Vulindlela 
reform pro-
gramme

3.6. The imple-
mentation of 
the compre-
hensive social 
compact 
programme 
facilitated 

3.6.1 Number 
of reports 
on the 
implemen-
tation of the 
comprehen-
sive social 
compact 
programme

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

4x reports 
on the 
implemen-
tation of the 
comprehen-
sive social 
compact 
programme

4x reports 
on the 
implemen-
tation of the 
comprehen-
sive social 
compact 
programme

4x reports 
on the 
implemen-
tation of the 
comprehen-
sive social 
compact 
programme

3.7  The devel-
opment of 
pathways 
towards a 
just transition 
and low 
carbon 
economy 
developed 
through the 
Presidential 
Coordinating 
Commission 
on Climate 
Change and 
the Just Tran-
sition Energy 
Partnership

3.7.1 Number 
of reports 
on the just 
transition 
and low 
carbon 
economy 
developed 
through the 
Presidential 
Coor-
dinating 
Commission 
on climate 
change and 
Presidential 
Task team 
on Climate 
Finance

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator 

1x Annual 
report on 
the just tran-
sition and 
low carbon 
economy 
through the 
Presidential 
Coordinating 
Commission 
and Climate 
Change and 
Presidential 
Task team 
on Climate 
Finance

1x Annual 
report on 
the just tran-
sition and 
low carbon 
economy 
through the 
Presidential 
Coordinating 
Commission 
and Climate 
Change and 
Presidential 
Task team 
on Climate 
Finance

1x Annual 
report on 
the just tran-
sition and 
low carbon 
economy 
through the 
Presidential 
Coordinating 
Commission 
and Climate 
Change and 
Presidential 
Task team 
on Climate 
Finance

3.8  Fast-tracking 
of the land 
reform and 
agricultural 
support 
programme

3.8.1 Number of 
perfor-
mance 
monitoring 
reports on 
the imple-
mentation 
of decisions 
emanating 
from the 
Cabinet and 
the IMC 
on Land 
Reform

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator 

2x per-
formance 
monitoring 
reports on 
the imple-
mentation 
of decisions 
emanating 
from the 
Cabinet and 
the IMC on 
Land Reform

2x per-
formance 
monitoring 
reports on 
the imple-
mentation 
of decisions 
emanating 
from the 
Cabinet and 
the IMC on 
Land Reform

2x per-
formance 
monitoring 
reports on 
the imple-
mentation 
of decisions 
emanating 
from the 
Cabinet and 
the IMC on 
Land Reform
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OUTCOME OUTPUT OUTPUT 
INDICATOR

AUDITED ACTUAL 
PERFORMANCE

ESTIMATED 
PERFOR-
MANCE

MEDIUM TERM TARGETS

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
4.  Advanced 

South Africa’s 
global and 
continental 
relations 
through 
effective 
leadership 
and 
coordination 
of efforts

4.1  Advance 
progressive 
internation-
alism on the 
world stage, 
cementing 
partnerships 
with our 
partners in 
the Global 
North and 
the Global 
South

4.1.1 Number of 
multilateral 
forums ei-
ther hosted 
by SA, or 
where SA 
engages 
actively to 
shape the 
agenda and 
outcomes of 
South Afri-
ca’s foreign 
policy

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator 

4x multilat-
eral forums 
either 
hosted by 
SA, or where 
SA engages 
actively to 
shape the 
agenda and 
outcomes of 
South Afri-
ca’s foreign 
policy

4x multilat-
eral forums 
either 
hosted by 
SA, or where 
SA engages 
actively to 
shape the 
agenda and 
outcomes of 
South Afri-
ca’s foreign 
policy

4x multilat-
eral forums 
either 
hosted by 
SA, or where 
SA engages 
actively to 
shape the 
agenda and 
outcomes of 
South Afri-
ca’s foreign 
policy

4.1.2 Number of 
bi-lateral 
agree-
ments and 
multilateral 
agreements 
concluded 
with key 
partners 

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

10x bi-lateral 
agree-
ments and 
multilateral 
agreements 
concluded 
with key 
partners 
such as trade 
agreements 
concluded

10x bi-lateral 
agree-
ments and 
multilateral 
agreements 
concluded 
with key 
partners 
such as trade 
agreements 
concluded

10x bi-lateral 
agree-
ments and 
multilateral 
agreements 
concluded 
with key 
partners 
such as trade 
agreements 
concluded

4.2  Deputy 
President 
supported 
the President 
in advanc-
ing the 
agenda and 
outcomes of 
South Africa’s 
foreign policy

4.2.1 Number of 
reports on 
the Deputy 
President’s 
role as the 
Special 
Envoy to 
South Sudan 

1x annual 
report on 
the Deputy 
President’s 
role as the 
Special En-
voy to South 
Sudan 

1x annual 
report on 
the Deputy 
President’s 
role as the 
Special En-
voy to South 
Sudan 

1x annual 
report on 
the Deputy 
President’s 
role as the 
Special En-
voy to South 
Sudan 

4.2.2 Number of 
reports on 
the Deputy 
President’s 
role on the 
China-South 
Africa 
Bi-National 
Commission 
convened

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

1x annual 
report on 
the Deputy 
President’s 
role on the 
China – 
South Africa 
Bi-National 
Commission 
convened

1x annual 
report on 
the Deputy 
President’s 
role on the 
China – 
South Africa 
Bi-National 
Commission 
convened

1x annual 
report on 
the Deputy 
President’s 
role on the 
China – 
South Africa 
Bi-National 
Commission 
convened

4.3  Support 
provided to 
the Presi-
dent’s role in 
the African 
Union and 
globally 
to fulfil 
leadership 
roles in key 
continental 
and global 
bodies

4.3.1 Number 
of reports 
on the 
President’s 
role in the 
African 
Union and 
globally to 
fulfil leader-
ship role in 
continental 
and global 
bodies 
e.g., SADC 
Organs on 
peace and 
security; 
climate and 
just transi-
tion; GBV 
Circle of 
champions

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

3x Quarterly 
reports on 
the Presi-
dent’s role in 
the African 
Union and 
globally to 
fulfil leader-
ship role in 
continental 
and global 
bodies e.g., 
SADC 
Organs on 
peace and 
security; 
climate and 
just transi-
tion; GBV 
Circle of 
champions

3x Quarterly 
reports on 
the Presi-
dent’s role in 
the African 
Union and 
globally to 
fulfil leader-
ship role in 
continental 
and global 
bodies e.g., 
SADC 
Organs on 
peace and 
security; 
climate and 
just transi-
tion; GBV 
Circle of 
champions

3x Quarterly 
reports on 
the Presi-
dent’s role in 
the African 
Union and 
globally to 
fulfil leader-
ship role in 
continental 
and global 
bodies e.g., 
SADC 
Organs on 
peace and 
security; 
climate and 
just transi-
tion; GBV 
Circle of 
champions
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OUTCOME OUTPUT OUTPUT 
INDICATOR

AUDITED ACTUAL 
PERFORMANCE

ESTIMATED 
PERFOR-
MANCE

MEDIUM TERM TARGETS

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
4.4  Women’s 

Economic 
Empower-
ment in Afri-
ca supported 

4.4.1 Launch of 
the Global 
Accelerator 
for Wom-
en’s Digital 
Financial 
Inclusion in 
Africa

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

Global 
Accelerator 
for Women’s 
Digital Finan-
cial Inclusion 
in Africa 
launched

 -  -

 5. Functional, 
effective, and 
integrated 
Presidency’s 
administra-
tive systems 
towards an 
organisation 
enabled to 
achieve its 
outcomes

5.1  Fight against 
corruption 
through the 
issuing of 
proclama-
tions and 
develop-
ment of an 
effective data 
management 
system

5.1.1 Number 
of reports 
on the SIU 
proclama-
tions issued 

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

4x reports 
on the SIU 
proclama-
tions issued

4x reports 
on the SIU 
proclama-
tions issued

4x reports 
on the SIU 
proclama-
tions issued

5.2  Efforts 
coordinated 
towards a 
successful 
implemen-
tation of the 
SIU reports

5.2.1 SOP on 
dealing with 
SIU reports 
produced 

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

SOP on 
dealing with 
SIU reports 
produced by 
July 2022

- -

5.3  Business 
Continuity 
Plan imple-
mented

5.3.1 Business 
Continuity 
Plans devel-
oped and 
approved 

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

Approved 
Business 
Continuity 
plan 

- -

5.3.2 Number of 
monitoring 
reports 
on the 
implemen-
tation of 
the Business 
Continuity 
Plans

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

3x Monitor-
ing reports 
on the 
implemen-
tation of 
the Business 
Continuity 
Plans 

3x Monitor-
ing reports 
on the 
implemen-
tation of 
the Business 
Continuity 
Plans 

3x Monitor-
ing reports 
on the 
implemen-
tation of 
the Business 
Continuity 
Plans 

5.4  Clean 
Outcome 
obtained 

5.4.1 Audit 
outcome 
opinion 
expressed 
by the Audi-
tor-General

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

Clean Audit 
outcome 
opinion by 
Audi-
tor-General 

Clean Audit 
outcome 
opinion by 
Audi-
tor-General 

Clean Audit 
outcome 
opinion by 
Audi-
tor-General 

5.5  Employment 
equity man-
agement on 
transforma-
tion and di-
versity in The 
Presidency  

5.5.1 Percentage 
of SMS 
women in 
Presidency 
against 
national 
targets

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

50% women 
representa-
tion at SMS 
level 

50% women 
representa-
tion at SMS 
level 

50% women 
representa-
tion at SMS 
level 

50% women 
representa-
tion at SMS 
level 
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OUTCOME OUTPUT OUTPUT 
INDICATOR

AUDITED ACTUAL 
PERFORMANCE

ESTIMATED 
PERFOR-
MANCE

MEDIUM TERM TARGETS

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
5.6  Employ-

ment Equity 
management 
against 
national 
targets for 
Persons with 
Disabilities 
(PWD)

5.6.1 Percentage 
of PWD 
employed in 
Presidency 
against 
national 
targets

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

2% PWD 
employed 

2% PWD 
employed 

2% PWD 
employed 

2% PWD 
employed 

5.7 Invoices paid 
within 30 
days 

5.7.1 Percentage 
of valid 
invoices 
paid within 
30 days 
from date of 
receipt

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

100% of 
valid invoices 
paid within 
30 days 
from date of 
receipt

100% of 
valid invoices 
paid within 
30 days 
from date of 
receipt

100% of 
valid invoices 
paid within 
30 days 
from date of 
receipt

100% of 
valid invoices 
paid within 
30 days 
from date of 
receipt

5.8  Disciplinary 
cases re-
solved within 
90 days from 
date of issu-
ing of charge 
sheet

5.8.1 Percentage 
of disci-
plinary cases 
resolved 
within 90 
days from 
date of 
issuing of 
charge sheet

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

100% disci-
plinary
cases
finalised
within 90
days

100% disci-
plinary
cases
finalised
within 90
days

100% disci-
plinary
cases
finalised
within 90
days

100% disci-
plinary
cases
finalised
within 90
days

5.9  Presidency’s 
ICT Mod-
ernisation 
project on 
the automat-
ed business 
process and 
upgraded 
infrastructure

5.9.1 Progress re-
port on the 
implemen-
tation of 
ICT business 
process 
automation 
and infra-
structure 
upgrade

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

4x Quarterly
Progress 
reports
on the
implemen-
tation of the 
ICT business 
process
automation 
and infra-
structure
upgrade

4x Quarterly
Progress 
reports
on the
implemen-
tation of the 
ICT business 
process
automation 
and infra-
structure
upgrade

4x Quarterly
Progress 
reports
on the
implemen-
tation of the 
ICT business 
process
automation 
and infra-
structure
upgrade

4x Quarterly
Progress 
reports
on the
implemen-
tation of the 
ICT business 
process
automation 
and infra-
structure
upgrade

2. OUTPUT INDICATORS: ANNUAL AND QUARTERLY TARGETS 

No
OUPUT 

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR

2022/23 ANNUAL

 TARGET

QUARTERLY TARGETS
Q1 

Apr - Jun 2022
Q2 

Jul - Sep 2022
Q3 

Oct - Dec 2022
Q4 

Jan - Mar 2023
1.1.1 Permanent 

Independent Anti-
Corruption body is 
established

Permanent 
Independent Anti-
Corruption body 
established by March 
2023 

 - - - Permanent 
Independent Anti-
Corruption body 
established by March 
2023 

1.2.1  Number of reviews on 
the implementation of 
the NSP on GBVF with 
recommendations to 
strengthen reporting 
and accountability 
conducted by March 
2023

1x Review on the 
implementation of the 
NSP on GBVF with 
recommendations to 
strengthen reporting 
and accountability 
conducted by March 
2023

- - - 1x Review on the 
implementation of the 
NSP on GBVF with 
recommendations to 
strengthen reporting 
and accountability 
conducted by March 
2023
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No
OUPUT 

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR

2022/23 ANNUAL

 TARGET

QUARTERLY TARGETS
Q1 

Apr - Jun 2022
Q2 

Jul - Sep 2022
Q3 

Oct - Dec 2022
Q4 

Jan - Mar 2023
1.3.1 Number of analytical 

briefing reports 
produced on the 
implementation of 
the NSP on GBVF 
across government and 
society by DWYPD 
with oversight from 
Presidency

12x analytical briefing 
reports produced on 
the implementation 
of the NSP on GBVF 
across government and 
society by DWYPD 
with oversight from 
Presidency

3x analytical briefing 
reports produced on 
the implementation 
of the NSP on GBVF 
across government and 
society by DWYPD 
with oversight from 
Presidency 

3x analytical briefing 
reports produced on 
the implementation 
of the NSP on GBVF 
across government and 
society by DWYPD 
with oversight from 
Presidency

3x analytical briefing 
reports produced on 
the implementation 
of the NSP on GBVF 
across government and 
society by DWYPD 
with oversight from 
Presidency

3X analytical briefing 
reports produced on 
the implementation 
of the NSP on GBVF 
across government and 
society by DWYPD 
with oversight from 
Presidency

1.4.1 Number of 
engagements to 
mobilise society, 
promote social 
cohesion and 
accelerate social 
transformation

4x engagements 
to mobilise society, 
promote social 
cohesion and 
accelerate social 
transformation

1x engagement to 
mobilise society, 
promote social 
cohesion and 
accelerate social 
transformation

1x engagement to 
mobilise society, 
promote social 
cohesion and 
accelerate social 
transformation

1x engagement to 
mobilise society, 
promote social 
cohesion and 
accelerate social 
transformation

1x engagements 
to mobilise society, 
promote social 
cohesion and 
accelerate social 
transformation

1.5.1 Number of 
engagements on 
implementation 
with partners and 
stakeholders to 
promote the country’s 
social transformation 
agenda (e.g., SANAC, 
Engagement with 
Social Partners, HRDC, 
COVID-19 Vaccines 
IMC and mobilisation 
efforts, Military 
Veterans)

12x engagements 
on implementation 
with partners and 
stakeholders to 
promote the country’s 
social transformation 
agenda (e.g., SANAC, 
Engagement with 
Social Partners, HRDC, 
COVID-19 Vaccines 
IMC and mobilisation 
efforts, Military 
Veterans)

3x quarterly on 
implementation 
with partners and 
stakeholders to 
promote the country’s 
social transformation 
agenda (e.g., SANAC, 
Engagement with 
Social Partners, HRDC, 
COVID-19 Vaccines 
IMC and mobilisation 
efforts, Military 
Veterans)

3x engagements 
on implementation 
with partners and 
stakeholders to 
promote the country’s 
social transformation 
agenda (e.g., SANAC, 
Engagement with 
Social Partners, HRDC, 
COVID-19 Vaccines 
IMC and mobilisation 
efforts, Military 
Veterans)

3x engagements 
on implementation 
with partners and 
stakeholders to 
promote the country’s 
social transformation 
agenda (e.g., SANAC, 
Engagement with 
Social Partners, HRDC, 
COVID-19 Vaccines 
IMC and mobilisation 
efforts, Military 
Veterans)

3x quarterly on 
implementation 
with partners and 
stakeholders to 
promote the country’s 
social transformation 
agenda (e.g., SANAC, 
Engagement with 
Social Partners, HRDC, 
COVID-19 Vaccines 
IMC and mobilisation 
efforts, Military 
Veterans)

2.1.1 Number of Ministerial 
performance 
agreements signed 

28x Ministerial 
performance 
agreements signed

- 28x Ministerial 
performance 
agreements signed

- -

2.1.2 Number of Ministerial 
Performance 
agreements assessed by 
DPME 

28x Ministerial 
Performance 
agreements assessed by 
DPME

- - 28x Ministerial 
Performance 
agreements assessed by 
DPME

-

2.1.3 Number of 
performance 
agreements by 
Directors-General 
signed

41x performance 
agreements by 
Directors-General 
signed

- 41x performance 
agreements by 
Directors-General 
signed

- -

2.1.4 Number of 
performance 
agreements by 
Directors-General 
assessed

41x performance 
agreements by 
Directors-General 
assessed

- - 41x performance 
agreements by 
Directors-General 
assessed

-

2.2.1 Number of 
performance 
monitoring reports on 
the implementation of 
the PSEC workplan and 
decisions produced

2x performance 
monitoring reports on 
the implementation of 
the PSEC workplan and 
decision produced

- 1x performance 
monitoring report on 
the implementation of 
the PSEC workplan and 
decision produced

- 1x performance 
monitoring report on 
the implementation of 
the PSEC workplan and 
decision produced

2.2.2 Number of 
performance 
monitoring reports on 
the implementation of 
decisions emanating 
from the ESKOM 
Political Task Team

2x performance 
monitoring reports on 
the implementation of 
decisions emanating 
from the ESKOM 
Political Task Team

- 1x performance 
monitoring report on 
the implementation of 
decisions emanating 
from the ESKOM 
Political Task Team

- 1x performance 
monitoring report on 
the implementation of 
decisions emanating 
from the ESKOM 
Political Task Team
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No
OUPUT 

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR

2022/23 ANNUAL

 TARGET

QUARTERLY TARGETS
Q1 

Apr - Jun 2022
Q2 

Jul - Sep 2022
Q3 

Oct - Dec 2022
Q4 

Jan - Mar 2023
2.3.1 Number of facilitated 

interventions in 
select hotspot 
municipalities with 
governance challenges 
and service delivery 
failures in identified 
provinces as part of 
inter-governmental 
coordination and 
collaboration (e.g., 
IMC on Water and 
Sanitation, integrated 
service delivery 
interventions)

3x facilitated 
interventions in 
select hotspot 
municipalities with 
governance challenges 
and service delivery 
failures in identified 
provinces as part of 
inter-governmental 
coordination and 
collaboration (e.g., 
IMC on Water and 
Sanitation, integrated 
service delivery 
interventions)

- 1x facilitated 
intervention in select 
hotspot municipalities 
with governance 
challenges and 
service delivery 
failures in identified 
provinces as part of 
inter-governmental 
coordination and 
collaboration (e.g., 
IMC on Water and 
Sanitation, integrated 
service delivery 
interventions)

1x facilitated 
interventions in 
select hotspot 
municipalities with 
governance challenges 
and service delivery 
failures in identified 
provinces as part of 
inter-governmental 
coordination and 
collaboration (e.g., 
IMC on Water and 
Sanitation, integrated 
service delivery 
interventions)

1x facilitated 
intervention in select 
hotspot municipalities 
with governance 
challenges and 
service delivery 
failures in identified 
provinces as part of 
inter-governmental 
coordination and 
collaboration (e.g., 
IMC on Water and 
Sanitation, integrated 
service delivery 
interventions)

2.4.1 Number of reports 
on the performance 
of Districts against the 
strategic indicators

1x Annual report on 
the performance of 
Districts against the 
strategic indicators

- - - 1x Annual report on 
the performance of 
Districts against the 
strategic indicators. 

2.5.1 Number of reports on 
strengthening Executive 
and parliamentary 
accountability

1x Annual report on 
strengthening Executive 
and parliamentary 
accountability 

- - - 1x Annual report on 
strengthening Executive 
and parliamentary 
accountability 

3.1.1 Number of priority 
reforms identified for 
enhancing the climate 
for business to operate

5x priority reforms 
identified for enhancing 
the climate for business 
to operate

- - 2x priority reforms 
identified for enhancing 
the climate for business 
to operate

3x priority reforms 
identified for enhancing 
the climate for business 
to operate

3.1.2 The Red Tape 
Reduction programme 
developed and 
implemented 

Red Tape Reduction 
programme developed 
and implemented 

Red Tape Reduction 
programme developed 

Report on the 
implementation of the 
Red Tape Reduction 
programme 

Report on the 
implementation of the 
Red Tape Reduction 
Programme 

Report on the 
implementation of the 
Red Tape Reduction 
Programme

3.2.1 Number of 
employment 
opportunities facilitated, 
including the number 
of youth supported 
through the Presidential 
Employment Stimulus 
and Presidential 
Youth Employment 
Intervention

500 000 employment 
opportunities facilitated, 
including the number 
of youth supported 
through the Presidential 
Employment Stimulus 
and Presidential 
Youth Employment 
Intervention

- - - 500 000 employment 
opportunities facilitated, 
including the number 
of youth supported 
through the Presidential 
Employment Stimulus 
and Presidential 
Youth Employment 
Intervention

3.3.1 Number of ERRP 
reports on the 
implementation 
of the country’s 
socio-economic 
transformation 
programme

2x ERRP reports on 
the implementation 
of the country’s 
socio-economic 
transformation 
programme 

- 1x ERRP report on 
the implementation 
of the country’s 
socio-economic 
transformation 
programme 

- 1x ERRP report on 
the implementation 
of the country’s 
socio-economic 
transformation 
programme 

3.4.1 Percentage of 1.2tn 
raised through the 
Annual Investment 
Drive 

80% of 1.2tn raised 
through the Annual 
Investment Drive 

- - - 80% of 1.2tn raised 
through the Annual 
Investment Drive

3.5.1 Number of quarterly 
reports on the 
implementation of 
Operation Vulindlela 
economic reform 
programme

4x Quarterly reports 
on the implementation 
of Operation Vulindlela 
reform programme

1x Quarterly report 
on the implementation 
of Operation Vulindlela 
reform programme

1x Quarterly report 
on the implementation 
of Operation Vulindlela 
reform programme

1x Quarterly report 
on the implementation 
of Operation Vulindlela 
reform programme

1x Quarterly report 
on the implementation 
of Operation Vulindlela 
reform programme

3.6.1 Number of reports on 
the implementation 
of the comprehensive 
social compact 
programme

4x reports on the 
implementation of the 
comprehensive social 
compact programme 

1x report on the 
implementation of the 
comprehensive social 
compact programme 

1x report on the 
implementation of the 
comprehensive social 
compact programme 

1x report on the 
implementation of the 
comprehensive social 
compact programme 

1x report on the 
implementation of the 
comprehensive social 
compact programme 
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No
OUPUT 

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR

2022/23 ANNUAL

 TARGET

QUARTERLY TARGETS
Q1 

Apr - Jun 2022
Q2 

Jul - Sep 2022
Q3 

Oct - Dec 2022
Q4 

Jan - Mar 2023
3.7.1 Number of reports on 

the just transition and 
low carbon economy 
developed through 
the presidential 
coordinating 
commission on climate 
change and Presidential 
Task team on Climate 
Finance

1x Annual report on 
the just transition and 
low carbon economy 
developed through 
the presidential 
coordinating 
commission on climate 
change and Presidential 
Task team on Climate 
Finance

- - - 1x Annual report on 
the just transition and 
low carbon economy 
developed through 
the presidential 
coordinating 
commission on climate 
change and Presidential 
Task team on Climate 
Finance

3.8.1 Number of 
performance 
monitoring reports on 
the implementation of 
decisions emanating 
from the Cabinet 
and the IMC on Land 
Reform

2x performance 
monitoring reports on 
the implementation of 
decisions emanating 
from the Cabinet 
and the IMC on Land 
Reform

1x performance 
monitoring report on 
the implementation of 
decisions emanating 
from the Cabinet 
and the IMC on Land 
Reform

- 1x performance 
monitoring report on 
the implementation of 
decisions emanating 
from the Cabinet 
and the IMC on Land 
Reform

-

4.1.1 Number of multilateral 
forums either hosted 
by SA, or where SA 
engages actively to 
shape the agenda and 
outcomes of South 
Africa’s foreign policy

4x multilateral forums 
either hosted by SA, 
or where SA engages 
actively to shape the 
agenda and outcomes 
of South Africa’s foreign 
policy

1x multilateral forum 
either hosted by SA, 
or where SA engages 
actively to shape the 
agenda and outcomes 
of South Africa’s foreign 
policy

1x multilateral forum 
either hosted by SA, 
or where SA engages 
actively to shape the 
agenda and outcomes 
of South Africa’s foreign 
policy

1x multilateral forum 
either hosted by SA, 
or where SA engages 
actively to shape the 
agenda and outcomes 
of South Africa’s foreign 
policy

1x multilateral forum 
either hosted by SA, 
or where SA engages 
actively to shape the 
agenda and outcomes 
of South Africa’s foreign 
policy

4.1.2 Number of bi-lateral 
agreements and 
multilateral agreements 
concluded with key 
partners 

10x bi-lateral 
agreements and 
multilateral agreements 
concluded with key 
partners such as trade 
agreements concluded

- 3x bi-lateral 
agreements and 
multilateral agreements 
concluded with key 
partners such as trade 
agreements concluded

2x bi-lateral 
agreements and 
multilateral agreements 
concluded with key 
partners such as trade 
agreements concluded

5x bi-lateral 
agreements and 
multilateral agreements 
concluded with key 
partners such as trade 
agreements concluded

4.2.1 Number of reports on 
the Deputy President’s 
role as the Special 
Envoy to South Sudan 

1x annual report on 
the Deputy President’s 
role as the Special 
Envoy to South Sudan

- - - 1x annual report on 
the Deputy President’s 
role as the Special 
Envoy to South Sudan 

4.2.2 Number of reports 
on the Deputy 
President’s role on the 
China-South Africa Bi-
National Commission 
convened

1x annual report on 
the Deputy President’s 
role on the China – 
South Africa Bi-
National Commission 
convened

1x annual report on 
the Deputy President’s 
role on the China – 
South Africa Bi-
National Commission 
convened

- - -

4.3.1 Number of reports 
on the President’s role 
in the African Union 
and globally to fulfil 
leadership role in the 
continental and global 
bodies e.g., SADC 
Organs on peace and 
security; climate and 
just transition; GBV 
Circle of champions

3x Reports on the 
President’s role in 
the African Union 
and globally to fulfil 
leadership role in the 
continental and global 
bodies e.g., SADC 
Organs on peace and 
security; climate and 
just transition; GBV 
Circle of champions

- 1x report on the 
President’s role in 
the African Union 
and globally to fulfil 
leadership role in the 
continental and global 
bodies e.g., SADC 
Organs on peace and 
security; climate and 
just transition; GBV 
Circle of champions

1x report on the 
President’s role in 
the African Union 
and globally to fulfil 
leadership role in the 
continental and global 
bodies e.g., SADC 
Organs on peace and 
security; climate and 
just transition; GBV 
Circle of champions

1x report on the 
President’s role in 
the African Union 
and globally to fulfil 
leadership role in the 
continental and global 
bodies e.g., SADC 
Organs on peace and 
security; climate and 
just transition; GBV 
Circle of champions

4.4.1 Launch of the Global 
Accelerator for 
Women’s Digital 
Financial Inclusion in 
Africa

Global Accelerator 
for Women’s Digital 
Financial Inclusion in 
Africa launched

- - - Global Accelerator 
for Women’s Digital 
Financial Inclusion in 
Africa launched

5.1.1 Number of reports on 
the SIU proclamations 
issued

4x reports on the SIU 
proclamations issued

1x report on the SIU 
proclamations issued

1x report on the SIU 
proclamations issued

1x report on the SIU 
proclamations issued

1x report on the SIU 
proclamations issued

5.2.1 SOP on dealing with 
SIU reports produced  

SOP on dealing with 
SIU reports produced  
by July 2022

- SOP on dealing with 
SIU reports produced 
by July 2022  

- -
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No
OUPUT 

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR

2022/23 ANNUAL

 TARGET

QUARTERLY TARGETS
Q1 

Apr - Jun 2022
Q2 

Jul - Sep 2022
Q3 

Oct - Dec 2022
Q4 

Jan - Mar 2023
5.3.1 Business Continuity 

Plans developed and 
approved 

Approved Business 
Continuity plan 

Approved Business 
Continuity plan 

- - -

5.3.2 Number of monitoring 
reports on the 
implementation of the 
Business Continuity 
Plans

3x Monitoring reports 
on the implementation 
of the Business 
Continuity Plans 

- 1x Monitoring report 
on the implementation 
of the Business 
Continuity Plans 

1x Monitoring report 
on the implementation 
of the Business 
Continuity Plans 

1x Monitoring report 
on the implementation 
of the Business 
Continuity Plans 

5.4.1 Audit outcome opinion 
expressed by the 
Auditor-General

Clean Audit outcome 
opinion by Auditor-
General 

- Clean Audit outcome 
opinion by Auditor-
General 

- -

5.5.1 Percentage of SMS 
women in Presidency 
against national targets

50% women 
representation at SMS 
level 

- - - 50% women 
representation at SMS 
level 

5.6.1 Percentage of PWD 
employed in Presidency 
against national targets

2% PWD employed - - - 2% PWD employed 

5.7.1 Percentage of valid 
invoices paid within 
30 days from date of 
receipt

100% of valid invoices 
paid within 30 days 
from date of receipt

100% of valid invoices 
paid within 30 days 
from date of receipt

100% of valid invoices 
paid within 30 days 
from date of receipt

100% of valid invoices 
paid within 30 days 
from date of receipt

100% of valid invoices 
paid within 30 days 
from date of receipt

5.8.1 Percentage of 
disciplinary cases 
resolved within 90 days 
from date of issuing of 
charge sheet

100% disciplinary cases 
finalised within 90 days 
from date of issuing of 
charge sheet

- - - 100% disciplinary cases 
finalised within 90 days 
from date of issuing of 
charge sheet

5.9.1 Progress report on 
the implementation of 
ICT business process 
automation and 
infrastructure upgrade

4x Quarterly Progress 
reports on the 
implementation of the 
ICT business process 
automation and 
infrastructure upgrade

1x Quarterly Progress 
report on the 
implementation of the 
ICT business process 
automation and 
infrastructure upgrade

1x Quarterly Progress 
report on the 
implementation of the 
ICT business process 
automation and 
infrastructure upgrade

1x Quarterly Progress 
report on the 
implementation of the 
ICT business process 
automation and 
infrastructure upgrade

1x Quarterly Progress 
report on the 
implementation of the 
ICT business process 
automation and 
infrastructure upgrade

3. EXPLANATION OF PLANNED PERFORMANCE OVER THE MEDIUM-TERM PERIOD

The Presidency will over the medium term, finalise a comprehensive social compact to grow the economy, create jobs and combat 
poverty. This work will build on the foundation of the Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan (ERRP), which remains a 
programme to rebuild the economy. The discussion has begun with social partners as part of social compact process to review 
labour market regulations for smaller businesses to enable them to hire more people, while continuing to protect workers. The Red 
Tape Reduction Team has been set up within The Presidency to identify and address, in the year ahead, priority reforms that will 
improve opportunities and the business environment for companies of all sizes. 
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4. PROGRAMME RESOURCE CONSIDERATIONS

PROGRAMME 1: ADMINISTRATION
 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25

 
Audited  
outcome

Audited  
outcome

Audited 
outcome

Revised  
estimate

Revised  
baseline

Revised  
baseline

Revised  
baseline

Rand thousand        
Subprogrammes        
Management  329 326  473 571  313 061  384 290  392 956  383 236  400 447 
Support Services to the President  66 342  72 707  61 085  81 541  75 597  82 184  85 874 
Support Services to the Deputy President  43 581  49 476  36 251  58 737  59 507  58 641  61 275 
TOTAL  439 249  595 754  410 397  524 568  528 060  524 061  547 596 
Economic	classification        
Current payments  421 744  577 153  389 387  508 496  514 309  509 705  532 595 
Compensation of employees  281 859  307 466  299 369  332 607  336 455  332 277  347 199 
Salaries and wages  250 267  274 380  266 473  300 972  301 531  297 913  311 322 
Social contributions  31 592  33 086  32 896  31 635  34 924  34 364  35 877 
Goods and services  139 885  269 687  90 018  175 889  177 854  177 428  185 396 
Administrative fees  1 932  2 454  617  1 881  2 132  2 303  2 400 
Advertising  609  592  62  811  812  849  887 
Minor assets  996  609  410  2 178  2 145  2 251  2 335 
Audit costs: External  5 776  5 695  5 224  8 653  11 630  12 475  13 316 
Bursaries: Employees  1 704  2 172  1 764  1 390  1 145  1 194  1 247 
Catering: Departmental activities  3 259  4 074  154  1 483  1 386  1 497  1 574 
Communication (G&S)  4 554  6 682  6 392  11 162  10 331  11 042  11 525 
Computer services  18 687  20 835  20 694  39 239  47 738  38 558  38 451 
Consultants: Business and advisory services  5 746  8 385  1 767  6 616  7 738  6 434  6 672 
Laboratory services  -  -  1  -  -  -  - 
Legal services (G&S)  12 480  27 632  22 304  16 432  12 089  12 265  12 813 
Contractors  5 285  78 740  1 500  2 269  5 634  5 663  5 921 
Agency and support/outsourced services  4 572  2 539  3 185  4 634  9 270  9 678  10 113 
Entertainment  -  4  -  101  63  66  68 
Fleet services (including government motor transport)  2 237  2 716  1 508  1 922  1 479  2 000  2 083 
Consumable supplies  2 425  3 069  3 197  7 991  8 362  8 813  9 209 
Consumables: Stationery, printing and office supplies  2 042  5 128  1 461  3 848  3 721  3 900  4 078 
Operating leases  5 830  6 490  8 504  5 086  3 370  6 260  6 416 
Rental and hiring  37  5 108  267  363  428  447  467 
Property payments  -  -  -  6  0  0  0 
Travel and subsistence  57 059  81 483  8 970  54 322  43 339  45 393  49 177 
Training and development  2 500  2 479  148  2 752  2 814  3 931  4 106 
Operating payments  1 398  2 348  1 883  2 560  2 071  2 245  2 368 
Venues and facilities  757  453  6  190  155  163  169 
Transfers and subsidies  1 714  1 542  3 532  3 553  546  570  595 
Provinces and municipalities  6  8  3  -  46  48  50 
Municipalities  6  8  3  -  46  48  50 
Municipal bank accounts  6  8  3  -  46  48  50 
Departmental agencies and accounts  -  -  -  44  -  -  - 
Departmental agencies (non-business entities)  -  -  -  44  -  -  - 
Households  1 708  1 534  3 529  3 509  500  522  545 
Social benefits  1 668  1 524  3 509  3 509  500  522  545 
Other transfers to households  40  10  20  -  -  -  - 
Payments for capital assets  15 219  15 913  17 478  12 519  13 205  13 786  14 406 
Machinery and equipment  14 954  15 913  17 478  12 519  13 205  13 786  14 406 
Transport equipment  741  -  -  1 071  1 000  1 044  1 091 
Other machinery and equipment  14 213  15 913  17 478  11 448  12 205  12 742  13 315 
Software and other intangible assets  265  -  -  -  -  -  - 
Payments	for	financial	assets  572  1 146  -  -  -  -  - 
TOTAL  439 249  595 754  410 397  524 568  528 060  524 061  547 596 
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PROGRAMME 2: EXECUTIVE SUPPORT

Purpose: To provide strategic and administrative support to enable the Cabinet and FOSAD to foster accountability and policy 
coherence through integrated planning, policy coordination and the implementation of the strategic agenda of government.

Sub-Programme: 

Cabinet: To provide strategic and administrative support to enable the Cabinet and FOSAD to foster accountability and policy 
coherence through integrated planning, policy coordination and the implementation of the strategic agenda of government.

1. OUTCOMES, OUTPUTS, PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND TARGETS

OUTCOME OUTPUT OUTPUT 
INDICATOR

AUDITED ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
ESTIMATED 

PERFOR-
MANCE

MEDIUM TERM TARGETS

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
2.  Enhanced 

governance, 
state capacity 
and service 
delivery 
through 
effective  
leadership 
and  
coordination 
of efforts

2..6  Approved 
Annual 
Cabinet and 
FOSAD 
Programme

2.6.1 Annual 
Cabinet 
and FOS-
AD Pro-
gramme 
approved 
by Q3

2019 Annual 
Cabinet and 
FOSAD
Programme 
approved 
by Cabinet 
and FOSAD 
Workshop 
respectively, 
by Q3

2020 Annual 
Cabinet and 
FOSAD
Programme 
approved 
by Cabinet 
and FOSAD 
Workshop 
respectively, 
by Q3

2021 Annual 
Cabinet and 
FOSAD
Programme 
approved 
by Cabinet 
and FOSAD 
Workshop 
respectively, 
by Q3

2022 Annual 
Cabinet and 
FOSAD 
Program me 
approved 
by Cabinet 
and FOSAD 
Workshop 
respectively, 
by Q3

2023 Annual 
Cabinet and 
FOSAD 
Programme 
approved 
by Cabinet 
and FOSAD 
Workshop 
respectively 
by Q3

2024 Annual 
Cabinet and 
FOSAD 
Programme 
approved by 
Cabinet and 
FOSAD
Workshop 
respectively 
by Q3

2025 Annual 
Cabinet and 
FOSAD 
Programme 
approved 
by Cabinet 
and FOSAD 
Workshop 
respectively 
by Q3

2.7  Oversight on 
implemen-
tation of 
the Annual 
Cabinet and 
FOSAD 
Programme

2.7.1 Num-
ber of 
quarterly 
report on 
implemen-
tation of 
the Cab-
inet and 
FOSAD 
Pro-
gramme 

- - 4x Quarterly 
reports on 
implemen-
tation of 
the Cabinet 
and FOSAD 
Programme 
produced

4x Quarterly 
reports on 
implemen-
tation of 
the Cabinet 
and FOSAD 
Programme 
produced

4x Quarterly 
reports on 
implemen-
tation of 
the Cabinet 
and FOSAD 
Programme 
produced

4x Quarterly 
reports on 
implemen-
tation of 
the Cabinet 
and FOSAD 
Programme 
produced

4x Quarterly 
reports on 
implemen-
tation of 
the Cabinet 
and FOSAD 
Programme 
produced

2.8  Oversight 
on the 
implemen-
tation of the 
Legislative 
Programme 
conducted 
and submit-
ted to the 
LOGB

2.8.1 Num-
ber of 
quarterly 
reports 
on the 
implemen-
tation of 
the Annual 
Legislative 
Pro-
gramme 
produced

- - 4x Quarterly 
reports 
on the 
implemen-
tation of the 
Legislative 
Programme 
submitted to 
the Office of 
the LOGB

4x Quarterly 
reports 
on the 
implemen-
tation of the 
Legislative 
Programme 
submitted to 
the Office of 
the LOGB

4x Quarterly 
reports 
on the 
implemen-
tation of the 
Legislative 
Programme 
submitted to 
the Office of 
the LOGB

4x Quarterly 
reports 
on the 
implemen-
tation of the 
Legislative 
Programme 
submitted to 
the Office of 
the LOGB 

4x Quarterly 
reports 
on the 
implemen-
tation of the 
Legislative 
Programme 
submitted to 
the Office of 
the LOGB 

2. OUTPUT INDICATORS: ANNUAL AND QUARTERLY TARGET 

No
OUPUT 

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR

2022/23 ANNUAL
 TARGET

QUARTERLY TARGETS

Q1 
Apr - Jun 2022

Q2 
Jul - Sep 2022

Q3 
Oct - Dec 2022

Q4 
Jan - Mar 2023

2.6.1 Annual Cabinet and 
FOSAD Programme 
approved by Q3

2023 Annual 
Cabinet and FOSAD 
Programme approved 
by Cabinet and 
FOSAD Workshop 
respectively

- - 2023 Annual 
Cabinet and FOSAD 
Programme approved 
by Cabinet and 
FOSAD Workshop 
respectively

-
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No
OUPUT 

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR

2022/23 ANNUAL
 TARGET

QUARTERLY TARGETS

Q1 
Apr - Jun 2022

Q2 
Jul - Sep 2022

Q3 
Oct - Dec 2022

Q4 
Jan - Mar 2023

2.7.1 Number of 
quarterly report on 
implementation of the 
Cabinet and FOSAD 
Programme produced

4x Quarterly reports 
on implementation 
of the Cabinet and 
FOSAD Programme 
produced

Quarterly report on 
implementation of the 
Cabinet and FOSAD 
Programme produced

Quarterly report on 
implementation of the 
Cabinet and FOSAD 
Programme produced

Quarterly report on 
implementation of the 
Cabinet and FOSAD 
Programme produced

Quarterly report on 
implementation of the 
Cabinet and FOSAD 
Programme produced

2.8.1 Number of quarterly 
reports on the 
implementation of 
the Annual Legislative 
Programme produced

4x Quarterly reports 
on the implementation 
of the Legislative 
Programme submitted 
to the Office of the 
LOGB

Quarterly report on 
the implementation 
of the Legislative 
Programme submitted 
to the Office of the 
LOGB

Quarterly report on 
the implementation 
of the Legislative 
Programme submitted 
to the Office of the 
LOGB

Quarterly report on 
the implementation 
of the Legislative 
Programme submitted 
to the Office of the 
LOGB

Quarterly report on 
the implementation 
of the Legislative 
Programme submitted 
to the Office of the 
LOGB

3. EXPLANATION OF PLANNED PERFORMANCE OVER THE MEDIUM-TERM PERIOD

The Cabinet Office in The Presidency is the administrative centre for The Presidency’s support to the Cabinet and Cabinet 
Committees system, and the Forum of South African Directors-General, in order to support them to integrate planning, strengthen 
deliberations on cross-cutting sectoral priorities, improve accountability and align their decision-making processes. Among its ongoing 
activities, the Branch will continue to support FOSAD Structures, Cabinet and Cabinet Committee meetings, as well as its efforts to 
strengthen coordination systems and processes over the MTEF period.

4. PROGRAMME RESOURCE CONSIDERATIONS

PROGRAMME 2: EXECUTIVE SUPPORT
 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25

 
Audited  
outcome

Audited  
outcome

Audited 
outcome

Revised  
estimate

Revised  
baseline

Revised  
baseline

Revised  
baseline

Rand thousand        
Subprogrammes        
Cabinet Services  20 056  30 327  88 863  52 957  53 067  53 896  56 316 
TOTAL  20 056  30 327  88 863  52 957  53 067 53 896  56 316 
Economic	classification        
Current payments  19 808  29 275  87 471  51 621  51 675  52 443 54 798 
Compensation of employees  14 283 15 203 13 439  18 158 18 086  17 777 18 575 
Salaries and wages  12 768 13 567  11 899  16 558  16 371  16 044  16 678 
Social contributions  1 515 1 636  1 540 1 600  1 715  1 733  1 897 
Goods and services  5 525 14 072  74 032  33 463  33 589  34 666  36 223 
Administrative fees  88  73  13  10  15  16  17 
Advertising  -  10  -  -  -  -  - 
Minor assets  2  -  1  3  3  3  3 
Catering: Departmental activities  2 044  1 742  769  1 592  1 534  1 586 1 657 
Communication (G&S)  17  41  41  169  158  165  173 
Computer services  25  9 897  72 145  26 973 27 042 27 921  29 169 
Contractors  17  62  3  11  11  11  11 
Fleet services (including government motor transport)  14  23  42  25  25  15  15 
Consumable supplies  26  19  5  17  19  12  12 
Consumables: Stationery, printing and office supplies  100  51  84  162  163  169  176 
Operating leases  847  76  207  10  10  6  6 
Rental and hiring  45  11  33  77  77  80  84 
Travel and subsistence  1 878  1 735  432  3 381  3 500  3 507  3 667 
Operating payments  304  332  257  546  513  648  678 
Venues and facilities  118  -  -  487  520  528  554 
Transfers and subsidies  -  -  17  20  -  -  - 
Households  -  -  17  20  -  -  - 
Social benefits  -  -  17  20  -  -  - 
Payments for capital assets  244 1 052  1 375 1 316 1 392  1 453  1 518 
Machinery and equipment  244  1 052 1 375  1 316  1 392 1 453 1 518 
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PROGRAMME 2: EXECUTIVE SUPPORT
 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25

 
Audited  
outcome

Audited  
outcome

Audited 
outcome

Revised  
estimate

Revised  
baseline

Revised  
baseline

Revised  
baseline

Other machinery and equipment  244  1 052 1 375 1 316  1 392 1 453 1 518 
Payments	for	financial	assets  4  -  -  -  -  -  - 
TOTAL  20 056  30 327  88 863  52 957  53 067  53 896  56 316 

PROGRAMME 3: POLICY AND RESEARCH SERVICES

Purpose: To provide policy and research support to the Political Principals in The Presidency in the exercise of their Constitutional 
mandate and within the context of government priorities.

Sub-Programme: 

Policy and Research Services: To provide policy and research support to the Political Principals in The Presidency in the exercise of 
their Constitutional mandate and within the context of government priorities.

1. OUTCOMES, OUTPUTS, PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND TARGETS

OUTCOME OUTPUT OUTPUT 
INDICATOR

AUDITED ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
ESTIMATED 

PERFOR-
MANCE

MEDIUM TERM TARGETS

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
1.  Social 

cohesion, 
national unity 
and social 
transforma-
tion promoted 
through 
effective  
leadership 
and  
coordination 
of efforts

1.6  Strengthen-
ing leader-
ship function 
in the 
structures 
chaired by 
the Principals 
and of the 
issues that 
they are 
championing

1.6.1 Num-
ber of 
quarterly 
reports on 
strategic 
content 
support 
provided 
to the 
Princi-
pals to 
strengthen 
their 
leadership 
functions 
developed

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

4x Quarterly 
reports on 
strategic 
content 
support 
provided to 
the Principals 
to strengthen 
their 
leadership 
functions

4x Quarterly 
reports on 
strategic 
content 
support 
provided to 
the Principals 
to strengthen 
their 
leadership 
functions

4x Quarterly 
reports on 
strategic 
content 
support 
provided to 
the Principals 
to strengthen 
their 
leadership 
functions
developed

4x Quarterly 
reports on 
strategic 
content 
support 
provided to 
the Principals 
to strengthen 
their 
leadership 
functions

4x Quarterly 
reports on 
strategic 
content 
support 
provided to 
the Principals 
to strengthen 
their 
leadership 
functions

2.  Enhanced 
governance, 
state capacity 
and service 
delivery 
through 
effective 
leadership  
and  
coordination 
of efforts

2.9  Minimis-
ation of 
unintended 
consequenc-
es from pol-
icy initiatives, 
regulations 
and legisla-
tion, including 
unnecessary 
costs from 
implemen-
tation and 
compliance 
as well 
as from 
unanticipated 
outcomes

2.9.1 Num-
ber of 
Socio-Eco-
nomic 
Impact As-
sessment 
reports 
developed

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

2x Reports 
on Socio-
Economic 
Impact 
Assessment 
developed

2x Reports 
on Socio-
Economic 
Impact 
Assessment 
developed

2x Reports 
on Socio-
Economic 
Impact 
Assessment 
developed

2x Reports 
on Socio-
Economic 
Impact 
Assessment 
developed

2x Reports 
on Socio-
Economic 
Impact 
Assessment 
developed
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OUTCOME OUTPUT OUTPUT 
INDICATOR

AUDITED ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
ESTIMATED 

PERFOR-
MANCE

MEDIUM TERM TARGETS

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25
3.  Facilitated 

Investment, 
trade 
promotion, 
economic 
growth and 
job creation 
through 
effective 
leadership 
and 
coordination 
of efforts

3.9  The NIP 
2050 Phase II 
that focuses 
on distribut-
ed/municipal 
infrastructure 
and social 
infrastructure

3.9.1 NIP 2050 
Phase II 
developed

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

NIP 2050 
Phase II 
developed 
by June 2022

- -

3.10 The Country 
Investment 
strategy 

3.10.1 Country 
investment 
strategy 
consulted 

New 
indicator

New 
indicator

Draft 
Country 
Investment 
Strategy 
submitted to 
responsible 
Executive 
Authority

Country 
Investment 
strategy 
approved by 
Cabinet for 
implementa-
tion

 Country 
investment 
strategy 
consulted by 
March 2023

Country 
Investment 
Strategy 
Approved by 
Cabinet 

4x Monitor-
ing report on 
the imple-
mentation of 
the Country 
Investment 
Strategy 

2. OUTPUT INDICATORS: ANNUAL AND QUARTERLY TARGET 

No
OUPUT 

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR

2022/23 ANNUAL

 TARGET

QUARTERLY TARGETS
Q1 

Apr - Jun 2022
Q2 

Jul - Sep 2022
Q3 

Oct - Dec 2022
Q4 

Jan - Mar 2023
1.6.1 Number of 

quarterly reports 
on strategic content 
support provided 
to the Principals 
to strengthen their 
leadership functions

4x Quarterly reports 
on strategic content 
support provided 
to the Principals 
to strengthen their 
leadership functions 
developed

1x Quarterly report 
on strategic content 
support provided to the 
Principals to strengthen 
their leadership 
functions developed

1x Quarterly report 
on strategic content 
support provided to the 
Principals to strengthen 
their leadership 
functions developed

1x Quarterly report 
on strategic content 
support provided to the 
Principals to strengthen 
their leadership 
functions developed

1x Quarterly report 
on strategic content 
support provided to the 
Principals to strengthen 
their leadership 
functions developed

2.9.1 Number of Socio-
Economic Impact 
Assessment reports 
developed

2x Reports on 
Socio-Economic 
Impact Assessment 
developed

- Report on Socio-
Economic Impact 
Assessment developed

- Report on Socio-
Economic Impact 
Assessment Developed

3.9.1 NIP 2050 Phase II 
developed 

NIP 2050 Phase II 
developed by  
June 2022

Draft NIP 2050 Phase 
II developed developed 
by June 2022

- -

3.10.1 Country investment 
consulted

Country investment 
consulted by March 
2023

Country Investment 
Strategy gazetted for 
public consultation 

Report on Stakeholder 
consultation conducted 
on the draft Country 
Investment Strategy

3. EXPLANATION OF PLANNED PERFORMANCE OVER THE MEDIUM TERM PERIOD

Over the medium term, The Presidency will focus on the implementation of the infrastructure Projects to grow the economy and 
create jobs. The Country Investment Strategy is in the review process and will be submitted to the Cabinet for approval and begin 
with the coordination and monitoring of the strategy over the medium term. 

4. PROGRAMME RESOURCE CONSIDERATIONS

PROGRAMME 3: POLICY AND RESEARCH SERVICES
 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25

 
Audited  
outcome

Audited  
outcome

Audited 
outcome

Revised  
estimate

Revised  
baseline

Revised  
baseline

Revised  
baseline

Rand thousand        
Subprogrammes        
Economy, Trade, and Investment  -  5 360  13 068 18 898  17 829  16 932  17 693 
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment System  5 873  7 811  5 499 8 156  7 927  7 732  8 080 
TOTAL  5 873  13 171  18 567  27 054  25 756  24 664  25 773 
Economic	classification        
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PROGRAMME 3: POLICY AND RESEARCH SERVICES
 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25

 
Audited  
outcome

Audited  
outcome

Audited 
outcome

Revised  
estimate

Revised  
baseline

Revised  
baseline

Revised  
baseline

Current payments  5 848  13 143  18 080 26 862 25 425  24 319 25 412 
Compensation of employees  5 027  10 318  15 024  19 551  19 715 18 459 19 288 
Salaries and wages  4 488  9 178  13 385  15 272 14 831 13 599  14 399 
Social contributions  539  1 140 1 639  4 279  4 884  4 860  4 889 
Goods and services  821  2 825  3 056  7 311  5 710  5 860  6 124 
Administrative fees  10  56  10  34  53  56  57 
Advertising  -  -  -  5  5  5  5 
Minor assets  8  2  2  117  56  59  61 
Catering: Departmental activities  45  133  67  270  205  214  223 
Communication (G&S)  56  99  47  380  384  399  417 
Computer services  -  -  -  -  100  104  109 
Consultants: Business and advisory services  235  670  2 500  3 152  1 012  1 047  1 094 
Contractors  4  2  -  2  202  211  220 
Agency and support/outsourced services  109  144  -  -  -  -  - 
Fleet services (including government motor transport)  -  5  2  -  2  2  2 
Consumable supplies  2  25  13  6  6  6  6 
Consumables: Stationery, printing ,and office supplies  20  8  45  144  164  170  177 
Operating leases  1  32  148  -  215  225  235 
Rental and hiring  -  9  -  -  -  -  - 
Travel and subsistence  270  953  218  3 081  3 156  3 252  3 405 
Training and development  -  350  -  57  60  63  66 
Operating payments  39  32  -  63  42  43  44 
Venues and facilities  22  305  4  -  50  5  5 
Transfers and subsidies  -  13  -  20  -  -  - 
Households  -  13  -  20  -  -  - 
Social benefits  -  13  -  20  -  -  - 
Payments for capital assets  25  15  487  172  331  345  361 
Machinery and equipment  25  15  487  172  331  345  361 
Other machinery and equipment  25  15  487  172  331  345  361 
TOTAL  5 873  13 171  18 567  27 054  25 756  24 664  25 773 

5. KEY RISKS AND MITIGATIONS 

OUTCOME KEY RISK RISK MITIGATION 
Facilitated investment, trade 
promotion, economic growth  
and job creation through effective 
leadership and coordination  
of efforts

Inadequate implementation 
of Economic Recovery and 
Reconstruction Plan according  
to timelines

• Coordinate periodic reports (or meetings) from various sector departments on 
the Economic Recovery and Reconstruction Plan and on investment in general

• Coordination and reporting on the Presidential Employment Stimulus
• Coordination and reporting on economic reforms and create a feedback loop on 

policy and implementation gridlocks
• Coordination of government’s investment efforts reporting from subsidiary 

sectors and entities that attract investment
• Development of a Country Investment Strategy (CIS) and infrastructure 

programme
• Land reform programme fast tracked and support to small scale farmers 
• Revival of the Intergovernmental Technical Advisory Panel

Increase pressure on public services 
and government borrowing

• The Red Tape Reduction programme developed and implemented
• The team will also work with other departments and agencies to unblock specific 

obstacles to investment and business growth
Failure to implement decisions 
or slow progress in the 
implementation of government 
programmes by relevant structures

• Tracking of progress made by relevant structures in the implementation of 
decisions
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OUTCOME KEY RISK RISK MITIGATION 
Social cohesion, national unity and 
social transformation promoted 
through effective leadership and 
coordination of efforts  

Failure to communicate a consistent 
and coherent message on social 
cohesion and building a common 
national identity

• Quarterly monitoring of the implementation of the Programme of Action (POA) 
involving statutory and non-statutory structures to mobilise society, promote 
social cohesion, accelerate poverty alleviation, and social transformation

• Regularly produce clearly targeted communication (messages, speeches and 
media statements) addressing social cohesion and National Unity

• Develop a review/assessment with recommendations on providing leadership on 
Social Cohesion/National Unity and Social Transformation (Gap/Critical Analysis 
on how leadership is provided on the themes)

• Review The Presidency’s coordination mechanism as the strategic centre of 
government (Clearly define the role and responsibility of The Presidency in the 
coordination mechanisms)

• Initiate a programme from The Presidency to build social cohesion
Failure to achieve the objectives 
of the National Strategic Plan 
on Gender-Based Violence and 
Femicide (NSP-GBVF)

• Exercising oversight (Monitoring and Evaluating) on the implementation of the 
NSP on GBVF through analytical Briefing Reports compiled from the monthly 
reports submitted by the DWYPD

• Incorporate the implementation of the objectives of the NSP on Gender-
Based Violence and Femicide in the Performance Agreements of Ministers and 
Directors-General across the country

Enhanced governance, state 
capacity and service delivery 
through effective leadership and 
coordination of efforts.

Inadequate policy implementation 
and fragmented approach on the 
delivery of services

• Ensure that there is an integrated Programme of Action monitored at  
Cabinet level

• Ensure consistency and rigour in the reports from COGTA, DPME and District 
Champions (alignment of reporting)

• Monitor and report on application of measures to contain and mitigate the 
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic

• Implement the National Policy Development Framework (NPDF)
• Standardise the utilisation of SEIAS to address impediments imposed by 

government regulation
• Agreement with Presiding Officers in Parliament to align The Presidency and 

Parliamentary programmes (3rd and 4th Wednesday of every week)
 Continuous monitoring and alignment of the Cabinet and FOSAD Programmes

Non-compliance to legislative 
commitments  

• Constant follow up and requests to departments to re-confirm or reprioritise 
their Legislative programme

• Updating Legislative programme according to revised/reprioritised Bill confirmed 
by the department

• Development of the legislative framework 
• Provide clear roles and responsibilities of The Presidency in holding National 

Departments accountable 
Inadequate Management of the 
Political-Administrative interface

• Establish a Framework to operationalise/align the administrative oversight of 
HOPA within existing structures such as FOSAD, DPME, and DPSA

• Facilitate the fast tracking of the review of the legislation (PSA/PAMA) to include 
the functions, role, and powers of the HOPA

Failure to implement the social and 
economic mandate of SOE’s in a 
sustainable manner

• Establish an SOE Technical Support function to assist in monitoring, assessing and 
analysing governance and financial/management reports from the SOEs

• Facilitate the finalisation of the Shareholder Management Bill 
• Monitoring reports on the performance of PSEC against the work plan

Inadequate oversight on institutional 
arrangements and implementation 
of the DDM

• Finalise the National DDM Forum to include harmonisation of Presidential 
compacts and the NEDLAC platform 

• Incorporation of quarterly progress reporting on District Performance through 
dashboards and barometer systems to FOSAD and Cabinet through the IMC of 
planning

• District based Bi-Annual Performance Assessments to Premier’s Coordinating 
Councils and finally to the Presidential Coordinating Council and NEDLAC

• Ensure priorities of the National Annual Strategic Plan are aligned to the One Plan 
of Districts 

Advanced South Africa’s global 
and continental relations 
through effective leadership and 
coordination of efforts.

Inadequate coordination around 
South Africa’s position on 
international matters 

• Strengthen coordination and planning instruments on the implementation of the 
international relations programme to eliminate fragmentation

• Regular interactions (briefing sessions/reports) between Presidency and DIRCO 
to strengthen coordination

• Quarterly events matrix of the international programme
• Drive AU Agenda on COVID-19 through Championship Role
• Facilitate the design of a priority matrix on international engagements weighted in 

terms of national interest
• Provide clear roles and responsibilities of The Presidency in the ICTS 

(International Cooperation, Trade and Security) coordination mechanisms
• Provide adequate skilled capacity for the role of ICTS coordination
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OUTCOME KEY RISK RISK MITIGATION 
Functional, effective, and integrated 
Presidency’s administrative 
systems towards an organisation 
enabled to achieve its outcomes.

Non-achievement of a clean audit • Implementation of the Clean Audit Strategy
• Consider secondments to The Presidency to capacitate critical business areas
• Capacitation of the Labour Relations sub-Directorate (Consequence 

Management)
• Initiate the process to implement the electronic system to manage invoices
• Enter into internal Service Level Agreements (SLA’s) - achieving the objectives of 

the Clean Audit Strategy
Failure by Third Parties to deliver on 
agreed upon services linked to the 
implementation of the objectives of 
The Presidency

• Establishment of the Vetting Field Unit (VFU) to assist with vetting and screening 
of employees

• Enter into an MOU with the SAPS and implement the MOU once signed
• Continued interactions with 3rd parties - meetings, letters issued on lack of 

services
• Finalise the revised SLA between The Presidency and DPWI

Inability to respond appropriately 
to unexpected, major disruption of 
critical operations

• Facilitate the conducting of Bi-Annual emergency drills (Contingency Management 
Measures) in all Presidency sites 

• Facilitate the approval of an organisation-wide Business Continuity Plan 
• Facilitate drafting of BCPs across business units and ensure that all BCP’s are 

tested
• Facilitate the establishment of Disaster Management arrangements

Exposure to information security 
breaches

• Enforcement of the ICT Security policy and raise awareness of the policy
• Perform vulnerability assessments
• Implementation of the Network Access Control (NAC)

Physical Security vulnerabilities • Strict application of the Internal Security Policy and Key Control Procedure 
• Dialogue: COO to Deputy Commissioner (SAPS) engagement on Physical 

Security measures (service delivery) by SAPS in The Presidency
• Establish a joint initiative between SAPS, Presidency and SSA (Domestic) to 

provide quarterly Threat and Risk Assessments (TRA) and; 
• Facilitate the conducting of Physical Security Audits (Bi-Annually) in all Presidency 

sites.
Ineffective and disintegrated 
systems impacting on the quality in 
delivering the strategic outcomes

• Appointment of contract employees (temporary staff)
• Conduct a review of areas/of staff members not being gainfully employed and 

identify areas where they can be re-deployed (where they can be gainfully 
employed)

• Communication/message from Top Management on working arrangement – 
Full capacity in the Office or a hybrid-system (Formulate a clear Plan or policy 
direction)

• Implement decisions of the reconfiguration exercise (GTAC Report)
Failure to complete the ICT 
Modernisation Project within 
agreed timeframe

• Ensure strict adherence to project deliverables as detailed in the approved Project 
Charter/Proposal

• Conduct monitoring through the Project Management Tool
• Draft a quarterly Project Management meeting calendar to ensure full 

participation by all stakeholders

6. PUBLIC ENTITIES

None

7. INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS

None

8. PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP (PPPS)

None
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PART D: TECHNICAL INDICATOR DESCRIPTION (TID)

PROGRAMME 1: ADMINISTRATION

Indicator Title 1.1.1 Permanent Independent Anti-Corruption body is established
Definition	 This indicator tracks the establishment of the Anti-Corruption body by March 2023. The existence of the body will assist 

government to effectively fight corruption. The body provides oversight on the implementation of the NACS
Source of data Any of the following:

• Reports from watchdogs, portfolio committee, auditors and other institutions,
• Media release,
• Speaking notes,
• Reports from the whistle-blowers.

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the Performance Independent Anti-Corruption body established by March 2023

Means	of	verification	 The existence of the appointment letters of the members of the body/ TOR of the body
Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Non-Cumulative 
Reporting Cycle Annual, in March 2023 
Desired performance Permanent independent anti-corruption body established by March 2023
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Corporate Management

Indicator Title 1.2.1 Number of reviews on the implementation of the NSP on GBVF with recommendations to strengthen reporting and 
accountability conducted by March 2023

Definition	 This indicator tracks the number of reviews on the progress made on the implementation of the priorities in the NSP 
on GBVF. The review and recommendations from The Presidency will be guided by the monitoring reports from the 
Department of Women, Youth and Persons with Disabilities. The recommendation will assist to strengthen reporting and 
accountability by the government departments

Source of data Monthly reports from the DWYPD on the implementation of the NSP-GBVF
Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the Annual Review report in place on the implementation of the NSP on GBVF with recommendations to 
strengthen reporting and accountability by March 2023

Means	of	verification	 The existence of the Annual Review report on the implementation of the NSP on GBVF with recommendation to 
strengthen reporting and accountability by March 2023

Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Non-Cumulative 
Reporting Cycle Annually, in Quarter 4
Desired performance Annual Review report in place on the implementation of the NSP on GBVF with recommendations to strengthen reporting 

and accountability by March 2023
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Office of the President 
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Indicator Title 1.3.1 Number	of	analytical	briefing	reports	produced	on	the	implementation	of	the	NSP	on	GBVF	across	government	and	
society by DWYPD with oversight from Presidency

Definition	 This indicator measures the briefing produced from the monthly reports produced by the DWYPD on the implementation 
of the NSP on GBVF across government and society. The Presidency provide oversight and would therefore produce a 
report on the analysis of the information reported by government and society to the DWYPD

Source of data Monthly reports from DWYPD
Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the number of analytical briefing report on the implementation of the NSP on GBVF across government 
and society by DWYPD

Means	of	verification	 The existence of the analytical briefing report on the implementation of the NSP on GBVF
Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Cumulative 
Reporting Cycle Quarterly (Quarter 1-4)
Desired performance 12 x analytical briefing reports produced on the implementation of the NSP on GBVF across government and society by 

DWYPD with oversight from Presidency
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Office of the President

Indicator Title 1.4.1 Number of engagements to mobilise society, promote social cohesion and accelerate social transformation
Definition	 This indicator tracks the number of engagements to be conducted on quarterly basis to mobilise society, promote social 

cohesion, and accelerate social transformation
Source of data Any of the following:

•	 Presidency media release,
•	 Briefing notes,
•	 Presentations and President remarks or speech.

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the number of engagements to mobilise society, promote social cohesion and accelerate social 
transformation 

Means	of	verification	 The existence of:
The post events report on the engagements conducted to mobilise society, promote social cohesion, and accelerate social 
transformation 

Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type N/A
Reporting Cycle Quarterly
Desired performance 4 x engagements to mobilise society, promote social cohesion and accelerate social transformation
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Office of the President
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Indicator Title 1.5.1 Number of engagements on implementation with partners and stakeholders to promote the country’s social 
transformation agenda (e.g., SANAC, Engagement with Social Partners, HRDC, COVID-19 Vaccines IMC and mobilisation 
efforts, Military Veterans)

Definition	 This indicator tracks the number of engagements on the implementation of the delegated responsibilities of the Deputy 
President with respect to the country’s social transformation objectives, (e.g., SANAC, Engagement with Social Partners, 
HRDC, COVID-19 Vaccines IMC and mobilisation efforts, Military Veterans)

Source of data Any of the following:
•	 Presidency media statements, 
•	 Media releases, 
•	 Briefing and/or advisory notes, 
•	 Deputy President remarks/speeches, 
•	 Minutes and agendas.

Method of Calculation/ 
Assessment 

Simple count of the number of engagements on implementation with partners and stakeholders to promote the country’s 
transformation agenda. 

Means	of	verification	 The existence of:
•	 Post-event report for each engagement

Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Cumulative
Reporting Cycle Quarterly
Desired performance 12 x engagements on implementation with partners and stakeholders to promote the country’s transformation agenda
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Office of the Deputy President

Indicator Title 2.1.1 Number of Ministerial performance agreements signed 
Definition	 This indicator measures the number of performance agreements for the ministers that was signed to be implemented for a 

particular period. The signed performance agreements would be used to assess the Ministers on their performance
Source of data Any of the following:

• Media release
• Briefing notes

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the number of Ministerial performance agreements signed 

Means	of	verification	 Signed performance agreements 
Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Non-cumulative
Reporting Cycle Annual in Quarter 2
Desired performance 28 x Ministerial performance agreements signed
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Office of the President

Indicator Title 2.1.2 Number of Ministerial Performance agreements assessed by DPME
Definition	 This indicator measures the number of performance agreements assessed against the performance agreements of Ministers
Source of data Any of the following:

• Reports on performance reviews conducted
• Briefing notes

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the number of Ministerial agreement assessed by DPME

Means	of	verification	 Annual performance assessment reports on the DPME website
Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Non-cumulative
Reporting Cycle Annual in Quarter 3
Desired performance 28 x ministerial performance agreements assessed by DPME.
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Office of the President
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Indicator Title 2.1.3 Number of performance agreements by Directors-General signed
Definition	 This indicator measures the number of performance agreements for the Directors-General that was signed to be 

implemented for a particular period. The signed performance agreement would be used to assess the Directors-General on 
their performance. 

Source of data Any of the following:
• Reports on performance reviews conducted
• Briefing notes 

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the number of performance agreements by Directors-General signed 

Means	of	verification	 The existence of the:
Signed performance agreements 

Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Non- cumulative 
Reporting Cycle Annual (in Quarter 2)
Desired performance 41 x Directors-General performance agreements signed
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Office of the President

Indicator Title 2.1.4 Number of performance agreements by Directors-General assessed
Definition	 This indicator measures the number of performance agreements assessed against their performance agreements of the 

Directors-General. 
Source of data Any of the following:

• Reports on performance reviews conducted
• Briefing notes

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the number of Directors-General agreement assessed. 

Means	of	verification	 Annual performance assessment reports on the DPME website
Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Non-cumulative
Reporting Cycle Annual (in Quarter 3)
Desired performance 41 x Directors-General performance agreements assessed. 
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Office of the President

Indicator Title 2.2.1 Number of performance Monitoring reports on the implementation of the PSEC workplan and decisions produced
Definition	 This indicator tracks the number of quarterly monitoring reports on the implementation of the PSEC workplan and 

decisions made by the council 
Source of data Any of the following:

• Reports and workplans 
• Media release
• Briefing and/or advisory notes, 
• Post-engagement reports, 
• President remarks/speeches, 
• Minutes and agendas.

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the monitoring reports on the implementation of the PSEC workplan and decisions produced.

Means	of	verification	 The existence of:
The monitoring report on the implementation of the PSEC workplan and decisions produced

Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type N/A
Reporting Cycle Biannual (in Quarter 2 and 4)
Desired performance 2 x performance monitoring reports on the implementation of the PSEC workplan and decisions produced
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Office of the President
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Indicator Title 2.2.2 Number of performance monitoring reports on the implementation of decisions emanating from the ESKOM Political 
Task Team

Definition	 This indicator measures the reports on the progress made in respect of monitoring the implementation of the delegated 
responsibility of the Deputy President with respect to chairing the Eskom Political Task Team

Source of data Media release
Briefing notes 
Speaking notes/speech

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the performance monitoring reports on the implementation of decision emanating from the ESKOM 
Political Task Team 

Means	of	verification	 The existence of:
Performance monitoring reports on the implementation of decision emanating from the ESKOM Political Task Team

Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Cumulative 
Reporting Cycle Biannual (in Quarter 2 and 4)
Desired performance 2 x performance monitoring report on implementation of decision emanating from the Eskom Political Task Team 
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Office of the Deputy President

Indicator Title 2.3.1 Number of facilitated interventions in select hotspot municipalities with governance challenges and service delivery 
failures	in	identified	provinces	as	part	of	inter-governmental	coordination	and	collaboration	(e.g.	IMC	on	Water	and	
Sanitation, integrated service delivery interventions)

Definition	 This indicator measures the number of  interventions made by The Presidency in respect of the implementation of the 
delegated responsibilities of the Deputy President with respect to service delivery improvements (e.g., IMC on Water and 
Sanitation, integrated service delivery interventions)

Source of data Any of the following:
• Media release
• Briefing and/or advisory notes,
• Deputy President remarks/speeches,
• Minutes and agendas.

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the number of the facilitated interventions in selected hotspot municipalities with governance challenges 
and service delivery failures in identified provinces as part of inter-governmental coordination and collaboration (e.g. IMC on 
Water and Sanitation, integrated service delivery interventions)

Means	of	verification	 The existence of the post-event report for facilitated intervention in selected hotspot municipalities with governance 
challenges and service delivery failures in identified provinces as part of inter-governmental coordination and collaboration 
(e.g., IMC on Water and Sanitation, integrated service delivery interventions)

Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Cumulative 
Reporting Cycle Quarterly (Quarter 2, 3 and 4)
Desired performance 3x number of the facilitated interventions in selected hotspot municipalities with governance challenges and service delivery 

failures in identified provinces as part of inter-governmental coordination and collaboration. (e.g. IMC on Water and 
Sanitation, integrated service delivery interventions)

Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Office of the Deputy President
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Indicator Title 2.4.1 Number of reports on the performance of districts against the strategic indicators 
Definition	 This indicator measures the number of reports on the performance of the districts against the implementation of the 

strategic priorities in the National Annual Strategic Plan. This forms part of monitoring the performance of the District 
towards delivery of services  

Source of data •	 Performance reports from district municipalities and DCOG 
Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count on the number of reports on the performance of Districts against the strategic indicators

Means	of	verification	 The existence of:
Report on the performance of districts against the strategic indicators

Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Non-cumulative 
Reporting Cycle Annually in (Quarter 4)
Desired performance 1 x Annual report on the performance of Districts against the strategic indicators
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Office of the President

Indicator Title 2.5.1 Number of reports on strengthening Executive and parliamentary accountability
Definition	 This indicator measures the number of reports on the progress made to strengthen efforts in support of building a capable, 

ethical and developmental state. The reports outlines the implementation e.g., Leader of Government Business reports and 
parliamentary oral replies in supporting the work of the Deputy President with respect to Parliamentary and Executive 
accountability

Source of data Any of the following:
•	 Media release, 
•	 Deputy President oral replies.

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the number of reports on strengthening Executive and Parliamentary accountability

Means	of	verification	 The existence of: 
Report on strengthening executive and parliamentary accountability 

Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Non-cumulative
Reporting Cycle Annually (in Quarter 4)
Desired performance 1 x Annual report on strengthening executive and parliamentary accountability 
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Office of the Deputy President

Indicator Title 3.1.1 Number	of	priority	reforms	identified	for	enhancing	the	climate	for	business	to	operate
Definition	 This indicator measures the number of priority reforms identified for enhancing the climate for business to operate to 

create an enabling business environment for both domestic and foreign business operators and investors. 
Source of data Any of the following: 

• Presidency media statements,
• Report from relevant public and private institutions including academia,
• Media release, 
• Briefing notes.

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the number of priority reforms identified for enhancing the climate for business to operate

Means	of	verification	 Database of identified priority reforms for enhancing the climate for business to operate
Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation (where 
applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Cumulative 
Reporting Cycle Biannual (in Quarter 3 and 4)
Desired performance 5 x priority reforms identified for enhancing the climate for business to operate
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Office of the President
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Indicator Title 3.1.2 The Red Tape Reduction programme developed and implemented 
Definition	 This indicator measures the development of the Red Tape Reduction programme and report on its implementation. 
Source of data Any of the following:

• Minutes
• Reports from the DTIC and other institutions 

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

1. Simple count of the Red Tape Reduction programme,
2. Simple count of the report on the implementation of the Red Tape Reduction programme.

Means	of	verification	 The existence of: 
• Red Tape Reduction programme,
• Reports on the implementation of the Red Tape Reduction programme 

Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation (where 
applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Cumulative
Reporting Cycle Quarterly
Desired performance Red Tape Reduction programme developed and implemented 
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Office of the President

Indicator Title 3.2.1 Number of employment opportunities facilitated, including the number of youth supported through the Presidential 
Employment Stimulus and Presidential Youth Employment Intervention

Definition	 This indicator tracks the number of employment opportunities facilitated through the Mass Employment Stimulus 
Programme with the aim of creating jobs. The Presidential Employment Stimulus and Presidential Youth Employment 
Intervention is designed to support a spectrum of opportunities, focusing on job creation through public employment; 
on job retention in vulnerable sectors; on direct support to livelihood strategies; as well as on fast-tracking high-impact 
employment enablers.

Source of data Any of the following:
• Media release
• Briefing and/or advisory notes, 
• Presidential Employment Stimulus Progress Report, 
• President remarks/speeches, 
• Minutes and agendas.

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the number of employment opportunities facilitated, including the number of youth supported through the 
Presidential Employment Stimulus and Presidential Youth Employment Intervention

Means	of	verification	 Database of the employment opportunities facilitated, including youth supported through the Presidential Employment 
Stimulus and Presidential Youth Employment Intervention. 

Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Non-cumulative
Reporting Cycle Annually, in Quarter 4
Desired performance 500 000 employment opportunities facilitated through the Presidential Employment Stimulus Programme and Presidential 

Youth Employment Intervention.
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Office of the President
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Indicator Title 3.3.1 Number of ERRP reports on the implementation of the country’s socio-economic transformation programme
Definition	 This indicator tracks the Number of reports on the implementation of the country’s socio-economic transformation 

programme
Source of data • Presidency media statements, 

• Media releases, 
• Briefing and/or advisory notes, 
• Post-engagement reports, 
• President remarks/speeches, minutes, and agendas.

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count on the number of ERRP reports on the implementation of the country’s socio-economic transformation 
programme

Means	of	verification	 The existence of: 
ERRP reports on the implementation of the country’s socio-economic transformation programme. 

Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Cumulative 
Reporting Cycle Biannually (Quarter 2 and 4)
Desired performance 2 x ERRP reports on the implementation of the country’s socio-economic transformation programme
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Office of the President

Indicator Title 3.4.1 Percentage of 1.2 tn raised through the annual investment drive 
Definition	 The indicator tracks the investment raised through the annual investment drive. 
Source of data Any of the following:

• Agenda
• Minutes
• Post events reports
• Media statements

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Total amount on investment raised/1.2tn x100

Means	of	verification	 The existence of:
Investment South Africa report 

Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Cumulative
Reporting Cycle Annual, in Quarter 4
Desired performance 80% of 1.2tn 
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Office of the President
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Indicator Title 3.5.1 Number of quarterly reports on the implementation of Operation Vulindlela economic reform programme
Definition	 The indicator measures the number of Quarterly reports on the implementation of Operation Vulindlela economic reform 

programme. Operation Vulindlela monitors progress, engages with reform implementers, escalates challenges, provides 
support to fast-track implementation and also provide analysis of implementation challenges and recommendations for 
measures to address them

Source of data Any of the following:
• Media Release
• Speech/speaking notes
• Presentation to Cabinet

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the number of reports on the implementation of Operation Vulindlela economic reform programme

Means	of	verification	 The existence of: 
Report on implementation of Operation Vulindlela economic reform programme

Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Cumulative
Reporting Cycle Quarterly
Desired performance 4 x Quarterly reports on the implementation of Operation Vulindlela reform programme.
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Office of the President

Indicator Title 3.6.1 Number of reports on the implementation of the comprehensive social compact programme
Definition	 The indicator measures the number of reports on the implementation of the comprehensive social compact programme, 

with emphasis on growing the economy and create jobs. 
Source of data Any of the following:

• Post event reports
• Media release
• Presentations 
• Minutes/agenda

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the number of reports on the implementation of the comprehensive social compact programme

Means	of	verification	 The existence of:
Report on the implementation of the comprehensive social compact programme

Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Cumulative
Reporting Cycle Quarterly
Desired performance 4 x reports on the implementation of the comprehensive social compact programme
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Office of the President
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Indicator Title 3.7.1 Number of reports on the just transition and low carbon economy developed through the Presidential Coordinating 
Commission on Climate Change and Presidential Task team on Climate Finance

Definition	 The indicator measures the number of reports/on the just transition and low carbon economy developed through the 
Presidential Coordinating Commission 

Source of data Any of the following:
• Post events reports
• Media release
• Presentations 
• Minutes/agenda

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the annual report on the just transition and low carbon economy developed through the Presidential 
Coordinating Commission on Climate Change and Presidential Task team on Climate Finance

Means	of	verification	 The existence of; 
Annual report on the just transition and low carbon economy developed through the Presidential Coordinating Commission 
on Climate Change and Presidential Task Team on Climate Change

Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Non-cumulative
Reporting Cycle Annually in Quarter 4
Desired performance 1 x Annual report on the just transition and low carbon economy developed through the Presidential Coordinating 

Commission on Climate Change and Presidential Task Team on Climate Change
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Office of the President

Indicator Title 3.8.1 Number of performance monitoring reports on the implementation of decisions emanating from the Cabinet and the 
IMC on Land Reform

Definition	 The indicator tracks the Number of performance monitoring reports on the implementation of decisions emanating from 
the Cabinet and the IMC on Land Reform. Fast-tracking of the land reform and agricultural support programme in relation, 
but not limited to the following targets: 
• Facilitate the implementation of the Rural Development Strategy to address socio-economic needs of rural and farming 

communities
• Finalisation of the Agriculture and Agro-processing Master Plan (AAMP) and the Cannabis Master Plan for implementation 

in the 2022/2023 financial year onwards
Source of data Any of the following:

• Post-engagement report
• Media release
• Media statement
• Minutes/agenda

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the performance monitoring report on the implementation of decisions emanating from the Cabinet and 
the IMC on Land Reform

Means	of	verification	 The existence of the performance monitoring reports on the implementation of decisions emanating from the Cabinet and 
the IMC on Land Reform

Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Cumulative
Reporting Cycle Biannual, in Quarter 1 and 3
Desired performance 2 x performance monitoring report on the implementation of decisions emanating from the Cabinet and the IMC on Land 

Reform
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Office of the Deputy President
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Indicator Title 4.1.1 Number of multilateral forums either hosted by SA, or where SA engages actively to shape the agenda and outcomes of 
South Africa’s foreign policy 

Definition	 The indicator measures the number of multilateral forums either hosted by SA, or where SA engages actively to shape the 
agenda and outcomes of South Africa’s foreign policy. 

Source of data Any of the following: 
• Media release 
• Briefing and/or advisory notes
• President remarks/speeches, minutes, and agendas

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the number of multilateral forums either hosted by SA, or where SA engages actively to shape the agenda 
and outcomes of South Africa’s foreign policy.

Means	of	verification	 Post-event report on the forum convened. 
Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type N/A
Reporting Cycle Quarterly
Desired performance 4 x multilateral forums either hosted by SA, or where SA engages actively to shape the agenda and outcomes of South 

Africa’s foreign policy
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Office of the President

Indicator Title 4.1.2 Number of bi-lateral agreements and multilateral agreements concluded with key partners 
Definition	 Indicator tracks the number of bi-lateral agreements and multilateral agreements concluded with key partners such as trade 

agreements
Source of data Any of the following: 

• Media release
• Briefing and/or advisory notes
• President remarks/speeches,
• Minutes and agendas.

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the number of bi-lateral agreements and multilateral agreements concluded with key partners such as trade 
agreements

Means	of	verification	 Post event reports 
Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Cumulative.
Reporting Cycle Quarterly (in Quarter 2, 3 and 4)
Desired performance 10 x bi-lateral agreements and multilateral agreements concluded with key partners such as trade agreements concluded
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Office of the President
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Indicator Title 4.2.1 Number of reports on the Deputy President’s role as the Special Envoy to South Sudan 
Definition	 The indicator tracks the number of reports produced on the Deputy President role as the Special Envoy to South Sudan. 

This forms part of the implementation of assigned international relations responsibilities of the Deputy President by the 
President

Source of data Any of the following:
• Post-engagement report
• Media release
• Media statement
• Briefing note

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the annual report on the Deputy President’s role as the Special Envoy to South Sudan

Means	of	verification	 The existence of the 
Annual report on the Deputy President’s role as the Special Envoy to South Sudan

Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation (where 
applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Non-cumulative
Reporting Cycle Annually in Quarter 4
Desired performance 1 x annual report on the Deputy President’s role as the Special Envoy to South Sudan
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Office of the Deputy President

Indicator Title 4.2.2 Number of the reports on the Deputy President’s role on the China-South Africa Bi-National Commission convened
Definition	 The indicator tracks the number of reports produced on the Deputy President role on the China-South Africa Bi-National 

Commission convened. This forms part of the implementation of assigned international relations responsibilities of the 
Deputy President by the President

Source of data Any of the following:
• Post-engagement report
• Media release
• Media statement
• Briefing note

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the annual report on the Deputy President’s role on the China-South Africa Bi-National Commission 
convened

Means	of	verification	 The existence of the 
Annual report on the Deputy President’s role on the China-South Africa Bi-National Commission convened

Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation (where 
applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Non-cumulative
Reporting Cycle Annually in Quarter 1
Desired performance 1 x annual report on the Deputy President’s role on the China-South Africa Bi-National Commission convened
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Office of the Deputy President
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Indicator Title 4.3.1 Number	of	reports	on	the	President’s	role	in	the	African	Union	and	globally	to	fulfil	leadership	role	in	the	continental	
and global bodies e.g., SADC Organs on peace and security; climate and just transition; GBV Circle of champions

Definition	 The indicators track the number of reports on the Presidents role in the African Union and globally to fulfil leadership role 
in key continental and global bodies e.g., SADC organs on Peace and Security, Climate and just transition, GBV cycle of 
championship. 

Source of data • Presidency media statements, 
• Media releases, 
• Briefing and/or advisory notes, 
• President remarks/speeches, minutes, and agendas.

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the number of reports on the Presidents role in the African Union and globally to fulfil and leadership role 
in key continental and global bodies 

Means	of	verification	 The existence of: 
Post event reports on the Presidents role in the African Union and globally to fulfil and leadership role in key continental 
and global bodies

Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation (where 
applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Cumulative 
Reporting Cycle Quarterly (in Quarter 2, 3 and 4)
Desired performance 3 x quarterly reports on support the Presidents role in the African Union and globally to fulfil leadership role in key 

continental and global bodies
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Office of the President

Indicator Title 4.4.1 Launch of the Global Accelerator for Women’s Digital Financial Inclusion in Africa
Definition	 The indicators track the launch of the women Digital Financing including for the upliftment of women in the economic 

sector. 
Source of data Any of the following:

• Presidency media releases, 
• Briefing and/or advisory notes, 
• President remarks/speeches, minutes, and agendas.

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the launch of the Global Accelerator for women’s digital financial inclusion in Africa

Means	of	verification	 The existence of 
Post event reports 

Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Non-cumulative 
Reporting Cycle Annual (in Quarter 4)
Desired performance Global Accelerator for Women’s Digital Financial Inclusion in Africa launched 
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Office of the President
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Indicator Title 5.1.1 Number of reports on the SIU proclamations issued
Definition	 The indicator tracks the number of reports submitted to The Presidency on the proclamation’s issues by the SIU on a 

quarterly basis. The SIU proclamations are then issued by The Presidency to the relevant stakeholders. 
Source of data Any of the following:

•	 Presidential minutes, 
•	 SIU Proclamations and 
•	 referral letters issued to institutions that are implicated in the reports.

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the reports produced on the SIU proclamations issues

Means	of	verification	 Existence of 
Report on the SIU proclamations issued 

Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Cumulative
Reporting Cycle Quarterly 
Desired performance 4 x reports on the SIU proclamations issued
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Corporate Management

Indicator Title 5.2.1 Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) on dealing with SIU reports produced
Definition	 The indicator track the SOP produced to outline the role and responsibilities in dealing with the SIU reports
Source of data Legal prescripts 
Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the Standard Operating Procedure on dealing with SIU reports

Means	of	verification	 Existence of Standard Operating Procedure on dealing with SIU reports by July 2022
Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Non-cumulative
Reporting Cycle Annually, (in Quarter 2) 
Desired performance Standard Operating Procedure on dealing with SIU reports produced by July 2022
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Corporate Management

Indicator Title 5.3.1 Business Continuity Plan approved
Definition	 Business Continuity Plans include:

The Crisis/Incident Management Plan, Business Continuity Plan, Emergency Response Plan and IT Disaster Management Plan. 
The Plans are designed as a response to a business disruption or interruption due to natural and unnatural causes. 

Source of data 1. Business Continuity Policy and Business Continuity Management Framework
2. Business Impact Analysis (BIA) 
3. Business Continuity Management (BCM) Risk Analysis
4. BCM Strategy Report

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count on the Business Continuity Plans

Means	of	verification	 Existence of the approved Business Continuity Plans
Assumptions 1. Full participation and attendance of workshops by Business Units. The workshops are designed to source key business 

requirements to draft the Continuity Plans
2. Timely submission of inputs/draft plans by all Business Units

Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Non-cumulative
Reporting Cycle Annual (in Quarter 1) 
Desired performance Approved BCM Plan and reports on the implementation of the Business Continuity Plan 
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Corporate Management
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Indicator Title 5.3.2 Number of monitoring reports on the implementation of the Business Continuity Plans 
Definition	 The indicators tracks the number of monitoring reports of the Business Continuity Plans. The implementation of Business 

Continuity Plan involve establishing an Incident Response Structure, Establishing Business Continuity Teams per Business 
Units, aligning the Emergency Response Plan to the Business Continuity Plans and aligning the IT Disaster Management Plan 
to the specific requirements of the respective business units.

Source of data 1. Business Continuity Management Strategy 
2. Implementation reports from key stakeholders

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the monitoring report on the implementation of the Business Continuity Plans

Means	of	verification	 Existence of the monitoring reports on the implementation of the Business Continuity Plans
Assumptions 1. Funds are available to pay the Service Provider in facilitating the implementation of the Business Continuity Management 

Plans
2. Officials are appointed as Team members to form part of the Incident Response Structure and Business Continuity Teams

Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation (where 
applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Cumulative
Reporting Cycle Quarterly (Quarter 2,3 and 4) 
Desired performance 3 x monitoring reports on the implementation of the Business Continuity Plans 
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Corporate Management

Indicator Title 5.4.1 Audit outcome opinion expressed by the Auditor-General
Definition	 This indicator tracks The Presidency clean audit outcome expressed by the Auditor-General for the 2021/22 financial year. 
Source of data AG Audit report for 2021/22 
Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the AG Audit Report expressing a clean audit outcome 

Means	of	verification	 Verify the existence of: 
The Audit report with a clean audit outcome expressed by the AG for the 2021/22 financial year 

Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Non-cumulative 
Reporting Cycle Annually (in Quarter 2) 
Desired performance Clean Audit outcome opinion by Auditor-General
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Corporate Management 

Indicator Title 5.5.1 Percentage of SMS Women employed in Presidency against national targets.
Definition	 This indicator tracks the percentage of female representation at SMS level in The Presidency, against the national targets as 

defined in the MTSF 
Source of data PERSAL report
Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Calculate:

Verification of the percentage of female representation at SMS level in The Presidency, Calculating Female SMS vacancy rate:
Total Female SMS/Total number of filled SMS posts * 100= Female on SMS percentage.

Means	of	verification	 HR Staff Profile excel report
Assumptions None 
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

Year 1 to be used to establish baseline for : 
•	 Target for Women: 50% Women representation at SMS level 

Spatial Transformation
(where applicable) 

N/A 

Calculation Type Non-cumulative
Reporting Cycle Annually in Q4
Desired performance Maintain or exceed the EE targets:

•	 50% Women representation at SMS level 
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Corporate Management
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Indicator Title 5.6.1 Percentage of PWD employed in Presidency against national targets
Definition	 This indicator tracks the percentage of PWD employed in The Presidency against the national targets as indicated in the 

MTSF. The indicators are used to measure the total number of all disabled people in the department versus the number of 
posts filled.

Source of data PERSAL report.
Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Calculate:

Verification of the PWD employed in The Presidency.
Calculating the total number of People with Disabilities in the Department:
Total number of all disabled people in the department/number of posts filled (include additional) * 100= Disability 
percentage in the department.

Means	of	verification	 HR Staff Profile excel report
Assumptions None
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

Year 1 to be used to establish baseline for : 
•	 Target for People with Disabilities: 2% PWD employed in The Presidency

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A 

Calculation Type Non-cumulative
Reporting Cycle Annually in Q4
Desired performance Maintain or exceed the EE targets:

2% PWD employed in The Presidency
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Corporate Management

Indicator Title 5.7.1 Percentage of valid invoices paid within 30 days from date of receipt.
Definition	 This indicator tracks the percentage of valid invoices paid within 30 days against, unless determined otherwise in a contract 

or other agreement, all payments due to creditors must be settled within 30 days from receipt of a valid invoice or, in the 
case of civil claims, from the date of settlement or court judgement or resolution of dispute in compliance with Treasury 
Regulation 8.2.3.

Source of data Monthly reports on payment of invoices.
Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Calculate:

(Total payments for the quarter less payments not meeting 30 days as per NT reports) / Total payments for the quarter * 
100

Means	of	verification	 Verify Monthly reports on payment of invoices determine whether valid invoices are indeed paid within 30 days 
Assumptions The invoices are valid and have no disputes.
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A 

Calculation Type Cumulative 
Reporting Cycle Quarterly
Desired performance 100% of valid invoices paid within 30 days from date of receipt
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Corporate Management
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Indicator Title 5.8.1 Percentage of disciplinary cases resolved within 90 days from date of issuing of charge sheet
Definition	 This indicator tracks the percentage of disciplinary cases resolved within 90 days from date of issuing of charge sheet.

To create and promote an environment conducive to enhancing a high-performance culture.
Source of data Report showing disciplinary cases finalised in the financial year (or with postponement letter where not achieved for 

reasons beyond Presidency’s control).
Limited to the Labour Relations report to DPSA/FOSAD provided as evidence to support the reported performance 
specifically refer to disciplinary cases.

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Calculate:

Number of disciplinary cases resolved within 90 days/the number of cases reported, multiplied by 100
NB. 

In instances where no disciplinary cases are reported, it would be regarded as not applicable. 
In instances where the Postponement letter is produced for unresolved cases due to reasons beyond The Presidency’s 
control, it would be regarded as not applicable. 

Means	of	verification	 Charge sheet
Report showing disciplinary cases finalised in the financial year to determine they were concluded in 90 days.
Postponement letter to be produced for unresolved cases due to reasons beyond The Presidency’s control.

Assumptions None 
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A 

Calculation Type Cumulative 
Reporting Cycle Annually, in Q4
Desired performance 100% disciplinary cases finalised within 90 days from date of issuing of charge sheet.
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Corporate Management

Indicator Title 5.9.1 Progress report on the implementation of ICT business process automation and infrastructure upgrade
Definition	 The indicator measures the progress on the implementation of The Presidency ICT Business process automation and 

infrastructure upgrade. The business process that would be focused on include the
Correspondences to the COOs Office, i.e., memorandums 
Leave
Supply Chain Management processes 
Finance processes
Annual Performance Plan

Source of data 1. Project plan approved on business process automation and infrastructure upgrade.
2. Monthly SITA reports on the implementation of the business process automation and infrastructure upgrade. 

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the Progress report on the implementation of ICT business process automation and infrastructure upgrade 

Means	of	verification	 The existence of the progress report on the implementation of the ICT business process automation and 
infrastructure upgrade 

Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation (where 
applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Cumulative 
Reporting Cycle Quarterly
Desired performance 4x Quarterly progress reports on the implementation of the ICT business process automation and infrastructure upgrade. 
Indicator Responsibility DDG: Corporate Management
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PROGRAMME 2: EXECUTIVE SUPPORT 

Indicator Title 2.6.1 Annual Cabinet and FOSAD Programme approved by Q3
Definition	 The indicator tracks the approval of the Annual Cabinet and FOSAD Programme by Cabinet and the FOSAD Workshop 

respectively (evidenced by signature of Director-General (DG) as the Secretary of Cabinet and Chairperson of FOSAD),  
by Q3 for the following calendar year.
Annual Cabinet and FOSAD Programme informs the focus and priorities of the Cabinet and Clusters for the year, to 
support a streamlined process of proper and informed decision making

Source of data Draft Parliamentary Programme
School calendar 

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Existence of:

An Annual Cabinet and FOSAD Programme in place, approved by Cabinet and FOSAD Workshop (evidenced by signature 
of Director-General (DG) as the Secretary of Cabinet and Chairperson of FOSAD), by Q3 for the following calendar year.
Amended Cabinet and FOSAD Programmes signed off by Deputy Director-General: Cabinet Office and Deputy Secretary 
of Cabinet.

Means	of	verification	 Existence of:

Proof of submission and an Annual Cabinet and FOSAD Programme approved by Cabinet and FOSAD Workshop 
(evidenced by signature of Director-General (DG) as the Secretary of Cabinet and Chairperson of FOSAD), by Q3 for the 
following calendar year.
Any amendment to the Cabinet and FOSAD Programmes during the calendar year, will be signed off by Deputy Director-
General: Cabinet Office and Deputy Secretary of Cabinet.

Assumptions None 
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Non-cumulative
Reporting Cycle Annual 
Desired performance Annual Cabinet and FOSAD Programme approved by Cabinet and FOSAD Workshop respectively (evidenced by signature 

of Director-General (DG) as the Secretary of Cabinet and Chairperson of FOSAD), by Q3 for the following calendar year.
Amended Cabinet and FOSAD Programmes signed off by Deputy Director-General: Cabinet Office and Deputy Secretary 
of Cabinet.

Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Cabinet Office 

Indicator Title 2.7.1 Number of quarterly reports on implementation of the Cabinet and FOSAD Programme produced
Definition	 Number of quarterly reports produces on the meetings conducted per quarter as per the approved Annual Cabinet and 

FOSAD Programme – to inform the development of the next year’s Annual Programme. The monitoring of the programmes 
excludes the ad hoc meetings/unscheduled meetings.

Source of data • Agenda or draft agenda 
• Minutes or draft minutes or decision matrix or draft decision matrix or summation of the meetings.
NB. Minutes and agenda are classified, arrangement would be made for viewing. 

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count on the quarterly report on the implementation of the Cabinet and FOSAD programme 
 

Means	of	verification	 The existence of quarterly reports on the implementation of the Cabinet and FOSAD Programme. 
Assumptions None 
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Cumulative
Reporting Cycle Quarterly
Desired performance 4 x Quarterly progress Reports on the implementation of the Annual Cabinet and FOSAD Programme
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Cabinet Office
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Indicator Title 2.8.1 Number of quarterly reports on the implementation of the Annual Legislative Programme produced.
Definition	 Number of quarterly reports on the implementation of the Legislative Programme submitted to the office of the LOGB
Source of data Annual Legislative Programme

Cabinet minutes
Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of quarterly reports on the implementation of the Legislative Programme 

Means	of	verification	 The existence of: 
Quarterly reports on the implementation of the Legislative Programme and proof of submission to the office of the LOGB

Assumptions N/A
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Cumulative
Reporting Cycle Quarterly
Desired performance 4 x Quarterly reports on the implementation of the Legislative Programme submitted to the office of the LOGB
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Cabinet Office

PROGRAMME 3: POLICY AND RESEARCH SERVICES 

Indicator Title 1.6.1 Number of quarterly reports on strategic content support provided to the Principals to strengthen their leadership 
functions 

Definition	 The indicator measures the strategic content support (for example review/develop reports, conduct research, provide 
technical analysis) to the Principals. The support will be as and when required, the PRS Branch do not have control of the 
Principal’s diaries and meetings. The strategic content support to be provided is dependent on the nature of the required 
support by the Principals.

Source of data Any of the following:
Critical notes reports/briefing notes, 
Presentations,
Agenda,
Minutes
NB: In some instances, resource data are dependent on the nature of the support required by the Principals.

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the quarterly reports on the content support provided to the Principals to strengthen their leadership 
functions

Means	of	verification	 The existence of quarterly report on the content support provided to the Principals to strengthen their leadership functions
Assumptions None
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Cumulative
Reporting Cycle Quarterly 
Desired performance 4 x Quarterly report on strategic content support provided to the Principals to strengthen their leadership functions 
Indicator Responsibility Head: Policy and Research Services
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Indicator Title 2.9.1 Number of Socio-Economic Impact Assessment reports developed
Definition	 The indicator tracks the number of reports on Socio-Economic Impact Assessment.

SEIAS aims:
• To minimise unintended consequences from policy initiatives, regulations, and legislation, including unnecessary costs from 

implementation and compliance as well as from unanticipated outcomes.
• To anticipate implementation risks and encourage measures to mitigate them.

Source of data Reports from Government Department reporting on Socio-Economic Impact Assessment
Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the Socio-Economic Impact Assessment report 

Means	of	verification	 The existence of the Socio-Economic Impact Assessment reports
Assumptions None 
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Cumulative
Reporting Cycle Biannual (Q2 and Q4)
Desired performance 2 x Reports on Socio-Economic Impact Assessment developed 
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Policy and Research Services

Indicator Title 3.9.1 NIP 2050 Phase II developed 
Definition	 This indicator tracks the publication of the National Infrastructure Plan (NIP) which provides information on the 

infrastructure pipeline, their geographic location, potential employment opportunities and contribution to economic growth. 
NIP 2050 second phase focuses on distributed/municipal infrastructure and social infrastructure.

Source of data Inputs from stakeholders on the NIP 2050 Phase II
Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

Simple count of the NIP 2050 Phase II 

Means	of	verification	 The existence of the NIP 2050 Phase II 
Assumptions None
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation 
(where applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Non-Cumulative 
Reporting Cycle Annually, (in Quarter 1)
Desired performance The NIP 2050 Phase II developed by June 2022
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Policy and Research Services.

Indicator Title 3.10.1 Country Investment strategy consulted
Definition	 This indicator tracks the gazetting and consultation of the country investment strategy. The Country Investment Strategy will, 

align the investment priorities at various levels of government, complete government’s investment policy and architecture, 
refining the institutional infrastructure for investment mobilisation, together with establishing an investment intelligence 
capability. This will guide all investment activities in order to achieve the target of attracting R1.2 trillion investments by 2024.

Source of data Any of the following:
• Approval from Cabinet on the Gazetting of the Country Investment Strategy
• Inputs from stakeholders on the Country Investment Strategy 

Method of Calculation/
Assessment 

• Simple count of the Gazetted Country Investment Strategy
• Simple count of the stakeholder consultation report on the Country Investment Strategy 

Means	of	verification	 The existence of:
• Gazetted Country Investment Strategy 
• Stakeholder consultation report on the Country Investment Strategy 

Assumptions None 
Disaggregation	of	Beneficiaries	
(where applicable) 

N/A

Spatial Transformation (where 
applicable) 

N/A

Calculation Type Non-cumulative
Reporting Cycle Biannual, in Quarter 2 and 4
Desired performance Country investment strategy consulted by March 2023
Indicator Responsibility Branch Head: Policy and Research Services.
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PART E: LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

AAMP Agriculture and Agri-processing Master Plan
APP Annual Performance Plan
AU African Union
BBBEE Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment
BCM Business Continuity Management
BCP Business Continuity Plan
CIS Country Investment Strategy
DCOG Department of Cooperative Governance
DCDT Department of Communications and  

Digital Technologies
DDI Domestic Direct Investment
DDM District Development Model
DEL Department of Employment and Labour
DG Director-General
DIRCO Department of International Relations  

and Cooperation
DPME Department of Planning, Monitoring and 

Evaluation
DPSA Department of Public Service and 

Administration
DPWI Department of Public Works and Infrastructure
DWYPD Department of Women, Youth and Persons  

with Disabilities
EODB Ease of Doing Business
ERRP Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan
EVAWG Ending Violence Against Women and Girls
FDI Foreign Direct Investment
FOSAD Forum of South African Directors-General
GBV Gender-Based Violence
GBVF Gender-Based Violence and Femicide
GCIS Government Communication and  

Information System
GDP Gross Domestic Product
GEF Global Environment Facility
GFCF Gross Fixed Capital Formation
GNI Gross National Income
GTAC Government Technical Advisory Centre
G&S Goods and Services
HRDC Human Resource Development Council
HOPA Head of Public Administration
ICT Information and Communication Technology
IIO Infrastructure and Investment Office
IGR Intergovernmental Relations
IMC Inter-Ministerial Committee
ISA Infrastructure South Africa
MDDA Media Development and Diversity Agency
MOU Memorandum of Understanding
MPSA Ministry of Public Service  

and Administration
MRM Moral Regeneration Movement
MTEF Medium Term Expenditure Framework

MTSF Medium Term Strategic Framework
NAC Network Access Control
NACAC National Anti-Corruption Advisory Council
NACS National Anti-Corruption Strategy
NASP National Annual Strategic Plan
NDP National Development Plan
NEET National Entrance cum Eligibility Test
NIP National Infrastructure Plan
NPC National Planning Commission
NPDF National Policy Development Framework
NSP National Strategic Plan
NSP-
GBVF 

National Strategic Plan on Gender-Based  
Violence and Femicide

NTTT National Technical Task Team
PCC President’s Coordinating Council
PES Presidential Employment Stimulus
PICC Presidential Infrastructure  

Coordinating Commission
PMO Project Management Office
POA Programme of Action
PPE Personal Protective Equipment
PRS Policy and Research Services
PSEC Presidential SOE Council
PWD People with Disabilities
PYEI Presidential Youth Employment Intervention
RTR Red Tape Reduction
SADC Southern African Development Community
SANAC South African National Aids Council
SAPS South African Police Service
SCA Supreme Court of Appeal
SDS Sustainable Infrastructure  

Development Symposium
SIDSSA Sustainable Infrastructure Development 

Symposium South Africa
SEIAS Socio-Economic Impact Assessment
SLA’s Service Level Agreements
SIU Special Investigating Unit
SMME Small, Medium and Small Enterprises
SMS Senior Management Service
SOE State-Owed Entities
SOP Standard Operating Procedure
SSA State Security Agency
STATSSA Statistics South Africa
TID Technical Indicator Description
TOR Terms of Reference
TRA Threat and Risk Assessment
VFU Vetting Field Unit
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